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ANCIENT ART OF THH TROVINCl: OF CHIRIOUI.

By William H. Holmes.

INTRODUCTION.

Until fumparatively recent times the province of Cliiriqui has

remained almost unknown to the world at large. The isthmus
was traversed a number of times by the conquerors, w^ho published

accounts of their discoveries, but it was reserved for the period of

railroad and canal exi)loration to furnish trustworthy accounts of its

character and inhabitants. The situation of Cliiriqui is uniqiie.

Forming, politically, a part of South America, it belongs in reality

to the North American continent. It occupies a part of the great

southern flexure of the isthmus at a point where the shore lines begin

finally to turn toward the north.

The map accompanying this paper (Plate I) conveys a clear idea of

the position and the leading topographic features of the province.

The boundaries separating it from Veragua on the east and Costa
Rica on the west run nearly north and south. The Atlantic coast line

has a northwest and southeast trend and is indented by the bay or

lagoon of Cliiriqui. The Bay of David extends into the land on the

south and the Gulf of Dolce forms a part of the western boundary. A
range of mountains, consisting principally of volcanic products, ex-

tends midway along the province, forming the continental watei'-

shed.' The drainage comprises two systems of short rivers that run,

one to the north and the other to the south, into the oi)](osing oceans.

Belts of lowland border the shorelines. Tluit on the south side is

from twenty to thirty miles wide and rises gradually into a i)lateau

two or three thousand feet in elevation, which is broken by hills and
cut by caiions. This belt affords a natural thoroughfare for peoples
migratiui;- fr<nii coiitinfiit to (•(nitincnt. and doubtless formed at all

periods :iii ;i(tracti\c disti-ict I'ny < iccu|i,Lt ii m. It is in the middle por-

tion of thissti-ipof lowland. I'spi^cially in t he drainage area of the Bay
of David, that the most plentiful evidences of ancient occupation are

found. Scattering remains have been discovered all along, however,
connecting the art of Costa Rica with that of Veragua, Panama, and

' For physic.il features, see report of Lieutenant Norton (Rejiort Cliiriqui Coininis-

sioii, E.x. Doc. 41. 1860).

13
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the South American continent. The islands of the coast furnish

some fragmentary monuments and relics, and there is no doulit that

a vast quantity of material yet remains within the province to reward

the diligent search of future exijlorers.

LITERATURE.

The antiquarian literature of the province is extremely meager,

being confined to brief sketches made hy transient visitors or based

for the most part upon the testimony of gold hunters and government

explorers, who took but little note of the unpretentious relics of past

ages. As there are few striking monuments, the attention of archae-

ologists was not called to the history of primeval man in this region,

and until recently the isthmus was supposed to have remained prac-

tically unoccupied by that group of cultured nations whose works in

Peru and in Mexico excite the wonder of the world. But, little by
little, it has been discovered that at some period of the past the

province was thickly populated, and by races possessed of no mean
culture.

The most important couti-ibutions to tlie literature of this region, so

far as they have come to my knowledge, are the following: A paper

by Mr. Merritt, published by the American Ethnological Society;' a

paper by Bollaert. published by the same society, and also a volume
issued in London;^ a valuable pamphlet, with photogi'aphic illustra-

tions, by M. De Zeltner, French consul to Pan;inia in IsijO;' a short

paper by Mr. A. L. Pinart, published in the Bulletin de la Society de

Geographic (Paris, 1885, p. 433), in which he gives valuable infor-

mation in regard to the peoples, ancient and modern; and casual

notes by a number of other writers, some of which will be referred

to in the following pages. A pretty full list of aiithorities is given

by Mr. H. H. Bancroft in his Native Races. Vol. V. p. Ki.

One of the most important additions to our knowledge of the prov-

ince and its archseologic treasures is furnished in the manuscript notes

of Mr. J. A. McNiel. who made the greater part of the collection

now deposited in the National Museum. This explorer has person-

ally supervised the examination of many thousands of graves and
has forwarded the bulk of his collections to the United States. His
explorations have occupied a number of years, during which time he
has undergone much privation and displayed great enthusiasm in

pursuing the rather thorny pathways of scientific research. In the

preparation of this paper his notes have been used as freely as their

rather disconnected character warranted, and since Mr. McNiel's re-

turn to the United States, in July, 1886, I have been favored with a

'J. King Merritt: "Report i>ii the liuaials or ancient gi-aveyards of Chiriqui."

Bulletin of the American Etliin.l..-i<:il Society. 1860.

-Bollaert: Antiquarian Kpscjh Ins in New Granada. London. ISOO.

^A. De Zeltner: Notes sur les se|nilturcs indiennes du departenieiit de ( 'liiri((ui.
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series of interviews with him, and by this means much important in-

formation has been obtained.

At the present time tliis district is inhabited chiefly T)y Indians and
natives of mixed blood, who follow grazing and agriculture to a lim-
ited extent, but subsist largely upon the natural products of the
country. These peoples are generally thought to have no knowledge
av trustworthy tradition of the ancient inhabitants and are said to
care nothing for the curious cemeteries among which they dwell, ex-
cept as a source of revenue. Mr. A. L. Pinart states, however, that
certain tribes on both sides of the continental divide have traditions
pointing toward the ancient grave builders as their ancestors. There
is jjrobably no valid reason for assigiiiiii;- tlic icniains of this region
to a very high antiquity. The highest stage of culture here may
have been either earlier or later than the period of highest civiliza-

tion in Mexico and South America or contemporaneous M-ith it. Tliere
is really no reason for supposing tliat tlie tribes (T-ho built these graves
were not in possessi.in ol' tlir rMimtry. <ir jKirtsof it. ;it the tinir i.f the
conquest. As to the afliiiith's .if tlic ancient nii.hlle istliniian tribes

with the peoples north and south of them we can learn nothing posi-

tive from the evidences of their art. So far as the art of pottery has
come within my observation, it appears to indicate a somewhat closer

relationship Avith the ancient Costa Rican pi '(.jih/s than with thd^^ df

continental South America; yet. in their burial customs, ui the hick
of enduring houses and temples, and in their use of gold, they were
like the ancient peoples of middle and southern New Granada.'
The relics preserved in our museums would seem to indicate one

principal period of occupation or culture only; Imt thcn^ has been no
intelligent study of the contents of the soil in sections exposed in

modern excavations, the exclusive aim of collectors having generally
been to secure either gold or showy cabinet specimens. The relics

of very primitive periods, if such are represented, have naturally

l)assed unnoticed. Mr. McNiel mentions the occurrence of pottery in

the soil in which the graves were dug, but. regarding it as identical

with that contained in the graves, he neglected to preserve specimens.

In one instance, while on a visit to Los Remedios, a pueblo near
the eastern frontier of Chiriqui, he observed a cultivated field about
which a ditch some 8 or 9 feet in depth had been dug. In walk-
ing through this he found a continuous exposure of broken pottery
and stone implements. Some large urns had been cut across ov

broken to conform to the slojDe of the ditch, and were exposed in

section.

I R. B. White: Jour. Anthrop. Inst. Great Britain and Ireland, p. 241. February.

1884.
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Altliougli not apparently representing a very wide range of culture

vr distinctly separated periods of culture, the various groups of relics

exhibit considerable diversity in conception and execution, attribut-

able. no doubt, to variations in race and art inheritance.

THE CEMETERIES.

The ancient cemeteries, or lumcals, as they are called throughoul

Spanish America, are scattered over the greater part of the Pacific

slope of Chiriqui. It is said by some that they are rarely found

in the immediate vicinity of the sea, but they occur in the river

valleys, on the hills, the plateaus, the mountains, and in the deei)est

fcn-ests. They are very numerous, but generally of small extent.

The largest described is said to cover an area of about twelve acres.

They were probably located in the immediate vicinity of villages,

traces of which, however, are not described by explorers; biit there

can be no doubt that diligent search will bring to light the sites of

dwellings and towns. The absence of traces of houses or monuments
indicates either that the architecture of this region was then, as now,

of destructible inaterial, or, which is not likely, that so many ages

have passed over them that all traces of unburied art, wood, stone,

or clay, have yielded to the " gnawing tooth of time."

One of the most circumstantial accounts of these bi;rial places is

given by Mr. Merritt. who was alsu the first in make tliem known to

science.' Mr. Merritt was direclordr a ^nld mine in \'ei-a,i;-ua. and in

the summer of 1850 spent several weeks in exploi-ing the graves of

Chiriqui ; he therefore sjjeaks from personal knowledge. In the autumn
of 1858 two native farmers of the parish of Bugaba. or Bugava, dis-

covered a golden image that had been exiiosed by the uprooting of a

plant. They pr.M-eeil,.,! secretly tn expl.nv the --raves, tlie existence

of which had l)een known fur years. In the following spring their

operations became known to the people, and within a month more than
a thoiisaud persons were engaged in working these extraordinary gold
mines. The fortunate discoverers succeeded in collecting about one
hundred and thirty pounds weight of gold figures, most of which
were more or less alloyed with copper. It is estimated that fifty

thousand dollars' worth in all was collected fr( im this cemetery, which
embraced rn area of twelve acres.

Although there are rarely surface indications to mark the position

of the graves, long experience has rendered it comparatively easy to

discover them. The grave hunter carries a light iron rod, which he
runs into the ground, and thus, if any hard substance is present, dis-

covers the existence of a burial. It is mentioned by one or two writers

that the graves are in many cases marl^ed by stones, either loose or

set in the ground in rectangulai- and circular arrangenK^its. The

' J. King Merritt: Paper read before tlic Aiin'ikaii Etlniulogical Society. 1S6().
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graves do not often seem to have had a uniform position in relation

to one another or to the points of the compass. In some cases they
are chistered about a central tomb, and then assume a somewhat
radiate arrangement; again, according to Mr. McNiel, they are some-
times placed end to end, occupying long trenches.

THE GRAVES.

ila •sai.lt.

cupyiii- <ii

ficientlvdi ite t.) liiMif valu.'. 'i'hi'gi-avi's vary coiisiilci'ahly in form,
construction, and depth, and are classified variously by explorers.

In the Bugaba cemetery Mr. Merritt found two well marked varieties,

the oval and the quadrangular, reference being had to the horizontal
section. The oval grave pits were from 4+ to G feet deep and from 3

to -4 feet in greatest diameter. A wall of rounded river stones 2^ to

3 feet high lined the lower part of the pit, and from the top of this

the entire space was closely packed with rounded stones. Within
the faced up part of this cist the remains of th« dead, the golden
figures, pottery, and implements had been deposited. This form is

illustrated in Fig. 1 by a vertical section constructed from the de-

scription given by Mr. Merritt.

Fig. 1. Section of oval grave.

The quadrangular graves were constructed in two somewhat dis-

tinct ways. One variety was identical in most respects with the oval
form illustrated above. They were sometimes as much as 6 feet deep
and frequently 4 by 7 feet in horizontal dimensions. In the other
form a pit 4 by 6^ feet in diameter was sunk to the depth of about 3

feet. Underneath this another pit some 2 feet in depth was sunk,
leaving an offset or terrace 8 or 10 inches in width all around. The
smaller pit was lined with flat stones placed on edge. In this cist

the human remains and the relics were placed and covered over witli

flat stones, wliieli rested upon the terrace and prevented the superin-

cumbent mass, which consisted of closely packed river stones, from
6 ETH—
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c-rushing the contents. A section of tliis tomb is given in Fig. -2, also

iliawn from the description given by Mr. Merritt.

Fig. 2. Section of a quailrangiilar grave, showing the surface pack of river stones and the positions

(it the slabs and objects of art.

Mr. Merritt and others mention that in some of tlie graves pillars

are emi^loyed to support the roof of the cist. These pillars ai-e

mentioned briefly by De Zeltner, fi-om whose account tln' following

illustrations are draAvn. This author does not state tlmt lie made
any personal investigations, and if his accounts were olitaiiit'd fronr
the natives their entire trustworthiness may very properly be ques-

tioned. The first two forms mentioned by him are similar to those

already given. The third is described as having at the corners square
pillars of stone to support the covering, which, however, is not de-

scribed. The fourth has four pillars, placed in the corners of the pit.

These serve to support a vaiilt of flagstones. The walls between the

pillars are faced with pebbles, as in the cases previously described.

Fig. 3 will make this form clear at a glance. The fifth variety de-

scribed by De Zeltner is quite extraordinary in construction. His
account is somewhat confusing in a niimber of respects, and the
section given in Fig. i cannot claim more than appi'oximate accuracy
in details and measurements. Near the surface a paving, perhaps
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of river stones, was found covering an area of about 10 by 1.'3 feet.

This leaving was apparently the surface of a pack about 2 feet thick.

Fig. 4. Compound cist, described by De Zeltner.

and covered tlie mouth of the main pit, which was some f! or 7 feet

deep. Pillars of cobble stones about 10 inches in diameter occupied

the corners of the pit, and probably served in a measure to sujiport

the paving. In the bottom of this excavation a second pit was dug.

the mouth of which was also covered by a paving 24 by upwards of

3 feet in horizontal dimensions. This lower pit consisted of a shaft

several feet in depth, by which descent was made into a chamber
of inverted pyramidal shape. This chamber aj)proximated 6 by 9

feet in horizontal dimensions and was some i or o feet deep. At the

bottom of this cistern the human remains and most of the relics were
deposited. The shaft was filled in with earth and the pavings de-

scribed. The -total depth, computed from the figures given, is about
18 feet, a most remarkable achievement for a barbarous people; yet

this is equaled by tlie ancient tribes of the mainland of New Granada,
where similar burial customs seem to have prevailed. Mr. White,'
who traveled extensively in the nortliwestern part of the state, says:

A dry, elevated ridge, composed of easily excavated material, was selected as the

cemetery. A pit of only a yard or so in diameter was sunk, sometimes vertically,

sometimes at an angle, or sometimes it varied from vertical to inclined. It was
sunk to depths varying from 15 to 60 feet, and at the bottom ;i clininlwr was
formed in the earth. Here the dead was deposited, with his arms, i, ,,,].- r.«iking

utensils, ornaments, and chattels generally, with maize and fenm iin <l li,|ii(.i made
of maize. The chamber and pnssn.^'i' wore t)ion rnmmrMl tiulitiv lull nt i-.n-lji. ;ind

sometimes it would appear thai |"(iili:ii .miIIi. ..ilin than ihat i\. .i\ ah^l "n the

spot, was used. Onenot unfreciiiriiil> il.'ti-ri- :i |..>.uliai- aii.ui.ith- -mhII m ili.' cartli.

and fragTnents of charcoal are aluay.s timiul mixed witli it m iiioiv ..r less ,|Uaiitity.

' B. B. White: Jour. Anthrop. Inst. Great Britain and Ireland, p. 246. Febniarj

1884.
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M. De Zeltner describes otluu' very simple graves which are filled

in with earth, excepting a surface paving of pebbles.

Mr. McNiel, who has examined more examples than any other white

man, and over a wide district with David as a center, discredits the

statements of De Zeltner in respect to the form illustrated in Fig. i.

and states that generally the graves do not differ greatly in shape

and finish from the ordinary graves of to-day. He describes the

pits as Ijeing oval and quadrangular and as having a depth ranging
from a few feet to 18 feet. The paving or pack consists of earth and
water worn stones, the latter pitched in without order and forming
but a .small percentage of the filling. He has never seen such stones

used in facing the walls of the pit or in the construction of pillars.

The flat stones which cover the cist are often 10 or 15 feet below
the surface and are in some cases very heavy, weighing .300 jjounds

or more. A single stone is in cases large enough to cover the entire

space, but more frequently two or more flat stones are laid side by
side across the cavity. These are supported by river stones, a foot

or more in length, set around the margin of the cist. He is of the
ojiinion that both slab.s and bowlders were in many cases carried long
ilistances. No one (jf the i)its examined was of the extraordinary
form described in detail by De Zeltner and others.

HUMAN REMAINS.

The almost total absence of human renuiius has frequently been
remarked, and the theory is advanced that cremation must have been
practiced. We have no evidence, however, of such a custom among
the historic tribes of this region, and, besides, such elaborate tombs
would hardly be constri;oted for the deposition of ashes. Yet, con-

sidering the depth of the graves, their remarkable construction, and
the character of the soil sclccti'il fur burial purposes, it is certainly

wonderful that such nicii^cr Iimccs of human remains are found,
riuart surmises, from the analogies of modern Ijurial customs upon
the north coast, that the bones only were deposited in the graves, the
flesh having been allowed to decay by a long period of exposure in the
open air. This, however, would probably not materially hasten the
decay of the bones.

Mr. Merritt states that human hair was obtained from graves at
Bugaba, and that he has himself secured the enamel of a molar tooth
from that locality. De Zeltner tells us that in three varieties of
graves remains of skeletons are found, always, however, in a very
fragile condition. One skull was obtained of sufficient stability to be
cast in plaster, but De Zeltner is not certain that it belonged to the
l)eople who built the tombs.
Mr. McNiel reports the occasional finding of l)ones. and a number

of bundles of them are included in his collection. He reports that
there are no crania and that nothing could be determined as to the
position of the bodies when first buried.
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Pinart observes that in some cases the bodies or remnants of bodies
were distributed about the margin of the pit bottoiUj with the various
utensils in tlic ciMitcr, and a,i;ain that the remains were laid away in

niches diii;- in tlir sides n( tlit- main pit.

These srattcring- iilisn-vatidiis will serve to give a general idea of

the modes of sepulture practiced in this region, but there must be a
closer record of localities and a careful coi'relation of the varying
phenomena of inluimation before either ethnology or archaeology can
be greatly bcnetited.

PLACING OF RELICS.

The pieces of pottery, implements, and ornaments were probably
buried with the deail. pi'etly uiiicli as a i-c similar nbjects in other parts

of America. The almost lotal (lisa|)|ieai-aiice ol' tlie lnuiuui remains
makes a determination ol' exart relative jiositions impossible. The
universal testimony, however, is that all were not placed with the
body, but that some were added as the grave was filled up, being placed
in the crevices of the walls or pillars or thrown in upon the accumu-
lating earth and pebbles of the surface pavement. The heavy im-
pleinents of stone are rarely very far beneath the siirface.

OBJECTS OF ART.

From the foregoing account it is ai)parent that onr knowledge of

the art of am-ient ('liii-iijui must for the present he d(ii\<'(| almost
entirely from the contents of the tombs. The inhabitants were skill-

ful in the employment and the manipulation of stone, clay, gold, and
copper; and the perfection of their work in these materials, taken in

connection with the construction of their remarkalde tombs, indi-

cates a culture of long standing and a capacity of no mean oider.

Of their architecture, agriculture, or textile art we can learn little

or nothing.

The relics rejjresented in the collection of the National Museum
consist chiefly of articles of stone, gold, copper, and clay.

Works executed in stone, excluding the tombs, may be arranged
in the following classes: Pictured rocks, sculptured columns, images,
mealing stones, stools, celts, arrowpoints, spearpoints(?), polishing
stones, ami ornaments.

Pictiircd rachs.— (^ur accounts of these objects are very meager.
The only one defiidtely described is the "piedra pintal." A few of

the figures engraved upon it are given by Seemann, from whom I

quote the following paragraph:

' I am indebted to Mr. J. S. Diller, of the United States Greological Survey, for

the determination of tlie species of stone in this series of objects.
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At Cal<lera, a few leagues [north] from the town of David, Ues a granite block

known to the country people as the piedra pintal, or painted stone. It is 15 feet

high, nearlj' 50 feet m cii-cumference, and flat on the top. Every part, especially

the eastern side, is covered witli figures. One represents a radiant sun; it is fol-

lowed by a series of heads, all. with some variation, scorpions and fantastic figures.

The top and the other side have signs of a circular and oval form, crossed by lines.

The sculpture is ascribed to the Dorachos (or Dorasques), but to wliat purjinse the

stone was apphed no historical account or tra<lition reveals.'

These inscription.s are irregularly placed and much scattered.

Tliey are thought to have beeu originally nearly an inch deep, but in

jilaces are almost effaced by weathering, thus giving a suggestion of

great antiquity. I have seen tracings of these liunrrs maile I'cccntly

by Mr. A. L. Pinart which show decided diffevcmi's in detail, and Mr.

McNiel gives still another transcrii^t. I present in Fig. .3 ,Mr. IMcNiel's

sketch of the southwest face of the rock, as he has given considera-

bly more detail than any other visitor. Mr. McNiel's sketches show

Southwest face of the pictiirerl s

seventeen figures on the opi^osite side of tlie rock. Seemann gives

only twelve, while Mr. Pinart's tracings show upwards of forty upon
the same face. These three copies would not be recognized as refer-

ling to the same original. That of Mr. Pinart seems to show the

most careful study and is probably accurate. Good photographs

would be of service in eliminating the inconvenient personal equa-

tion always present in the delineation of such subjects. These

figures bear little resend)lance to tliose painted upon the vases of

this region.

Other figures are said to be engraved upon the bowlders and stones

used in constructing the burial cists. De Zeltner states' that '

' one

often meets with stones covered with ritde allegorical designs, repre-

senting men, pumas (tigre ?), and birds. It is particularly in such

huacas as have pillars and a vault that these curious specimens of In-

dian art are found. "

"

Columns.—A number of authors speak casually of sculptured

stone columns, none of which have been found in place. Seemann

' Seemann: Voy. Herald, Vol. I, p. 313.
'•' A. de Zeltner: Notes sur les sepultures indiennes du departement de Chiriqui.
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says that they may be seen in David, where tliey are used for build-
ing purposes.^ but this is not confirmed by others. The sculptures are
said to be in relief, like those of Yucatan and Peru. Cullen says that
columns are found on tlie Island of Muerto, Bay of David. ^ Others
an- mentioned as having been seen in Veragua.

/«(«r/c.s.— Objects that may properly be classed as images or idols

ari' of rather rare occiirrence. Half a dozen specimens are found in

the McNiel collections. The most important of these represents a
full length female figure twenty-three inches in height. It is executed
in tlie round, with considerable attempt at detail (Fig. 6). I may
mention, as stronj^ t li.ii.u ti listics. the flattened crown, encircled by
a narrow turban-liki limd th^ rather angular face and prominent
nose, and the form.il \>n^< n\ tlie arms and hands. Besides the liead

l)aud, the only othei sut;yesti(in ot ( ustume is a belt about the waist

The material is a compact, slightly vesicular, olive gray, basaltic

rock. I liave seen a few additional examples of this figure, and from
the identity in type and detail c-onclude that the personage repre-

sented was probably an important one in the mythology of the Chii-i.

'Seemann: Voy. Herald, Vol. I, p. 313.

-C^Ilen's Darien, p. 38.
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quians. In general style tliere is a rather close corri'siHiiKlnicc with

the sculptures of the Central American States. Some nf ilie |.histic

characters exhibited in this work appear also in the vai-i. mis ( <] iji ci s i if

clay, gold, and copper described further on.

There is also a smaller, rudely carved, half leiiKth. ImiiKni lii;-urp

done in the same style. Besides tin •sc fi- uivs Hmmv mv 1 w., hu-v Hat tish

stones, on one of which a in'le ima-e i>( a iiinnk-ey lias lieen pieked,

while the other exhibits tin- li-mv of a reptile reseniMiny a, lizard or

a crocodile. The work is extremely- rude and has the a^jpearance of

being unfinished. It seems that all of these objects were found

upon the surface of the ground.

In Figs. 7 and 8 I present two specimens of sculpture also collected

l)y Mr. McNiel, and now in the possession of Mr. J. B. Stearns, of

Sliort Hills, N. J. The example shown in Fig. 7 was obtained near the

(lulf of Dolce, 82° 55' west. Three views are presented : profile, front,

and back. It is carved from what appears to be a compact, grayish

Chinqiiiaiis. Oi-ay volcanic rock- -

olive tufa or basalt, and represents a male personage, distinct in style

froni the female fii;ure first ]ireseiited. The head is rounded al)Ove,

the ai-iiis ari' tlatteiied a,i;aiiist the sides, and the feet are folded in a
novel iiositidii beur-atli the liody. The height is 9 inches.

The other specimen. Fig. 8, from near the same locality, is carved
from a yellowish gray basalt which sparkles with niimerous large

crystals of hornblende. It is similar in style to the last, but more
boldly sculptured, the features being prominent and the members of

the body in higher relief. The legs are lost. Height. 51 inches.
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A remarkable figure of large size now in the National Museum
was obtained from the Island of Cana or Cano by Mr. McNiel. It is

Fig. H. Fragmentary human figm-e in gray basaltii

nearly three feet in height and very heavy. The face has been mu-
tilated. In general style it corresponds more closely to the sculpture
of the Central American States than to that of Chiriqui.
Mealing stones.—Themetate, or hand mill, whirli consists of aeon-

cave tablet and a rubbing stone, was an imiM.itant ,i(IJuiict to the
household ai^pliances of nearly all the more culturcil American na-
tions. It is found not only in those plain substantial forms most
suitable for use in grinding grain, seeds, and spices by manual means,
but in many cases it has been elaborated into a work of art which
required long and skilled labor for its production.
In the province of Chiriqui these mills must have been numerous;

but. since they are still in demand by the inhabitants of the region,
many of the ancient specimens have been destroyed by use. It seems
from all accounts that they were not very generally buried with the
dead, but were left upon or near the siirface of the ground, and were
hence accessible to the modern tribes, who found it much easier to
transport them to their homes than to make new ones.
The metates of Chiriqui present a great diversity of form and pos-

sibly represent distinct peoples or different grades of culture. They
are carved from volcanic rocks of a few closely related varieties, the
texture of which is coarse and occasionally somewhat cellular, giving
an uneven or jiitted surface, well suited to the grinding of maize.
Thi-ee classes, fur convenience of description, may be distinguished,
although certain characters are common to all and one form grades
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more or less comi)letely into anotlier. We have the plain slab or

rudely liewn mass of rock, in the npjjer surface of which a shallow
depression has been excavated; we have the carefully hewn oval slab

supported by short legs of varied shape; and we have a large num-
ber of pieces elaborately sculptured in imitation of animal forms.
The first variety is common to nearly all temperate and tropical

America and does not require further attention here. The second
variety exhibits considerable diversity in form. The tablet is oval,

concave above, and of an even thickness. The periphery is often

squared and is in many cases ornamented with carved figures, either

geometric devices or rudely sculptured animal heads. The legs arc

generally three in number, but four is not unusual. They are mostly
conical or cylindrical in shape and are rather short.

The finest example of the second class has an oval plate 37 inches in

length, 29 in width, and "2 inches thick, which is nearly symmetrical
and rather deeply concave above. The central portions of the basin
are worn quite smooth. Near the ends, within the basin, two pairs of

small animal-like figures are carved, and ranged about the lower
margin of the periphery are eighty-seven neatly sculptured heads of

animals. There are four short cylindrical legs. This superb piece of

work is shown in Fig. 9.

t'la. 9. Mealing stone mth large talilet ornamented with animal heads, from Gnalaea— ;.

Examples of the third class are all carved to imitate the puma or

ocelot. The whole creature is often elaborately worked oi;t in the
round from a single massive block of stone. The thin tablet repre-

senting the body rests upon four legs. The head, which projects

from one end of the tablet, is generally rather conventional in style,

but is sculptured with sufficient vigor to recall the original quite

vividly. The tail appears at the other end and c\irves downward,
connecting with one of the hind feet, probably for greater seciirity

against mutilation. The head, the margin n\' tlie body, and the ex-

terior surfaces of the legs are elaboratclx ilccniatcil with tasteful carv-
ing. The figures are geometric, and refir. im dmibt, to the markings
of the animal's skin. Nearly identical specimens are obtained from
Costa Rica and other parts of Central America.
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A fine example of medium size is given in Fig. 10. The material

is gray, minutely cellular, basaltic rock. The upi^er surface of the

plate is polishtMl l.v IK." T'v. .-..tir.. i.."-ti, i. , : ;,.,.i,,..

Fia. 10. Puma shaped

The largest specimen in the McNiel collection is 3 feet long, 18

inches wide, and 12 inches high. A similar piece has been illustrated

by De Zeltuer.

The usual office of these metates is considered to be that of grind-

ing corn, cocoa, and the like. The great elaboration observed in

some examples suggests the idea that perhaps they were devoted
exclusively to the preparation of material (meal or other substances)

intended for sacred uses. A high degree of elaboration in art prod-
ucts resvilts in many cases from their connection with superstitious

usages.

Speculating upon the use of these objects, De Zeltner mentions a

mortar "whose pestle was nothing but a round stone, which still

shows traces of gold here and there. It was evidently with the help
of this rude instrument that the Indians reduced the gold to powder
before fiising it.'"

The implement or pestle used in connection with these mealing
tablets in crushing and grinding is often a simple river worn pebble,

as mentioned above, biit is more usiially a cylindrical mass of volcanic

rock, worked into nearly symmetric shape.

Stools.—The stool-like ap])carariri' of some of the ol)jects described

as metates suggests the ]avsi>iil,itioii in this place of a group of ob-

jects that must for the present he classed as stools or seats, although
their true or entire function is unknown to me. They are di.stin-

guished from the mealing stones by their circular plate, their sharply
defined, upright, marginal rim, and the absence of signs of use.

Two of these objects are from the vicinity of David. The largest

' A. De Zeltner : Notes sur les sepultures indiennes, p. 7.
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and most interesting is illustrated in Fig. 11. It is carved from a

piece of vesicular basaltic tufa and is in a perfect state of preservation.

The height is indies and tlie .liiiiH..t,M' of the t nches. tliat of

stool shaped objec jray, minutely cellular basalt —
;

the base being a little less. The slightly concave upper surface is

depressed about half an inch below the upright marginal band. The
periphery is a little more than an inch in width and is decorated with
a simple guilloche-like ornament in relief. The disk-like cap is con-

nected by open lattice-like work with the ring which forms the base.

Fig. 12. Stool with columnar base, carved from gray basaltic rock — i.

The interior is neatly hollowed out. The open work of the sides con-
sists of two elaborately carved figures of monkeys, alternating
with two sections of trellis work, very neatly executed. The other
specimen is somewhat less elaborate in its sculptured ornament
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Outlines of two additional exami^les of these o1)jects are given in

Figs. 12 and 13. The tablets are round, thick, and slightly concave

Fig. 1.3. Stool with perforated base, carved from gray hasali

ahove and are margined with rows of sculptured heads. The sup-

l)orting column in the first is a plain shaft and the base is narrow and
somewhat concave underneath. In the second the column is lu )11( )wed

out and perforated.

As Ijear-ing upon the possible use of these specimens it should be
noticed that similar stool-like objects are made of clay, the softness

and fragility of which would render them unsuitable for use as meal-
ing jjlates or mortars, and it would also appear that they are rather

fragile for use as stools. I would suggest that they may have served

as supports for articles such as vases or idols employed in religious

rites, or possibly as altars for offerings.

Celts.—The class of implements usually denominated celts is repre-

sented by several hirndred specimens, nearly all of which are in a
Ijerfect state of preservation. They are thoroughly well made and
IjeautifuUy finished, and leave the impression upon the min<l that they
must represent the very highest plane of Stone Age art.

Altlioui^li \a,r\'iiig wiilely in form and finish there is great homo-
geneit}- iif cli.-iracti'rs. the marked family resemblance suggesting a
single people and a single period or stage of culture. They are found
in the cists along with other relics and are very generally distributed,
,'. limited number, rarely more than three, being found in a single

grave. They may be classified l)y slia|]e into a nuiiibei- of grou])S, each
of which, how. V.'.l-. Willl.e r<iUlul't.i,i;T,-|(lelll..lv or less (.,liiplel,.ly into

the others. 1'liey display all . 1,.gives ,.f liiiisli from tlie freshly flaked

to the evenly picked and wholly polished surface. The edges or points
( )f nearly all show the contoiir and polish that come fi-om long though
careful use. All are made of c. impact, dark, volcanic tufa that re-

sembles very closely a fine gr,i i i m . I slate. The following illustrations

include all the more important tyjies of form. There are but few
specimens of very large size. That shown in Fig. 14 is 8i inches

long. 4 inches wide, and seven-eighths of an inch thick. The blade is

broad at the edge, rounded in outline, and well polished. The upper
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t sIk.ws the rou-li flaked
iddli- ])(jrti()ii exhiliits an

evenly picked surface. The I'ock ih a dai'k slaty looking tufa, the siir

face of wliich disjilays ring or rosette-like markings, reminding one
of the polished surface of a se( tuni nt tnssil coral. These markings
probably come from the decompnsition ot the mineral constituents of

the rock.

The implement given in Fig. 15 may be taken as a type of a large

class of beautifully finished celts. It also is made of the dark tufa,

very fine grained and compact, resembling slate. The beveled sur-

faces of the blade are well polished, the remainder of the surface being
evenly ])icked. The hexagonal section is characteristic of tlie class,

but it is not so decided in tliis as in some other pieces in wliich the
whole surface is freshly ground.
The contraction of the lateral outline and the siidden expansion on

reaching the cutting edge noticed in this specimen are more clearly

marked in other examples. The small celt shown in Fig. 1 (i is narrow
above and (juite wide toward the edge. A wide, thick specimen is
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;4iveii in Fig. 17. A specimen ignite exceptional in C'liifiqni is sliown

in Fig. 18. Mr. McNiel states that in many years' exploration this

is the only piece seen that exhibits the constriction of outline charac-

teristic of groov(Hl axes.

FiQ. 17. Celt with heavy .sbiift tnatle of

iark speckled tufa - -
i

.

Two superb implements are illustrated in Figs, li) and -^0. the one
in the I'ough excepting at the cutting edge, where it is ground into the

desired shape, and the other neatly polished over nearly the entira
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surface. Till' surfaces arc souicwliat whitened fioni (lecoinijosition,

but within the mck Ism-arly hiack, uid thce^eiouhl not (hstmguish

it from a dark slate. The material is shown by microscopic test to

l)e a v()lcanic tufa. These examples were evidently intended for more

delicate work than the preceding. The shapes of the specimens
illustrated in Figs. 21 and 23 indicate a still different use. The upper
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end of the implement is large and rougli. as if intended to facilitate

holding or liafting, while the shaft diminishes in size below, termi-
nating in a narrow, symnu'trical, highly polished edge, a shape well

Firi. -Si. Cvlindrical t-i'lt with narrow point, of liarlc tufa — !.

calculated to unite delicacy and strength. The highest mechanical
?kill could hardly give to stone shapes more jjerfectly adajjted to the

Fig. 44. I.«af shaped objects suggesting spearpoints, of dark tufa—(.

manipulation of stone, metal, or other hard or compact substances.
The material is a very dark, compact, fine grained tiifa.

An additional example is given in Fig. 33. The shaft is cylindri-

6 ETH 3
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cal and terininates in a conical point at one end and in a very narrow,

abrupt, cutting edge at the other. The whole surface is polished.

The material is the same dark tufa.

The class of objects illustraliMl in this and tlic Iwc. |iivc,-,liiiu- cuts

comprises but a small i)i'i'cciitai;c nf the rliisd-likc iiii|jli'iiiiiiis.

Spearheads f?J.—Anotlu'V class of ulijccts made of the same line

grained, slaty looking tufa is illustrated in Fig. 'Zi. They resemble

spearpoints, yet may have been devoted to a wholly different use.

They are loni;-. leaf-like flakes, triangular in section, slightly worked
down by tlakini;'. sliar|iciic(k hy Lii'iiidiug at the point, and slightly

notched at the ti.p. perhaps Un- liaftiag.

Arrowpoints.—The unique character of the arrowpoints of Chi-

riqui is already known to archfeologists. The most striking feature

is the triangular section presented in nearly all cases and shown in

the hguies (Fig 25). The workmanship is extremely rude. The

Fig. 2.5. Arrowpoints of jasper—}.

material is generally a flinty jasper of reddish and yellowish hues.
The number found is comparatively small. The sjjecimens given
are of average size.

Ornaments.—It would seem from a study of our collections that
ornaments of stone were seldom used by the inhabitants of Chiriipii.

There are a few medium sized beads of agate and one pendant of
dark greenish stone rudely shaped to resemble a human head. Orna-
ments of gold and copper were evidently much preferred.
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GOLD AND COPPER.

The Chiriquians, like many of their neighbors in the tropical por-

tions of the American continent, were skilled in the working of met-
als. Gold, silver, enpiicr. and tin — the last iiialloyswithcopper form-
ing bronze— ai'f fuinid ill tin- i;ra,vcs. ( idld is the most important,

and is associati'd witii all tin- others in alloys or as a surface coating.

The inhabitants of the isthmus at the time of the discovery were
rich in objects, chiefly ornaments, of this metal, and expeditions sent

out under Ballioa, Pizarro, and others plundered the natives without
mercy. Wlion tlic Indian village of Darienwas captured by Balboa
(1510) he obtained •plates of gold, such as they hang on tlieir breasts

and other parts, and other things, all of them amounting to ten thou-

sand pesos of fine gold. " * From an expedition to Nicaragua the same
adventurers brought back to Panama the value of " 113,53-4 pieces of

eight in low gold, and 145 in i^earls."'' Early Spanish-American his-

tory abounds in stories of this kind. Among others we read that

Columbus found the natives along the Atlantic coast of Chiricxui and
Veragua so rich in objects of gold that he named the district Cas-
tillo del Oro. It is said that the illusory stories of an El Dorado
somewhere within the continent of South America arose from the

lavish use of gold ornaments by the natives whom the Spaniards en-

countered, and that Costa Rica gets its name from the same circum-
stance. It is also recorded that the natives of various parts of Cen-
tral and South America at the date of the conquest were in the habit

of opening ancient graves for the purpose of securing mortuary
trinkets. The whites have followed their example with the greatest

eagerness. As far back as KU".' the Sjiaiiiards passed a law claiming
all the gold found in the Imi-ial plai'esof Spanisli A nierica,^ the whole
matter being treated merely as a- means i.if re\enue.

The objects of gold for which the tombs of Chiriqui are justly

famous are generally believed to have been simple personal orna-
ment s. the jewelry of the primeval inhabitants, altlioui^li it is highly
prnhalile that many of the figures, at least as oi-i-inallyeiiiplnyed. had
an enilileinatic meaning. They were douhtless at all times regarded
as possessed of potent charms, and thus capable of protecting and for-

warding the interests of their owners. They have been found in great
numbers within the last twenty-five >'ears, but for the most part, even
at this late date, have been esteemiMl for their money value only.

Very many si^ecimens found their way to this country, where they
were either sold for curiosities or, after waiting long for a purchaser,
even in the very shadow of our museums, were consigned to the melt-

' Herrera: Hist. America, Vol. VI, p. 369.

-Herrera: Hist. America, Vol. Ill, p. 287.

^Mr. Hawes's letter answeriiiK questions about ( 'liiri(|ui. read V)y Mr. Davis before

the American Ethnological Society. Aiiril 17, ISfid.
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ing pot. Many stories bearing upon this point have been told me. A
Washington jeweler is represented as having exhibited in his win-
dow ( 111 PiMi]is\ Ivania avenue about the year 18G0 a remarkable series

of tlnsr liiiiki'is. most of which were afterwards sent to New York
to he luc'ltiMl. About the same period a gentleman on entering a shop
in San Francisco was accosted by a stranger who had his pockets well

filled with these curious relics and wished to dispose of them for cash.

A number of my acquaintances have neat but grotesque examples of

these little images of gold attached to their watch guards, thus ap-

proving the taste of our prehistoric countrymen and at the same
time demonstrating the identity of ideas of personal embellishment in

all times and with all peoples.

The ornaments are found only in a small percentage of the graves,

those probably of persons sufficiently opulent to possess them in life;

a majority of the graves contain none whatever. They are often
found at tlie bottom of the pits, ami jirobably in nearly the i)osition

OCcupie,! hy th.'lll while still attaclie.l to the persons of" tile (lead. It

is .said tliat occasionally they are found in niches at the sides of the
graves, as if placed during the filling of the pit.

Strangely enough, the gold is very generally alloyed with copper,

the composite metal ranging from pure gold to pure copper. A small
percentage of silver is also present in some of the specimens exam-
ined, but this is probably a natural alloy. In a few cases very simple
figures appear to have been shaped from nuggets or masses of the
native metals; this, however, is not susceptible of proof. The woi'k
is very skillfully done, so that we find it difficult to ascertain the
precise methods of manipulation. The general effect in the more
pretentious pieces resembles that of our filigree work, in which the
parts are produced by hammering and united by soldering; yet there
are many evidences of casting, and these must be considered with
care. As a rule simple figures and some portions of composite fig-

ures present very decided indications of having been cast in molds,
yet no traces of these molds have come to light, and there are none
of those characteristic markings wliich result from the use of com-
posite or '-piece" molds. Wire was extensively rased in the forma-
tion of details of anatomy and emliellishinent. and its presence does
not at first seem compatible with ordinary casting. This wire, or
pseudo-wire it may be, is generally about one-twenty-fifth of an inch
in diameter.

The manner in which the numerous parts or sections of complex
figures are joined together is both interesting and perplexing. Evi-
dences of the use of solder have been looked for in vain, and if such
a medium was ever used it was identical in kind with the body of
the object or so small in quantity as to escape detection. At the
junction of the parts tiiere are often decided indications of hammer-
ing, or at least of the strong pressure of an implement; but in pur-
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siiing the matter fiullici' wr find a sint^ular iirrft'ction in the joining,

which amounts to a CI lalcscrnci' (if ihr metals dl' t lie two parts con-

cerned. There is no Wfakiicss nv ti'mlriicy td part along the contact

surfaces, neither is there anything like the parting of parallel wires

in coils or where a series of wires is joined side by side and carried

througli varic Ills convolutions. In a number of cases I made sections

of coils and jiaits composed of a number of wires, in the hope of

discovering evidences of the individuality of the strands, but the

metal in the section is always homogeneous, breaking with a rough,
granular fracture, and not more readily along apj^arent lines of junc-

tion than across them ; and further, in studying in detail the surface

of parts unpolished or protected from wear by handling, we find

everywhere the granular and pitted uuevenness characteristic of cast

surfaces. This is true of the wire forms as well as of the massive
parts, and, in addition to this, such defects occur in the wires as

would hardly be possible if they were of wrought gold.

All points considered, I am inclined to believe that the objects were
cast, and cast in their entirety. It is plain, however, that the original

model was made up of separately constructed parts of wire or wire-

like strands and of eccentric and often rather massive parts, and that

all were set together by the assistance of pressure, the indications

being that the material used was sufficiently plastic to be worked
after the manner of clay, dough, or wax. In one case, for example,
the body of a serpent, consisting of two wires neatly twisted together,

is held in the hand of a grotesque figure. The hand consists of four

fingers made by doubling together two short pieces of wire. The coil

has been laid across the hand and pressed down into it iintil half

buried, and the ends of the fingers are drawn up around it without
any indication of hammer strokes. Indeed, the effect is just such as

would have been produced if the artist had worked in wax. Again,
in the modeling of the eyes we have a good illustration. The eye is

a minute ball cleft across the entire diameter by a sharp implement,
t-hus giving the effect of the parted lids. N"ow. if the material had
been gold or cop] ler. as in tlie siiecinieiis. the ball would have been
sepai-atedintdlwdparts.ii- lieinispheivs, which w.nild \u,t exhiliit any
great ilistorti.ni: i)ut as we see them here the parts are flattened and
much drawn out by the pressure of the cutting edge, just as if the

material had been decidedly plastic.

It seems to me that the ]irocesse.s of manufacture must have been
analogous to those emiil<i\i'd hy the moi-e primitive metal workers of

our own day. In ()i-ieiital countries ilelicate objects of bronze and
other metals are made as follows: A model is constructed in some
such material as wax or resin and over it are placed coatings of clay

or other substance capable of standing great heat. These coatings,

when sufficient 1\ thickened and properly dried, form the mold, from
which the original model is extracted by means of heat. The fused
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metal is afterwards poured in. As a matter of course, both the mold

aud the model are destroyed in each case, and exact duplications are

not to be expected. Mr. George F. Kunz, of New York, with whom
I have discussed this matter, states that he has seen live objects, siich

as insects, used as models in this way. Being coated with washes of

clay or like suUstancc until well pi-dtcrtcd and tliuii heavily cuvered.

they were pi arc. 1 in the rui-iiacr. 'rhcaiiiinal maltiT was tlms ivduced

to ashes aud extracted tlinmgli small openings made tni' the purpose.

As bearing upon this subject it should be mentioned that occa-

sionally small figures in a fine reddish resin are obtained from the

graves of Chiriqui. They are identical in style of modeling with

the objectsof gold and copper dlitaiued from the same source.

In discussing possible processes. Mr. William Hallock, of the divis-

ion of chemistry and physics of the United States Geological Sur-

vey, suggested that if the various sections of a metal ornament were
embedded in the surface of a mass of fire clay in their proper rela-

tions and contacts they could then be completely inclosed in the mass
and subjected to heat until the metal melted and ran together. After

cooling, the complete figure could be removed by breaking up the

clay matrix. I imagine that in such work much difficulty would be
experienced in securing proper contact and adjustment of parts of

complex figures. It will likewise be observed that evidences of

plasticity in the modeling material would not exist. I must not pass

a suggestion of Nadaillac' which offers a possible solution of the

problem of manipulation. Referring- to a statement of the early

Spanish explorers that smelting was unknown to the inhabitants of

Peru, he states that it would be possible for a people in a low state

of culture to discover that an amalgam of gold with mercury is

quite plastic, and that after a figure is modeled in this composite
metal the mercury may be dissipated by heat, leaving the form in

gold, which then needs only to be polished. There is, however, no
evidence whatever that these people had any knowledge of mercury.
There is no indication of carving or engraving in the Chiriquian

work. In finishing, some of the extremities seem to have been shaped
by hammering. This was a mere flattening out of the feet or parts

of the accessories, which required no particular skill and could have
been accomplished with comparatively rude stone hammers. It is a

remarkable fact that many, if not most, of the objects appear to be
either plated or washed with pure gold, the body or foundation being
of base gold or of nearly pure copper. This fact, coupled with that

of the association of objects of bronze with the relics, leads us to in-

quire carefully into the jiossibilities of European influence or agency.

I obsei-\'e thai i-ecent writ ers do Hot seem to have questioned tin' gen-
uineness of tlieolijectsdescril)ed hy them, but that at the same time no
mention is made of the plating or washing. This latter circumstance

' Nadaillac: Prehistoric America, p. 450.
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leads to the inference that pieces now in my possession exhibiting
this phenomenon may have been tampered with by the whites. In
this connection attention sliould be called to the fact that history is

not silent on the matter of plating. The Indians of New Granada
are said to have been not only marvelously skillful in the manipula-
tion of metals, but, according to Bollaert, Acosta declares that these
peoples had much gilt copper, '"and the copper was gilt by the use
of the juice of a plant rubbed ovm- it. tlieu put into the fire, when it

took the gold color."' Just wliat this im-aus we cannot readily de-

termine, but we safely conclude that, whatever the jjrocess hinted
at in these words, a thin surface deposit of pure gold, or the close

semblance of it, was actually obtained. It is not impossible that an
acid may have been applied which tended to destroy the coi^jjer of

the alloy, leaving a deposit of gold upon the surface, which could
afterwards be burnislied down.

It has been suggested to me that possibly the film of gold may in

cases be the result of simple decay on the part of the copper of the
alloy, the gold remaining as a shell upon the surface of the still un-
decayed portion of the composite metal; but the surface in such a
case woiild not be burnished, whereas the show surfaces of the speci-

imens recovered are in all cases neatly jaolished.

If we should conclude that the ancient Americans were probably
able to secure in some such manner a thin film of gold, it still remains
to inquire whether there may not have been some purely mechanical
means of plating. In some of the Chiriquian specimens a foundation
of very base metal appears to have been j)lated with heavy sheet gold,

which as the copj^er decays comes off in flakes. Occasional pieces

have a blistered look as a consequence. Were these people able with
their rude appliances to beat gold into very thin leaves? and Had they
discovered processes by which these could be applied to the surfaces
of objects of metal? are questions that should probably be answered
in the affirmative.

The flakes in some cases indicate a very great degree of thinness.

Specimens of sheet gold ornament.? found in the tombs are thicker,

but are sufficiently thin to indicate that, if actually made by these

lie,, pie. almost any de-Tee of tliiiiuess ciuld be allaiAed by tliem. It

wnuhl i,n.l.alil>' ihit hedillieult t(.a|ii.l.\- thin sheet gold to the com-
jiaratively suiunth suifaces ,.r thes nanieiits and to fix it by bur-
nishing.

Mr. Kunz suggests still another metliod by means of whicli plating
could ha\ ! been accomplished. If a figure in was wetv coated with
sheet ,t;olil and tln-n incased in a clay matrix, the wax could he melted
out, leaving the shi-ll of gold within. The cavity could then be filled

with alloy, the clay could be removed, and the gold, which would ad-

here to the metal, could then be properly biirnished down.

' Bollaert: Ethnological and Other Researches in New Granada, &c.
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It will be seen from this hasty review that, although we may con-

clude that casting and plating were certainly practiced by these peo-

ples, we must remain in ignorance of the precise methods employed.

Referring to the question of the authenticity of the specimens them-

selves. I may note that observations bearing upon the actual discov-

ery of particular specimens in the tombs are unfortunately lacking.

Mr. McNiel acknowledges that with all his experience in the work of

excavation no single piece has been taken from the ground with his

own hands, and he cannot say that he ever witnessed the exhumation
by others, although he has been present when they were brought up
from the pits. Generally the wurkincii si'cn-tc tliciii and affci-wards

offer them for sale. » has. 1m.\vc\ .'i', n., shadow ..r a .Imil.t ihaf all

the pieces procured by liim came I'miii the gi-avcs as reported hy his

collectors. The question of the authenticity of the gilding will not be

satisfactorily or finally settled until some responsible collector shall

have taken the gilded dbjects with his own hands from their undis-

turbed places in tonihs known to be of pre-t'ohniilnan construction.

There are many proofs, however, of the authentieity of the objects

themselves. It is asserted by a number of early writers that the

American natives were, on the arrival of the Spaniards, highly ac-

complished in metallurgy; that they worked with blowpipes and
cast in molds; that the objects produced exhibited a high order of

skill; and that the native talent was directed with unusual force and
uniformity toward the imitation of life forms. It is said that the

conquerors were •'struck with wonder" at their skill in this last

respect. And a strong argument in favor of the genuineness of

these objects is found in the fact that it is not at all probable that

rich alloys of gold would have been used by Europeans for the base

or foundation when copper or bronze, or even lead, would have served

as well. We also observe that there is absolutely no trace of pecu-

liarly European material or methods of maniijulation, a condition

hardly possible if the extensive reproductions were made by the

whites. Neither are there traces of European ideas embodied in the

shapes or in the decoration of the objects— a cirru instance that argues

strongly in favor of native origin. An equally eon\iiicin^' argument
is foimd in the fart that all the alloys liable to coi'rosiun exhibit

marked evidences of decay, as if for a long period subject to the de-

structive agents of the soil. In many cases the copper alloy base

crumbles into black powder, leaving only the flakes of the plating.

Lastly and most important, the stiaiii;e creatures represented are in

many cases identical with those emhodied in clay and in stone, and
for these latter works no one will f(ji' a moment claim a foreign

derivation.

Considering all these arguments, I arrive at the conclusion that

the ornaments are, in the main, genuine antiquities, and that, if any
deception at all has been practiced, it is to be laid at the door of modern
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goldsmiths and speculators, who, accordiug to Mr. McNiel, are known
in a few cases to have '

' doctored " alloyed objects with washes of

gold with the view ol' sellin,-;- flifiii as purr -did.

I present the follnwin- s|N',iiiiciis wilh a reasonable degree of con-

fidence that all, or nearly all. aivof imrrly American fabrication, and

I sincerely hope that at no distant day competent archaeologists may
have the opportunity of making personal observations of similar relics

in place.

The objects consist to a great extent of representations of life forms,

in many cases more fanciful than real and often extremely grotesque.

They include the human figure and a great variety of birds and
beasts indigenous to the country, in styles resembling work in clay

and stone of the same region. My illustrations show the actual

sizes of the object^

The human fiynie — Statuettes ot men and women and of a variety

of anthropomoi phic figures of all dtsgrees of elaboration abound.

Fig. 20 illustrdt(>b a plain, rude bpecimen belonging to the collection of

Fig. 26. Human figure with ridged crown, formed of copper-gold alloy.

J. B. Stearns. It was obtained by Mr. McNiel from near the south

base of Mount Chiriqui. The body is solid and the surface is rough

and pitted, as if from decay. In many respects it resembles the stone

sculptures of the isthmus. Theiui-tai is nearly pure eopper. A piece

exhibiting more elaborate workuiaiiship. illustiated hy I'.nllaei-t,' is

shown in Fig. 37. Another remarkable sperinieii is illustrated hy De
Zeltner, but the photograph published with his brochure is too indis-

tinct to permit of satisfactory reproduction. He describes it in the

following language:

The most curious piece in my collection is a gold figure of a man, 7 centimeters

in height. The head is ornamented with a diadem terminated on each side with the

head of a frog. The body is nude, except a girdle, also in the form of a plait, sup-

porting a flat piece intended to cover the privates, and two round ornaments on

' BoUaert: Antiquarian Researches in New Granada, plate facing p. 31.
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each side. The arms are extended from the body ; tlie well drawn hands hold, one

of them a short, round club, the other a musical instrument, of which one end is in

the mouth and the other forms an enlargement Like that of a flute, made of human

Fig. 27. Grotesque human figui-e in gold, from BoUae

bone. It is not probable that this is a pipe. Both thighs have an enlargement,

and the toes are not marked in this little figurine.

'

Fig. 2«. Rudely shaped and finished human figure in gold.

In Fig. 28 we have a rather rudely made and finished piece collectec

'A. De Zeltner : Notes sur les sepultures indiennes du departement de Chiriqui.
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by Mr. McNiel, and now owned by Mr. Stearns. It exhibits features

corresponding with a number of those referred to by De Zeltner.

The foundation is thin and is of base metal coated with pure gohl.

I present two additional examples of the human figure from the col-

lection of Mr. Stearns. One of tliem (Fig. 2U) is an interesting little

Fig. 29. Grotesque human figure m iieiih
i
m

I 1 • i ] iiinll\ coated with yellow gold.

statuette in dark copper that still retains traces of the former gilding

of yellow gold. The crown is flat and is surrounded by a fillet of

twisted wire. The face is grotesque, the nose being bulbous, the

mouth large, and the lips protruding. The hands are represented as

grasping cords of wire which connect the waist with the crown of

the figure and seem to be intended for the bodies of serpents, the

heads of which project from the sides of the headdress. Similar

serpents project from the ankles. The feet are flattened out as if

intended to be set in a crevice. The extremities—excepting the feet—
and the ornaments are all formed of wire. The various parts of the

figure have been modeled separately and set together while the ma-

Fig. 30. Grotesque human figure in nearly pure gold.

terial was in a plastic or semiplastic condition. This is clearly indi-

cated by tlie sinking of one part into another at the points of contact.
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An excellent example of the more elaborate figures is shown in

Fig. 30. It is of reddish gold, slightly alloyed apparently with cop-

per, and has in finishing received a very thin wash or plating of yel-

low gold, which is worn off in exposed parts. The central feature

of the rather complicated structure is a grotesque human figure,

much like the preceding, and having ((luuteriiarts in Ixitli clay and
stone. The figure is backed up and .stiiiiL;tliciic(l by Iwo cni-vcd and
flattened bars of gold, one above and the otlier lielow, as .seen in the

cut. The figure is decked with and almost hidden by a profusion of

curious details, executed for the most part in wire and representing

serjients ami bii-ds. Three vultiiri'-likr heads pi-ojei t froin the crown
and oveihaii-tlie face. Two serpents, the iK.di.'snt whicli are formed

of plaited wire, issue from the nmuth of the ligureaiid are lield about

the neck by the hands. The heads of the serpents are formed of wire

folded in triangular form and are supplied with double coils of

wire at the sides, as if for ears, and with little balls of gold for

eyes. Similar heads project from the sides of the head and from the

feet of the image.

The peculiarities of construction are seen to good advantage in this

specimen. The figure is made vip of a great number of separate

pieces, united apparently by pressure or by hammering while the

material was somewhat plastic. Upwards of eighty pieces can be
coiinted. The larger pieces, forming the body and limbs, are hollow
or concave l)ehind. Nearly all the subordinate parts are constructed

of wire.

The bird.—Images of birds are numerous and vary greatly in size

and elaboration. They are usually represented with expanded wings
and tails, the under side of the body being finished for show. The
back is left concave and rough, as when east, ami is supplied with
a ring for suspension or attachment, as seen in the pinfile view (Fig.

31). The owl, the eagle, the parrot, and \arii)us other birds are

recognized, although determinations of varieties are not possible, as

in many cases the forms are rude or greatly obscured by extraneous

—^
RuJeh exetuted image of a bird in gold.

details. The examjjle shown in Fig. 31 is of the simplest type and
the riidest workmanship, and is apparently intended for some ra-

pacioris species, possibly a vulture. The body, wings, and tail are
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hammered quite thin and are left frayed and uneven on the

The material appears to be nearly pure copper plated with yellow

gold. Specimens of this class are very numerous. One, presented

in a publication of the Society of Northern Antiquaries, and now in

the museum at Copenhagen, is thought to be intended for a fish hawk,
as it carries a fish in its mouth. De Zeltner mentions a statuette in

gold of a paroquet, m liose head is ornamented with two winged tiifts.

Such a specimen maj be seen m the collection of Mr. Stearns.

Fig. 38. Image of a bird in gold, from BoIIaert.

Fig. 0--1 is reproduced from Bollaert. It represents a parrot and is

very elaborately worked.
The puma.— Representations of quadrupeds are common; a good

example, copied from Bollaert. is given in Fig. ;):!. The animal in-

tended is apparently a puma, a favorite subject with Chiriquian
workers in clay and stone as well as in gold. The body is hollow and
open beneath and the fore feet are finished with loops for suspen-

sion. A similar piece with head thrown back over the body is shown
in Fig. 3-1:. Tiie metal in this case appears to be nearly pure copper.
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Grotesque Ji(jure.—Another piece eullected liy Mr. McNiel is out-

lined in Fig. 35. The metal is quite base and the surface has been

*

Fio. ai. Quadruped with prote.sque face

coated with gold, which is now nearly all rubbed off. The shape is

that of a quadruped. The face has a rather grotesque, not to say
Satanic, expression. The details are not unlike those of other exam-
ples previously given.

The fish.—The fish was a favorite subject with the ancient nations

of South America, and is modeled in clay, woven into fabrics, and
worked in metals with remarkable freedom. It was in great favor in

Chiriqui and must have been of importance in the mythology of the
country. It occurs most frequently in pottery, where it is executed
in color and modeled in the round. The very grotesque si^ecimen in

gold shown in Fig. 30 is copied from Harper's Weekly of August 6,

From Harper's Weekly, 1859.

185!). where it forms one of a number of illustrations of these curious
ornaments. The paper is, I believe, by Dr. F. M. Otis, who had just
returned from Panama. A very curious j)iece owned by Mrs. Philip
Phillips, of Washington, represents a creature having some analogies
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with the fish figure of Otis. Issuing from the mouth is tlie same
forked tongue, each part terminating in a serpent's head. The Ijody

is about two inches long and the back has five triangular 2)erfora-

tions. The tail is forked and the four leg-like members terminate
in conventional serpents' heads. The metal is pure or nearly pure
gold.

The frog.—The frog appears in the plastic art of Chiriqui more
frequently perhaps than any other reptile. Its form is reproduced
with much spirit and in greatly varying sizes, dfi^rn's of I'lainn'aticjn,

and styles of presentation. It is probable that a niiinlici' of spccicsare
represented. In Fig. 37 we have a large, rather plain sjiei-iiiu'ii. ikjw

Large figure of a frog in base metal plated with gold.

ill tlie National Museum. The body and limbs are concave lieneath,

the metal being about one-sixteenth of an inch thick. Teeth are

")g. in base metal platerl with gold.

suggested by a number of perforations encircling the jaws and the

eyes are minute hawk bells containing pellets of metal. The legs are
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placed in characteristic ijositious, ami tlie hind feet are broad plates

without indications of toes, a characteristic of these golden frogs.

The framework or foundation is of copper, apparently nearly pure,

and the surface is plated with thin sheet gold, which tends to flake

off as the copper foundation corrodes.

The minute, delicately finished example given in Fig. ;J8 contrasts

strongly with the preceding. It is also of base metal plated with pure

gold and belongs to the collection of Mr. Stearns.

The alligator.—The alligator, which appears so frequently in the

pottery of Chiriqui, is only occasionally found in gold. A striking

I

Fig. .39. Figure of an alligator, in gold, published in Harper's Weekly, 1R59.

Specimen, illustrated in Harper's Weekly of August 6, 1859, is given

in Fig. 39. A similar piece, formed of base metal, is in the collection

of Mr. Stearns.

The crayfish f/J.—h) Fi^-. 4n we liave a fine specimen, intended ap-

iiHtal pLated with gold.

parently to represent a craytish or some similar crustacean form. The
head is supplied witli complicated yet graceful antenna-like append-
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ages, made of wire neatly coiled and welded together by pressure or
hammering. The eyes are globular and are encircled by the ends of
a double loop of wire which extends along the back and incloses a line

of minute balls or nodes. The peculiar wings and tail will be best un-
derstood by referring to the illustration. The foundation metal is much
corroded, being dark and rotten, and the plating of reddish gold seems
to have been coated with a thin film of yellow gold. The profile view
gives a good idea of the thickness of the metal and of the relief of
the parts. Two rings or loops of doubled wire are attached to the
extreme end of the nose and a heavy I'ing for suspending is fixed to

the under side of the head.

Miscdkmeous.— Gold, pure and in tlie usual alloys, was also used
in the manufacture of other articles, such as bells, beads, disks,

balls, rings, whistles, thimble shaped objects, and amulets of varied
shapes. Bells are more generally made of bronze, because, perhaps,
of its greater degree of resonance. Thin jjlates, or rather circular

sheets, of gold leaf are numerous. One mentioned by BoUaert was
7i inches in diameter. They are plain or crimped about the mar-
gins, indented in various ways, and sometimes perforated, apparently
for suspension or attachment. Merritt mentions examples having
holes which sIkiwimI evidiMiccs of wi-ar upmi dih' siilc luily. indicating
attachment in a HmmI [lositinn tn soiuc olijni oi' l<i smiic part of the
costume. But (hic cxampli' is at liaml. a lliiii slicct. tln-cc inches in

diameter and crimped or indented neatly about the margin. Its thick-
ness is about that of ordinary tinfoil.

Bdls.—Bells seem to have been in pretty general use by the more
cultured American races previous to the conquest. The form best

known is the hawk bell, or common sleighbell of the North. The
globular body is suspended by a loop at the top and is slit on the under
side, so that the tinkling of the small free pellets of metal may be audi-
ble. Such bells are found in considerable numbers in the graves of

Chiriqui, although I have no positive assurance that any of the ex-

amples in my possession were actually taken from graves which con-
tained typical Chiriquian relics of other classes. The specimens now
in the National Museum (Fig. 41) are inmost cases, if not in all. of
bronze, as determined liy Mr. R. B. Riggs, of the chemical labora-
tory of the United States ne(jl()-iral Survey. All have been cast in
molds. In most (ase^ tl,,T,. aiv ti-aces of a plating of gold. The
largest is 1} inclies in liei^iit and three-fourths of an inch in diameter.
It is surmounted by the rude figiire of an animal, through or beneath
the body of which is an opening for the attachment of a cord. Others
have simple 1(h)1)s at tlie f(i]). Tlie small ]iei-f(irated s|ieeunen belongs
to Mr. Stearns. Tliea.ldil i..iial |.ieee -iven in Fi-. |-.' is iini.|ue in con-
ception. ItreiJiv-eiitsa human head, whieli tak'esan iiuiTted Jjosition

ETH 4
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wlieii the bell is suspended. The lower imvt of the bell forms a

conical crown to the head and the ring of suspension is attached to

the chin. Double coils of wire take the place of the ears, and the

Fk 11 Bioii/i bell

other featuiiN an toiined by setting on bits of the mateiial used in

modeling. Tins spec imen belongs to the collection of Mi. Stearns.

Many examples of more elaborate workmanship have been recovered

from the tombs and are now to be found in the collections of America
and Europe.

A specimen fcnind many years ago on the Rio Grande, near Panama,
and figured in Harper's Weekly, was of gold and showed specific

variations from the Chiricpiian pieces. It will be seen by reference

to the outline given in Fig. i'-i that three very neatly shaped and
gracefully ornamented bells are mounted upon a circular plate to

which a short handle is attached. It was evidently not intended for

suspension, but rather to be held in the hand as a rattle.

A question as to the authenticity of these bells as aburiginal works
very naturally arises, and it iiia\ he .lillicull to slmw td tlir satisfac-

.

tion of the skeptical mind that any particular specimen is not of

European origin or inspiration. At the same time we are not without
strong evidences that such bells were in use by the Americans before
the advent of the whites. Historical accounts are not wanting, but I

shall only stop to point out some of the internal evidences of the
native art. The strongest argument is to be found in the pre
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of analogous features in other branches of tlie art and in other arts.

The eyes of the golden figures of reptiles are in many cases minute
hawk bells, and in works of clay, the purely aboriginal character of

which has not been called in ciuestion, similar features are disctjv-

Fiu. r.i. Ti-ijile lieli

ered. The American origin of the liell, therefore, is not to be ques-
tioned. The form originated, no doubt, in the rattle, at first a nut-
shell or a gourd; later it was modeled in clay, and in time the same
idea was worked out in the legs and the ornaments of vessels and in the
heads and other parts of animal forms, which were made hollow and
supplied with tinkling pellets. With the acknowledged skill of these
people in the working of metals, there is no reason why the bells de-

FiG. 14. Aiiuiei

scribed sliould not have been maniifactured independently of Euro-
pean aid and influence, provided the requisite metal was at hand.
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It should 1)6 observed that if these e,ir]\' Amevican bells were copied

from or based upon Sj)anish oii-iii;ils llie\- would not probably vary

greatly in type with the various sections from which they are recov-

ered, but it is observed that marked and persistent differences do

occur. The well known Mexican bell, an example of which is out-

lined in Fig. 44, although of bronze, is generically distinct in form
and construction.

In a brief review I may recall the more salient points regarding

the use of metals in ancient Chiriciui. Gold, silver, copper, and ap-

parently tin are represented.

Gold and copper were very plentifully distributed among the isth-

mian races, but we have little information as to the sources of sui>

ply. Free gold is found in the stream beds of many localities, and
copper was probably found in its native state in some convenient

locality; yet it is not impossible that these metals were transported

from- distant regions, as the inhabitants of Chiriqui must have had
considerable intercourse with those of Central America on the north

and with those of Granada on the south. Silver and tin are found
in alloys with gold and copper, but not as independent metals.

The silver gold alloy is probably a natural compound. In no case

have I found silver to exceed per cent, of the composite metal.

Tin was artificially alloyed with copper, forming bronze. The latter

metal resembles our ordinary bronze in color and hardness, but I am
iinable to secure more than a qualitative analysis on account of the

scarcity of si^ecimens available for the j)iiri30se. "We have no infor-

mation in r(_',n;ii-il In tin' ori,L;in of the tin. It is not found in a native

state, and siiiei' it seems liardly probable that the Chiriquians under-

stood smeltiiiL;- cji'es we are left in doubt as to whether it was obtained

from more cultured nations t(j the north or to the south or from ti'ans-

oceanic countries.

The gold-CD] iper allnys appear tn range between pure gold and pure
copper. If 1lie lirnii/.e is of Kurdiieau ui-igiii. tlieii we must conclude
that all objects made of tliat metal are of iiost-C'olunibian manu-
facture. This question will probably be detinitely settled in the

near futtire.

The greater number of the objects were formed by casting in molds.

Hammering was but little practiced, excepting, apparently, in the
formation of sheet gold, which was probably an indigenous product.

Repoussd work is not found, save as represented in the crimping
and indenting of gold leaf. Engraving and carving were not jjrac-

ticed. It may be considered certain that gilding, or at least jjlating,

was understood.

The objects are obtained from ancient graves of Avhich no record
or reliable tradition is j^reserved. They are all ornaments, no coin,

weapon, tool, or utensil having come to my notice. The absence of
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utensils and of hammered objects of any kind strikes- me as bein^

rather extraordinary, since it is popularly supposed that, in the nor-

mal succession of events, hammering should precede casting and that

utensils should be made Isefore elaborate ornaments.

The work exhibits close analogies with that of the mainland of

South America, but these analogies appear to be in material, treat-

ment, and scope of employment rather than in the subject matter of

the conceptions. The personages and zoomorphic characters repre-

sented are characteristically Chiriquian, and were derived no doubt
from the mythology of the locality. These works affiliate with the

various works in stone and clay, the art products of the province

thus constituting a fairly homogeneous whole and being entirely free

from traces of European influence.

Metals do not come into use early in the history of a race, as they
are not found in shapes or conditions suitable for immediate use, nor
are they sufficiently showy when found to be es]iiMially (lesiral)le for

ornaments. A long period must have elapsed lii-fuiv tlic use of metals
was discovered, and a longer period must have passed lieture they were
worked; and, in the light of our knoAvledge of the ancient tribes of

the United States, it woiild seem that a considerable degree of ciilture

may be achieved before the castiiiL;- of metals is understiMnl: but in

the ordinary course of in-o.nivss tlic discovery of methods of alloying

rare metals would be far separated from that of tlie simple fusing

and casting of a single metal, such as gold. The Chiriquian peoples
not only liad a knowledge of the methods of alloying gold with cop-

l)er, and. ai)i)areiitly. mpper with tin, but, if our data are correct,

they well' alilc to plate the liaser metals and alloys with sUed ^-old.

and, what is far more woiidertul. to wash them with gold, producing
an effect identical with that of our galvanic processes.

The character of the conceptions embodied in the art unite with
evidences of technical skill to prove to us that American cidture, as

represented by the metal ornaments of Chiriqui, was not the product
of a day, but of long periods of experiment and progress.

Preliminarii.—The importance of the potter's art to archaeology
has often lieen pointed out. Baked clay is one of the most enduring-

materials utilized in art, and its employment by the races of men has
fallen but little short of universal. The creations of that noblest of

arts, architecture, and the antecedent forms of house building are
necessarily left where erected, to be fed upon by the remorseless ele-

ments of nature, but the less pretentious utensil of clay accompanies
its owner to the tomb, where it remains practically unchanged for

ages.

Many glimpses of tin; early history of the American races and of
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the progress of art in pre-Columbian times are obtained through these

exhumed relics, and in no case have we a view more clear and compre-

hensive than that furnished in the series here presented. The graves

of Chiriqui have yielded to a single explorer upwards of 10,000 pieces

of pottery, and this chiefly from an area perhaps not more than fifty

miles square. These ve.ssi'ls ccnistitutc ;it least !i(i ].w eeut. of the

known art of the ancient (.(cuiiaiils nf llii. i,r<>viiice. and. although

not so eloquent of the past as are the inscribed taljlets of Assyria or

the pictured vases of Greece, they tell a story of art and of peoples

that without their aid would remain untold to the end of time.

A careful study of the earthenware of this province leads to the

conclusion that for Ameri(M it repivsents a very high stage of devel-

opment, and its history is tlierefoi-e full of interest to the student of

art. Its advanced development as compared with other American
fictile products is shown in the perfection of its technique, in the high

specialization of form, and in its conventional use of a wide range of

decorative motives. There is no family of American ware that bears

evidence of higher skill in the manipulation of clay or that indicates

a more subtile appreciation of beauty of form, and no other that pre-

sents so many marked analogies to the classic forms of the Mediter-

ranean. Strangely enough, too, notwithstanding the well established

fact that only primitive methods of manufacture were known, there

is a parallelism with wheel made ware that cannot but strike the

student with amazement.
In s|ieakin,i; thus of the whole body of ceramic products, I would

not cun\ey tlie impression that there is perfect homogeneity through-

out, as if all were the work of a single people developed from within,

and therefore free from the eccentricities that come from exotic in-

fluence. On the cnntrary. there is strong evidence of mixed conditions

of races and dt arts, tlie analysis of which, with our present imperfect

data, will be extremely ditlicult. These evidences of mixed conditions

are found in the marked diversity and individuality of character of

the various groups of ware.

It is impossible, without the aid of careful observations in the

field, to arrive at any conclusion as to the relative age of the difl'er-

ent varieties of ware. Appearances of age are deceptive; the newer
lo(jking varieties may be the older and those executed in the most
primitive style may belong to the later period, for grades in culture

are not chronologic.

With reference to the principal groups of relics, we cannot do bet-

ter than accept the statements of collectors that all are buried in like

ways and in siniilai- tombs, diffei-t/nt varieties in many cases occurring
in till' sami' toinli. Tlii'ic aic Imwever, in a few minor groups such
marked dist iiiet ions in woikniansliij) an<l .style that we are compelled
to attriliute them to dilfei'ent periods oi- 1o distinct eomnmnities.
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The group.s separated most completely from others are the scari-

fied i^ottery presented first in the series of painted wares, the maroon
group, which follows, and other varieties represented by fugitive

l^ieces. The latter may have reached Chiriqui from neighboring-
provinces. There are certain pieces that speak decidedly of Costa
Rican influence and others that find tlieir counterparts in the Colom-
bian states to the south.

In art in clay in most countries the vessel is the leading idea, the
center about which nearly the entire ceramic art is gathered. This is

true in a marked degree in Chiriqui. and vessels are therefore given
the first place in this ])Mpcr. The less usual f<n-nis include drums,
whistles, rattles, stinils. siiiudlc whorls, ucedlcc-ascs. and toy-like im-
ages, all of which present features of peculiar interest. These classes

of objects are discussed in separate sections.

There are few indications of an ambition to model natural forms
or mytliiilciL;ir ri,i;ui-fs indi'pfiidently of utensils and useful objects,

and, str;iii-v In say. lui pieces arc foiind that portray the human face

and figure with e\eii a- fair (le,i;rce of approach to nature.

How foil ml.—In describing the graves and tombs in a previous
section. I alluded to the manner in which the pottery was deposited.

It ajjpears to liave been Iniried with the dead "i" tlirown into the grave
with the earth and stones with which the pit was filled. There was
little regularity in the place or position of the vessels and many were
broken when found. The precise use of the vessels, the character of

the contents, or the relation of i)articular pieces to the remains of the
dead cannot be determined. Although the human remains have
almost entirely disappeared and there are no traces left of utensils of

wood, bone, horn, or shell, the paste, slip, and colors are wonderfully
well preserved and the surface is not even discolored by contact with
the earth. When found, every crevice and cavity is completely filled

with earth, and the paste is often so tender that the vessels have to

be dried with great care before they can be handled with freedom.
The number of pieces found in a grave sometimes reaches twenty,
but the average is perhaps not above three or four.

Material.—The material used in the manufacture of this ware is

remarkably uniform throughout the whole province, varying slightly

with the locality, with the group, and with the character of the vessel

constructed. Generally the paste consists of a matrix of fine clay
tempere<l with finely pulverized sand, in which may be detected grains
of quartz, fell ls|iar. Iiornblende, augite, particles of iron oxide, &c.
Argillaceous matter has been sparingly used, the sand in many cases
comprising at least 75 per cent, of the mass. Many of the unpainted
specimens, from which the polished slip has been removed, give oif

showers of fine sand when rubbed by the hand, and it is difficult to

detect the presence of any finely conmiinuted matrix wliatcver. The
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thin slip employed in surface finish is more higlily argillaceous than

the paste. The clay used was probably mostly light in color, as the

paste is now cjiuite uniformly so. The baking was effected apparently

without a very high degree of temperature and by methods that left

few marks or discolorations xiinm the vessels. In hardness and dura-

bility the pa.ste con-csiiomls jn-i'tt y clusfly witli that of our red porous

earthenware. Tlic sdftci- picci's can he sci-alrlicd oreven carved with
a knife. Water will priirtmti' any nf tlicst- vrssrls ina few minutes,

but decay has probably tended to make the walls more porous.

Manufacture.—There is no piece of this ware that does not bear
evidLMUT (if a liii;li ili',i;-n",' nf skill cm the part of the potter; and yet,

owiuK lothf tliiMou-li iiiaiincr in wliicli the work is finished, the

precise nu'tlmds of manipulation arc not easily detected. Sogreatis
the symmetry and so graceful are the shapes that one is led to suspect

the employment of mechanical devices of a high order. The casual

observer would at once arrive at the conclusion that the wheel or

molds had been used, but it is impossible to detect the use of any
such appliances. We observe that irregular and complex forms, in

the production of which mechanical appliances could not be used to

advantage, are modeled with as much grace of contour and perfec-

tion of surface as are the simpler shapes that could be turned upon
a wheel, and we conclude that with this remarkable people the hand
and the eye were so highly educated that mechanical aids were not
indispensable. I find no evidence that coil building was systematic-

ally jjracticed, but it is cleai- I hal parts of complex forms were mod-
eled separately and afterwards united. The various ornaments in re-

lief (the heads and other parts of animals) and the handles, legs, and
bases of vessels were constructed separately and then hited on, and
with such skill that the thinnest walls and the most cdniiilex and
delicate forms were not injured in the jirncess. Tin' contact irregu-

larities were then worked down, and every ]iart of the siu'face. in-

eluding the more important ornaments, were rendered smooth, pre-

paratory to the application of the thin sui'face wash or slip. After
the slip was applied and the clay became somewhat indurated, the
surface was polished with smooth pebbles, the marks of which can
be seen on the less accessible parts of the vessel. On the exposed
surfaces of certain groups of ware the polish is in many cases so per-
fect that casual observers and inexperienced i^ersons take it for a
glaze. Incised figures and painted decorations were generally exe-
cuted after the polishing was complete. Details of processes will be
given as the various classes of ware pass under review.

Tlie methods of liakiny were apparently of a higher order than
those practiced in many parts of America. One rarely discovers
traces of the dark discohjiations that residt from primitive methods
of baking, yet there are none of the contact nuxrks that arise from
the furnace firing of Spanish-American potters.
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Color.—The colors of the ware aud of the surface applications vary
decidedly with the different groups. The prevailing colors of the

paste may be defined as ranging from very light yellow grays to a
variety of ochery yellows and very pale terra cotta reds. In one or

two groups there is an approach to salmon and orange hues, and in

another the color is black or dark brown. The color within the mass
is in some cases darker than upon the surface, an effect produced in

baking, and not through the use of different clays. The slip is usually

lighter than the surface of the paste.

The colors used in finishing and decorating are confined to reds,

blacks, and jjurple grays. In one large group of ware the appear-
ance of the delineations is such as to lead to the conclusion that the

jsrincipal pigment or fluid employed in delineation has totally dis-

appeared, carrying with it all imderlying colors not of unusual per-

manence or not woi-ked down with the polishing implement. The
Aztec and other races of tropical America used an aruillaccous, white
pigment in dec(_)rating their wares, whit-li has in many cases partially

or wholly disappeared, can-ying away ccmsidrrabli- i)i>rtii)ns of the

colors over which it was laid, while in other cases, and also in this

Chiriqiii ware, there is no trace of color remaining and we are left to

suniiise that the brush iised pn>bably c.iitaiiifd ineivly a "taking
nut'" iiM-dium. Eed was i.rot ii-ely uscil and \ai-irs IV. mi a liuhl vcr-

milidu tn a- deep maroon. In (Tilain dassrs of vessels il was hastily

daubed on, covering prominent parts of the surface or forming irreg-

ular spots, streaks, and rude figures. In two groups of ware it was
used as thechief delini>atiu--e<il,,i-. Tu s. line cases it waseniiiluyedas
a washnrslipau.! was w, n-ked d. .\vn wit li the pnlishi n- stMue. and in

signs in other colors. It is always a fast color and is probably of

mineral character.

The blacks are of two kinds, which are used in distinct groups of

ware : one, probably a mineral pigment, somewhat pasty when ap-

plied and quite permanent, is always used in delineating the orna-

mental figures ; the other, possibly a vegetable tint, is always iised

as a ground upon which to execute designs in other mediums. It is

confined to a single group of ware. It has in many cases disappeared
entirely, and where remaining can be removed with ease by rubbing.

A light purple tint is tastefiiUy and sparingly employed in one
group of ware. Browns and other hues occur but rarely and in all

cases result from alterations of other colors produced in firing. The
color effects of this pottery, although evidently much modified Ijy

age, are sufficiently rich to be highly pleasing to the eye.

Use.—The uses to which most classes of earthen products were ap-
plied are easily determined. Whistles, drums, rattles, and spindle

whorls have definite duties to perform, and vessels, as to general scope
of function, answer for themselves : but when we come to inquire
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into the particular usrs of tlic vai-inus groups of vessels we are often

at a loss. Tlic iiKi.j<.ril> .-I tlir pirccs siiow no abrasion by handling

or discoloratiiiii hv fiiv or liy ((nitiMits. and I am inclined to believe

that a large portion were taken directly from the furnace and depos-

ited in the tombs. This implies manufacture for purely mortuary

purposes.

Two important groups, the high ti-ipods and the two handled cups

or pots, are generally discolored by use over fire, but we cannot say

with confidence whether that use was a domestic one or whether it

was ceremonial. The small size and the elaborate modeling (jf a

majority of the pieces make it appear improbable that they were in-

tended for use in ordinary cooking or even in the preparation of

beverages. A few large plain caldrons are found, and these were

probably domestic rcci'iitacles. All things considered, it would seem

highly jirolialile tliat the greater portion of the \cssels exhumed from

the graves were intended to be used foi- i-eligious and mortuary pur-

I

poses.

The preceding paragraphs refer, fen- the most part, to the wdiole

body of earthenware products, but throughout the rest of this sec-

tion I shall treat of vessels only, except in the matter of decoration,

which refers equally to all classes of objects.

Forms of vessels.—Divesting the utensil of extraneous features,

such as rims, handles, and legs, we have the following series of

shapes, which shows a pretty full graduation of outline from ex-

treme to extreme. Beginning with the simplest fundamental form,

the shallow cup (Fig. 45, a), we ascend gradually to more complex

outlines, such as are seen in the hemispherical bowl (b), the deep basin

with slightly incurved rim (c), the globular form (d), and the elon-

Fir,. 45. Fundamental forms of vases—convex outlines,

gated form (e). Occasionally we see an eccentric variation, such as

is shown in /. Flat bottoms are unusual ; a conical base is the rule.

Outlines do not always exhibit these even, convex curves, but many
are straight or concave in profile, as shown in Fig. -tu. Complex
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forms are shown in Fig. 47, a and h, and compound forms in Fig. 4S,

a and h. Examples of these classes are numeroiis and important.

Fig. 4(i. Fundamental forms of vases— angular outlines.

The compound shapes result from the vmion of two or more simple
forms. Eccentric forms are numerous and result in a majority t^f

cases from the employment of some animal as a model. Thus, if an

Fig. 47. Vases of complex outlines— exceptional forms.

alligator or almost any quadruped is embodied in the vessel, the form
tends to become elongated; if a crab or a fish is imitated, there is a
tendency to flatness &c. The base is almost universally more or less

of compound fi

conical, is rarely flat, and never concave, excepting as the resiilt of

the addition of an annular foot or stand. The radical shapes do not

imdf
and

Fig. 4i). Square lipped vessel.

,' considerable change when rims, necks, handles, legs,

plieiidagt's are added. The rim (ir liji is in many cases

it as a rule it is tiiriiiMl milward. Tlic inar-in is plain.
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symmetrical, and often considerably thickened. In a few instances

the oiitline is rectangular or scalloped, as shown in Fig. 49, and the

attachment of handles often leads to peculiar outlines, as will be seen

further on.

The neck in its simplest form is a narrow upright band surrounding

the orifice (Fig. 50, o) and is not differentiated fmni the rim. Varia-

tions in size and shape are shown in the ri'iiiaininL;- ll^-iires of the

series. In Z< it is a narrow constricted band beneath an overhanging
rim, in c it is upright and considerably elongated, and in d it expands,

giving a funnel shaped mouth. The exterior surface is very gen-

I the forms of necks

erally decorated with relieved or painted devices. High necked bot-

tles and pitcher shaped vessels are unknown.
Handles constitute a very interesting feature of this pottery and

are much varied in shape and arrangement. In a few cases the handle

Arrangement of handles— various groups of ware.

is a single arch springing over the orifice, as seen in Fig. 5 1 , n. Again.
the liaiiiUi' is atlaclii'd to one side, as in h. but as a lail" handles occur
in twiis u|ii.ii 1lic slnuildia-, one on either side of llic apci-ture. They
are hoi-i/,niiially attadicd.as in c, or vertically phK'iM I. as in c/, connect-

ing the rim with the shoulder, or they occur low on the body, as in e.

In rare cases there are four handles, which are arranged as seen in /
or are set on in pairs. In the elaboration of handles, the use made of

animal forms is perhaps the most notable feature. Grotesque figures

are made to take the place of handles or are attached to or placed near
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tlifin. The treatment is so varied that I shall have to refer the stu-

dent to the subsequent series of illustrations.

Annular bases or feet were not in very general use in Chiriqui. al-

though in some cases tlicy are nioilelnl with a, ,i;ri'at deal of grace.

The shape vai'ii's lioiu a simple rin-. liarel>(lee]i em .ii,-li to give a

firm support to the vessel when placed iqiou a le\-el surface, to a long,

attenuated column with flaring base. The latter is perhaps one of

the nearest approaches which America has furnished to the slender

foot characteristic of the wheel made ware of Mediterranean countries.

The vessel shown in Fig. 52, a, has a somewhat rudimentary foot;

another, h. a firm, wide liase, which is perforated to give lightness;

an hourglass-like piece is shown in c, and a long, bell shaped foot is

seen in d. In no part of the world do earthen vessels exhibit such a

remarkable development of legs as in Southern Central America.

Fio. 53. Types of annular

The tripod is the favorite sup
graceful than in the neigh li««

the body was modeled in cldsi

or feet — various groups of ware.

. and in Chiriqui the forms are more
jimvinces. In a few cases, where

i tat ion of animal forms, four leers

were used, but three were generally preferred, even for vessels of rect-

angular or irregular shapes. In the simplest form they are small
conical knobs, placed rather close together about the base of the vessel
(Fig. 53, a), but from these the dimensions increase until the size is out
of all reasonable projDortion. The maximum development in point of
expansion is seen in b and the greatest height in c. They are fre-

quently modeled after life forms. In a few cases rings or loops are

I'. Tripoli f;roup. Red line group.

Fig. .53. Forms of legs— various groups of ware.

employed, as shown in d. The larger forms, and especially those imi.
fating animals, are hollow and contain round pellets of clay that rattle

when the vessel is moved. The manner in which the legs are attached
to the body of the vessel leads me to observe that the vessel is inde-
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pciiilciit ly ;i perfect utensil, ami that in all probability the tripod was
a feature acquired late in the progress of Chiriquian culture, as a re-

sult of some change in the surroundings of the people or in the uses

to which the vessel was devoted. Annular bases and tripods woiild

be of little use until level floors of unyielding material came into

vogue.
I)('C(ir(iti(>ii.—ln decoration the pottri'v of this ]irnviiice exhibits

many remarkable features. The woi'k icsciiililcs sdinrwhat clusely.

in a uumlier of its features, that of certain districts lying to the north

and to the south, but at the same time it is possessed of very decided

individuality. From an examination of the designs I conclude that

they rcpvcsriit a [in-iiMl of eiiltui-e cdusiderably inferior to that of

some iimi'c niMtlii'iii srctinns. altli(>UL;li the wai'e itself is nowhere
surpassed in grace of form anil delicacy of finish.

The ornamentation is pretty evenly divided between plastic and flat

forms. The former include relieved features and intaglio features,

which are executed in the plastic clay, and the latter comprise figures in

color, penciled or painted \ipon the surface. Each style of work
embodies its own peculiar class of conceptions. Reliefwork is generally
realistic or grotesque; incised work is almost exclusively geometric,

and embraces combinations of lines usually recognized as archaic.

An occasional example is easily recognized as imitative. Painted

figures are both geometric and imitative, the two forms blending im-

perceptibly.

The more important plastic decorations consist of animal forms
modeled in the round. Vei;iial)le foi-ms have not been employed.
Fillets of clay imitating twisted cords are sparingly used in the dec-

oration of necks and handles, and rows and groups of small nodes
are similarly employed. The human figure is always treated in a

conventional and usxially in a groles([ue manner. The animals imi-

tated include a very large nuniKer of species. Crocodiles, pumas,
armadillos, monkeys, crabs, lizards, scorpions, frogs, and fish a^^i^ear

very frequently. Many of the animals, owing to conventional treat-

ment or to carelessness on the part of the modeler, are difficult of

identification. These plastic forms occur in nearly all the groups of

ware, and similar forms are found to a limited extent in gold, cop-

per, and stone, as will be seen by reference to the illustrations already

given. Their study will, I believe, give some insight into the mental
characteristics of the Chiriquians. That their art, so far as these

figures are concerned, was not serious is indicated by the sketchy,

unsystematic nature of the work, and more especially by the gro-

tesque and occasionally amusing representation of men and animals.

The ligui-es are usually placed upon the shoulder of the vessel or

are attaclie.l to ih,- l.-s and handles or form part of them. The
favorite subjects are doleful little tigures, human or partly so. fixed

upon the vessel in a sitting posture, with legs and arms doubled iip,
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and with cxiJi-essiDUs wliicli appoar to indicate a variety of exagger-

ated emotions (Figs. 54, 55, 56).

The exuberance of fancy often found vent in the production of

lonstrosities, sucli as are seen in Figs. 57 and 58, in which tlie arms

Monstrous fibres, with serpent-shaped extremities — handleil ^rouj
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and legs of the figures are writliiiig serpents, the faces expressing

great agony; in other cases the figures are double; and again two
bodies united at the wai&t have hut one pair of legs. An unusually

i^iotcMpu I i( ituie is '-een in Figs. 51) and 00, and another is tjiven in

Fi^ ( 1 Siiinl 11 ti^uiis are worked iu gold, one of which is now

I

Giotesque fiKUi

woinas aohaimh^v All J B.Stearns. Figures of monkeys are shown
in Figs 02, b !, and ( 4 (Jiie creature, represented as having a long.

trunk-like snout, recurs fre(piently. Such a form discovered in the
earlier days of archseologic investigation would pr(>1)alily have given
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rise to iiiaii>- surniiscs as tn the contemporaneous existence of man
and the elephant in C'hiriiiui. In reality the original was ])nil)al)ly

some nnassuming little inhabitant of the isthmian jimgles. Tliis

creature is shown in profile in Fig. 55. a. and front views are given in /*

and c. Innumerable examples, embracing most of the more iinpor-

diO:

tial forms exh

^«i
tant animals of Cliiricpii. could be given, but in a majority of cases

identification is difficult or impossible, as there has been little or no
effort to reproduce nature with fidelity. But the chief interest sur-

rounding these figui'es is not found in the variety of ci'eatures shown
or in the character of the delineation, but in the manner of their em-
ployment in the embellishment of ceramic forms. The ancient pottei-

must have possessed a keen sense of grace of form and of the proper
adjustment of parts. Tlie most cultured taste could hardly improve

illustrating: ( limal fi^ui , group,

Upon the lines of the vases presented in Figs. 66 and 67, which employ
the frog, and in Figs. 68 and 69, in which other creatiires are used.

]\Iany e(|ually jileasing pxam])les are illustrated further on. The
<1 KTH .5
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question very naturally arises as to whether these little figures had
any meaning or performed any function aside from that of simple

decoration. I feel inclined to take the view that in their present con-

dition they are survivals of ideographic originals; that if their past

could be unveiled we would find that in the primitive ages they were
not exclusively employed for ornament. The animals made use of

originally were the embodiment of mythologic conceptions, and their

images were revered or served as fetiches or charms, and because of

this they came to have a permanent place in art. They were applied

to the vessel because its office had reference to them or because they
were thought to have a beneficial effect upon its functions. It is evi-

dent that their employment was governed by well established rules

and that they occupied places and occurred in numbers and relations

not wholly dependent upon the judgment of the individual potter. We
may suppose that they occur in twos because the handles with which
they were associated occurred in twos; or, if they serve to take the
place of the extremities of the animal forms in the semblance of

which the vases were originally modeled, their positions may be re-

lated to the original positions of the heads and tails of those forms.

It is not improbable that the conventional incised and relieved orna-

ments, the meanders, nodes, and varied marks refer also to the
creatures or the markings of the creatures with which the vessel was
associated.

It will be seen, from the above remarks, that we cannot fully deter-

mine to what extent these ancient decorators followed the traditional

pathways of early ideographic usage or how much they were governed
by those powers of esthetic discrimination known to us as taste.

UNPAINTED WARE.

For convenience of descrii)tion I separate the pottery of Chiriqui
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into two grand divisions: the unpainted ware and the painted ware.
Two important groups come under the first head. The first of these,

the teri-a cotta or biscuit ware, toiiiiiriscs .1 larger number of pieces

than any other group and is readil> < 1 ist i iii;uished by its colors, which
include only the pale grayish yellow ami reddish tints of the burned
clay. The second is limited to a small number of pieces and is black
or very dark upon the surface and dark within the mass.
The terra cotta (/ronp.—TMs biscuit-like pottery is not in any way

inferior to the p.-iiiitiMl varieties. It bears evidence of great freedom
in handling, and sirvcs, perhaps better than any other class of prod-
ucts, to illustrate the masterly skill and the refined taste of the an-
cient potter. It is said to occur in the same cemeteries and in the
same graves with the more important varieties of painted ware. The
function of these handsome vessels cannot be determined. It can
hardly have been of a domestic nature, as they show no evidences of
discoloration or wear, and we are left to speculate upon the possibility

of a purely ceremonial use. The paste is moderately fine, but con-
tains an extremely large share of gritty sand; the slip is thin and has
received but a slight degree of polish, so that the surface has a dead,
somewhat granular effect. As a rule the vases are of small size and
are very thin walled. The forms are symmetrical and exceptionally
graceful. The ornamentation includes incised figures (mostly geo-
metric), raised decoration (of similar character), and animal forms in

the round. The following illustrations are intended to eijitomize the
multitude of forms, as anything like a complete representation is out
of the quesfion.

Bowls, which form a leading feature of the pottery of most primi-
tive peoples, are here rai'ely seen, excepting as mounted upon tripods
or annular bases. Thei'e are in the collection a nuraber of small cups
of hemispherical shape that may have served as spoons, ladles, or
drinking vessels. A few of these are outlined in Fig. 70. Two have
minute projections resembling handles affixed to the rim. In rare

Series of howls aud

cases these are so prolonged as to be of service in handling the cup;
but in no instance is there an approach to the long cylindrical handles
seen in the earthenware of other distiicfs.
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111 following the form scale upward from these simple shapes we
tind the orifice becoming more constricted and the neck more pro-

nounced. The margins are iijtright. incurved, or flaring, and give
variety and grace to the outlines \ 1 pudency toward elaboration

Fia. 73. Va.se i
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I

TEKKA COTTA tiKOUP OF WAKK. (jfl

of ornament accompanies the development of form. Baiidis of in-

cised or relieved figures are carried around the neck, shuuldei-. and
handles and are added in such a way as greatly to enhance the beauty
of the vessel. The forms of these vessels are so graceful and the fiuisli

is so perfect that one is tempted to present an extended series, hut it

will be necessary to confine the illustrations to a limited number of

type specimens. Fig. 71 shows a somewhat shallow form of great

simplicity and grace. That in Fig. 72 is deeper, with a narrow neck
and a more decidedh conical shape Two minute grotesque figures are

jjerched upon the shouldei Fig ? i lepresents a larger vessel of good
form, which has a neat mtisei] ]jatt( i n encircling the slightly incurved

^
i

%
Fit;. Iflnefoui UltJtl witli

i
..(Uf

neck. Grotesciue heads are set upon the shoulder. A form somewhat
more refined is shown in Fig. 74. The neck is furnished with a

i-elieved ornament, consisting of a meandered and indented fillet,

IiUetl nodes ami fillets-
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accompanied by two rows of minute indented nodes. The heads are

probably intended to represent the armadillo. They are hollow and
contain movable pellets. The fillet ornaments are always tastefully

ti»eated, and in many cases represent twisted and plaited cords.

Some are marked in herring bone fashion and others have trans-

verse indentations. • Small pellets of clay were much used and to

excellent advantage. They were set on lightly with the fingers and

Vase with mantle covered with incised flgures-

firmly pressed down with minute pointed or edged tools and hollow
straws or reeds (Figs. 75 and 76). Some of these nodes are finished

to represent the heads of animals. This is done with an ease and
a simplicity that call forth our admiration (Fig. 77).

Fig. 78 illustrates a series of vases having flaring rims, the treat-
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ment otherwise being uniform with the preceding. We notice in

these vessels a decided tendency towards complexity of outline.

Tliree examples, shown in Fig. 7ii. have a two storied character, the

Fig. 78. Vases with flariug rims and varied

upper part possibly being the outgrowth of the collar ornament seen

in so many cases. The large specimen in the center is a handsome

nplex outlines and i

piece with square offset at the shoulder and a decidedly conical base.

A chaste ornament in relief encircles the neck and two grotesque fig-

ures ail' seated upon opposite sides of the shoulder. The vase at the

left lias twii orifices, set wide aj^art. The body is oblong and slightly

fiatteiied aliDve. There are a number of vessels of this conformation
in the collection, some of which have the mouths so close together

that the margins or lips coalesce in part. A superb specimen of this

class is illustrated in Fig. 80. The shape is thoroughly satisfactory

to the eye, having a refinement of line rarely attained in native

American work. Its symmetry suggests the use of the wheel, b\it

the closest examination fails to detect a trace of mechanical appli-

ance, save that left by the polishing stone. The decoration is simple

and efl'ective, consisting of minute nodes with annular indentations

about the necks and of two grotesque figures, placed with consum-
mate taste in the angles formed by the contact of the two necks.

A very small percentage of these vessels possess true handles, but
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tliese. in some of the examples, are worthy of high admiration. Tlie

specimen presented in Fig. 81 attracts attention at once <jn account

I

%
)f its resemblance to well known classic forms. It is evident, from
I study of this piece, that only a step uiore was necessary to place

^-
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these potters alongside of the highest masters of the art. The sharp
high elbow and the broadening of the handles at their junction with
the lip are notable features. The latter is sliowii more satisfactorily

in Fig. 83. which is a toji view of a companion ])iece. I wish to call

attention here to a peculiar feature of these handles and one repeated
in vessels of other classes. At the elbow of each liandle wc find a

device in relief marked with herring bone indentations that would
seem to represent a kind of textile attachment, as if, at some previous
time and perhaps in an antecedent form of vessel, the upright and
horizontal ])arts of the handles had been stitched or tied together at

this point. Yet it is l)y no means certain that this feature is not the
survival of some feature of an animal form into the semblance of
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which, as seen in other exuinple.s, tliis feature has a tendency to

graduate.

These vessels are not numerous, but acquire importance from their

large size, the larger being upwards of eight inches in height. A few
pieces of nearly identical shape, but of small size, are found among
the painted wares. Additional shapes are given in Figs. 8.3, 84, and
85, and serve to illustrate the extent of variation exhibited in this

group of vases. The small shallow piece is exceptionally fine and the
handles are furnished with animal features of a highly conventional
type. An expansion of the handles somewhat similar to this is fre-

quently seen in vessels of other classes, especially in those of the
handled group.

Single handles of like character occur in a number of cases upon
minute cups, an example of which is given in Fig. 86. It would
seem that possibly in such cases the rim had been expanded and pro-
longed for the purpose of giving support to the animal figures with

Fig. 86. Fig. 87.

Small cup with single handle ornamenteci with grotesque figure — *.

which the shoulders were embellished. The expansion is probably
the outgrowth of the use of animal figures in connection with simple

Fig. 88. Vase of eccentric form — }.

We have a number of vessels of this group the bodies of which
imitate animal forms, but they are in nearly all cases furnished with
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legs. Rarely we meet with compound or eccentric forms. An inter-

esting specimen of the latter class is seen in Fig. 88. Such shapes are
common in Peru and are occasionally met with in Central America.
The two strong handles are decorated with minute images of birds

and the bottom is concave, an exceptional character in Chiriquian
work.
The illustration of this group of vessels would not be complete with-

out a series of tripod vases. In shape of body these vases differ but
little from the legless forms already given, excepting where the use
of life forms has led to eccentric modifications. Very great interest

attaches to the modeling of the tripod supports, upon which the pot-

ters have expended much time and ingenuity.

The ilkistrations given herewith are chosen from a great number
of examples and are intended to convey an idea of the range of forms,
both of the vessels and of their supports. Figs. 89 and 90 show plain

forms of legs, all of which are hollow and contain small pellets of clay.

The openings are generally wide vertical slits, and are placed in front,

in Fig. 89, or in the side, as in Fig. 90; but in exceptional

Vessels illustrating forms of legs

Fig. 91.

Vessel with large legs orna-

1 en ted \yith stellar punct-

cases they take other shapes and are scattered over the surface, as
seen in Fig. 91. The legs are often remarkable in form, being swollen
to an enormous size above and terminating in small rounded points

Fig. 92. Vases of
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Ix'Idw. The bowls are symmetrically shaped and graceful in outline.

In Fig. 92 I present a group illustrating some of the more eccentric

forms of bowls and a variety of their supports. A very superior

piece and one of the largest of this style is shown in Fig. I»3,

I

Fib. m. Large vnse of striking sh.ipp — ;.

It Will be seen that iii a number of cases the legs are modeled tn

represent animal tf)rms. This feature is brought out more clearly in

succeedniiJ fiyui es The creatures represented ai e often grotesque, as

Fig 'M ('nn«itli

seen in Figs. 94 and 95. The human form is rarely shown in a way
to make it clearly distinguishable from the figures of monkeys and
other animals. The armadillo is a favorite subject. An example of
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Hiiiall dimensious is illii.strated in Fig. !)0. in which this animal is

given in characteristic styh-. and a more pretentioi;s piece is shown
in Fig. 07. The characteristics of tlie creatnre are very simply but
graphically expressed. In tlic tirst tlie hard lilihed and figured case

is represented by applied tillets and imdes. and in tlie other by incised

lines. The h-og is also much used (Fig. !I8). A rather remaricable

conception is illustrated in Fig. 09. Upon the front of each leg is a
curious little animal-like figure, to the front of which are bound two
minute infantile creatures. In the piece presented in Fig. 100. the

Fig. um. Cup supported by ^otesque Heads
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;. iiivcitiMl. \vitli wide open mouths and glar-

dii 111 is \,-isi' is very superior.

iiiicii illiisti-ated in Fig. 101 is furnished

Two rudely modeled, semihuman, grotesque

figiires are affixed to the under surface of the bowl, supporting it

with their hacks.

legs are groti'S(|\ii

ing eyes. Tin- \\

The remarkali

with unique supports.

.«# #

JlJA^i

*%

The legs of these hguii -, ait ^[)iead out horizontally, so that a firm
support is obtained The peii])heiy of the body of this vessel is en-

circled by a number v^t n<jdco and nodcJ pi ejections, which represent
the heads, tails, and spines of two crab-like animals. The heads,
with arms attached, appear at the right and left, and the tails occur
at the front and back just over the heads of the supporting figures.

The use of the crab in this way is quite common. Fish, birds, and
a variety of quadrupeds are similarly treated. Some very interesting

Fig. 102. Cup with two animal heads attached to the sides —j-.

Fig. 103. Cup mth two animal heads attached to the sides — J.

examples of double headed animal vases are fotmd. Two of these are
outlined in Figs. 102 and 103, the first having a single orifice and the
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second a pair of orifices. In many cases the bowl of the vessel is

considerably modified, to give a more decided resemblance to the

Fif. 10(j \ aso shaped to iiiiitate an animal form— g.

body of the creature Tln^- 1^ well "shown in Fia:s. 104-106 The first

is probabh intendid I i i

' iid >' ' '-ii^s an armadillo:

and the third portrays a creature with ears and three horns. The
oblong vessel shown in Fig. 107 is modeled after a curious fish,
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til which the Cliiri(iui;in8 seem to have att;i( licil i-dusidcralilc ini-

|i(irtaiK-c. It is rejjreseiited with a wide month (lis]il,i\ iii^- trrih. two

spines or horns upon tlie end of tlie snout, and tins n]Min the back

and sides. Fig. los nivcs the tup view of another fish vase, which is

supported, as are the otlieis. liy thive le^s. The body is fiat and is

encircled bv well modeleil hns. Tlie head is rather flat and lias the

Fio. HIK. Top view of a fisb shaped vessel — i.

eyes and nose on the upper surface. I close this .series of illustra-

tions with an outline of a fine vase (Fig. 109) the rim of which is deco-

rated with a single head of extremely grotesque and repulsive char-

actei'.

Pig. 109. Cup with grotesque head attached to the lini <

Black incised group.—This pottery, although closely related to the

other varieties in its leading features, jirest'iits diflVn-iices of a pro-

nounced character. The innnlicr of s])ccinieiis iccoMTed is rather
small. The largest piece has a capacity nf periiajis a ipiart. Some
of the forms are identical with those of other groups, but a few are

peculiar to this ware. The color is black, brown, or dark gray, and
in most cases the entire mass is quite dark. The decoration is exe-

cuted in two somewhat distinct styles: in one the lines were scratched

or engraved subsequently to the hardening of the clay; in the other
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they were deeply engraved with a sharp point while the clay was still

moist. The lines are usually very deep and are filled with a white
siibstance which renders the pattern distinctly visible upon the sur-

face. It seems probable that the lines were engraved deeply with the
intention of producing this effect. Type siaecimens are shown in Figs.

110 and 111. They are small globular bottles, with short necks and
wide apertures and with handles placed at opposite sides of the lip,

which is x'rolonged to meet them. The design covers a large part of

the body and is separated into two parts by the handles and the un-
decorated panels that descend from them. The figures api)ear to be

1̂ ^\»4

Black cups with incised reptilian figures — i,

very highly conventionalized animal forms, probably serpents. The
coiled ends of the ribbon-like dotted bands are evidently meant to sug-
gest the heads of reptiles. The figures assume a variety of shapes and

¥

grade by degrees from the recognizable life forms into })urely geomet-
ric patterns. Examples of the latter style are given in Figs. 112 and

(i ETH 6
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113. The motives employed, altliougli so conventionally treated, are

pretty certainly identical in origin with the preceding.

There are a number of tripods in this group, some of which have
the deeply incised ornaments and others the shallow ones. The shapes

vary greatly, a few examples being decidedly Costa Rioan in type.

^

Pieces with round bodies have conical legs, like much of the Chiri-

qiiiaii ware, but those with shallow basins and angular, incurved.

upright, or flaring rims have the Costa Rican tripod. Figs. Hi and
11.5 may serve to illu.^trate this variety. The first is a cup, with

i/

,^ X^
Fifi. 115. Vase with Hariiij; rim and legs, imitatiiiK amiiial heads '

upright sides and thick rim. having an incised geometric pattern.

The second is much more striking in appeai'ance. The surface color

is brownish gray in hue and the simple geometric design was scratched

through into the lighter color beneath after the clay liardeued. The
legs rei)resent the heads of animals conventionally tiiMtnl .ind are

hollow, containing movable pellets. This specimen is Imm latitude
8° 42' north, longitude 82° 52' west. Othei's of this class come from
different parts of the province.

To this class belongs also a small dark vase of peculiar shape and
interesting decoriition. which is illustrated in Pig. IIG. The neck is

large and the lip widely flaring, and the body is modeled in imitation
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of the head of some aniinal. possibly a peccary. The side rei^resent-

ing the face is prolonged, giving an uusymmetric profile, as seen in

the seci'iwi i;._iHi-.. Till- i-vc^.. are set midway between the ear-(\vhich

w

Fir, 110 \a'>e moleleil to lesemblt til licid I

aieplacedat the sides) and t]i( u^stiils mil m nu 1 --i d bj curious en.

gitued ht,uies piobibh su^.,t -t I I \ tin miikni_,sof the animal
poitiajed An aiclif d iid.,1 u pu m utiii^ tin I hows, connects the
budge of the nose^vith the eais The most novel feature of this

piece IS the band of incited ornament that ciosbes the liack of the

Pattern upon the back of tUe 1 nted in Fig. llC.

head and serves probably to carry out the idea of the complete creat-

ure. As will be seen by reference to the figure, it is. a guilloche-like
interlacing of fillets, bordered and apparently held in place by longi-

tudinal bands, beyond which the angles of the ornament project. The
pattern is a modified form of one commonly seen upon the margins
of the larger stone metates, and, although rarely met with in the pot-

tery of Chiriqui, was a favorite motive with the potters of Costa
Rica. This vessel comes from 30 miles north-northwest of David.
The unpainted wares here so briefly described are typically Chiri-

quian. and are (dosely associated in the graves with most of the lead-

ing groups of art products of the province. It must be allowed that
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they take first rank in the isthmian states, if not in America, for sim-

plicity and refinement of form, perfection of method, and i)urity of

style.

PAINTED WARE.

The painted vases of Chiriqui embrace at least ten easily distin-

guished varieties of ware. The characters upon which the classifica-

tion is based are somewhat heterogeneous and include material, color,

shape, finish, ornamentation, method of manufactuie. and evidences

of use. No single character and no one group of characters can be

relied upon to distinguish the different groups. We must depend,

therefore, upon an assemblage of characters or upon one character

in one place and another in another place. Observing a number of

strikiiii;- (lilTcrciicrs in two i^rtmps of ware, we arrive at tlic'cdnclu-

sion tli.it 1 1hsc -I'liqis tiiu>l lia\ ! Imm'u the work of (list i ml loinimini-

ties; y\ w-- timl vrry inarkcil (lilfcri'nces in wares that (througli the

possession in common of some particular feature) we know to be the

work of the same hands. We can, therefore, determine little in re-

gard to the peoples concerned.

I do not consider the presence in a single grave of two or more
varieties sufficient proof of their common origin, for a niimber of dis-

tinct wares may come into the possession of one community through
trade, conquest, or the spoliation of tombs ; but a constant recurrence
together of the same forms affords strong evidence that the objects

were the work of the jjeople with whom they were buried. Unfortu-
nately our observations in the field are not sufficiently accurate to

enable us to utilize associations or methods of occurrence in the graves
as a means of classification.

The following classification is, under the circumstances, the best

that I can devise, and is of use mainly as a means of facilitating de-

scription. The name chosen generally indicates a leading or striking
characteristic nf the uroup.
The .scarifii'd L;ri>u|,. se'parated widely from all other varieties.

T]ic//a//-//r(/gr,,ui, and
The tripod group, apparently the work of one community and de-

voted to the same or similar uses.

The maroon group;
The red line group;
The white line group;
The lost color group;
The alligator group; and
The polychrome group, no two of which are sufficiently alike to

make it certain, without extraneous evidence, that they were manu-
factured by the same community, yet all clearly belonging to one
great family.

These groups are presented in the order given.
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Before proceeding with tlie descriptions, however, there are some
matters of a general natiire that should be referred to. Technical
questions have already received considerable attention, and I shall

need only to refer here to the painted ornamentation, and at sufficient

length to insure a clear understanding of its treatment and the scope
of its subject matter.

Painted vessels are embellished to some extent also by incising and
modeling, and these methods are employed very much as in the un-
painted pottery already described.

Painted decoration is executed witli much freedom and in many
cases with considerable skill. It is greatly varied in method of treat-

ment and embraces a wide range of motives. Geometric patterns
occur in great variety, but are found to be of types peculiar to Isth-

mian America. The conventional meanders, frets, and scrolls so

extensively employed in other regions are here almost unknown.
Decorative motives derived from natural forms are abundant and
afford an excellent oppoi'tunity to .study the processes of conventional
modification. These designs are often applied in a way to indicate

that the decorator possessed a keen sense of the requirements of the
vessel, although the treatment pei-haps is not as universally satisfac-

tory as is the treatnifiit <>( plastic fiiibcllishment.

The potter, in prcpaiin^ I lie vi^s.I for the decorator, ordinarily

finished it with a slip <>r wasli of fine clay, which varied in hue from
a gray white to a pale orange. A slip of bright red tint was also ex-

tensively used. The more delicate hues formed an excellent ground
upon which to work. The slip covered surface was generally pol-

ished, often to a high degree, with the usual polishing imi)lements,

the marks of which can be seen upon the less carefully finished sur-

faces. By observers unacquainted with aboriginal methods this pol-

ish is liable to be taken for a glaze, and it has been pronounced a vit-

reous glaze by a few writers. It is more noticeable ujion specimens
that have been handled a great deal, as is the case with whistles,

needlecases, and the like.

The colors utilized in decoration, so far as they have been preserved,
are the ground tints, described above, and the delineating colors, the
latter consisting of black, white, red in various hiies, and a dull pur-
ple. An additional color (or perhaps a solution without particular
color) extensively employed in the designs has totally disappeared.
The natui-e of the various colors has not been determined, but it is

probable that some were of mineral and others of vegetal origin.

Red was often employed as a ground color, as stated above, and
sometimes covered the whole siirface, but more frequently occiipied

zones or panels. In such use it was applied and polished down with
the slip. Red was also extensively used in the delineation of decora-
tive figures in several of the groups of ware, and is in all cases a per-
manent color. The hues vary decidedly with the groups of products,
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suggesting differences in people or in environment. White may have
been fl-eely used, but it is jiresei'ved in a few cq,ses only, in which it was
used in the production of simple decorative patterns, and appears to

have been a somewhat thick or pasty color. Black was extensively

used and was of two distinct kinds: a thick permanent pigment, em-
ployed in the delineation of iltsi-iis. aii<l a thin color, uiit sd pcrnuiuent

and employed exclusively :is a -rnund u^jon which to fMciiic designs

in other mediums. The lattn- may possibly be of vegetal derivation.

Its use was confined to a single variety of ware, the lost color group.

The former was employed in all the other groups, with one exception,

the red line gi'oup.

The light i)urple tint is but sparingly used and only in the poly-

chrome grouj). It is very effective in combination with the reds and
blacks upon the orange ground of this ware. It is probably of a

mineral nature.

What I have denominated the lost color Avas a pigment, or '

' taking
out " solution, extensively and exclusively employed in the decoration

of one of the principal groiips of ware. Its former existence is made
known by its action upon the groirnd colors and upon the paste or slip

within the areas covered by it. Where superimposed upon black, that

color has in all cases been removed, exposing the underlying tints of

the slip in which the designs are now manifested, the interspaces being
still black. In some cases the lost color has not only removed the

black ground, but has affected the slip beneath, removing it also, and
to such a degree that the polished surface is destroyed and shallow
intaglio lines occur, leaving the interspaces in relief. This circum-

.stance enforces the idea that possibly the "lost color"' was really

not a color at all, b\it an acid which acted upon the ground colors at

once, destroying the black entirely and leaving the effect now seen.

This point must remain for the present undetermined.
The figures in all cases appear to have been delineated with ordi-

nary brushes and by purely free hand methods. The degree of skill

varies greatly. The execxition in the great body of the work is rather

inferior and indicates a lack of skill and care, but in a limited num-
l)er of pieces the manipulation is masterly.

The designs are confined to the show s})aces. being exterior in

narrow necked vessels and generally interior in shallow forms.

In arrangement upon the surfaces this decoration presents some
novel features. The slight degree of uniformity in arrangement in-

dicates the absence of any mechanical aid, such as the wheel, which
device would tend to reduce all decoration to a series of horizontal

zones. We observe indeed the occurrence of horizontal arianeinients.

but not to a degree greater than would naturally arise as a I'esult of

the conformation of the vessel. Upright, oblique, and an lied a rrange-

ments are frequently met with, and all are safely attributable to the
domination of spaces to be covered or to the influence of antecedent
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shapes. Examjilfs ainl dotails arf j^'ivcii as tlicy come ii]) in tlic \-arious

sections.

The scarijicd (/roiij).—This ^-nmi) is re])reseiit(_'d by about fovty
specimens and is wortliy of especial attention. It comes from the
graves of two localities, one near C. E. Taylor's hacienda, north of

David, on the slopes of Mount Chiriqui, and the other at Alanje, south-
west of David. As a variety of ware it stands so entirely alone that
had it arrived unlabeled no one would have recognized its affinities

with Chiriquian art. It is latlicr infci'ior in material, grace of form,
and surface finish, and the iIimcumI ion appeal's to belong to a lower
grade of culture than that <A' the other groups. It is possibly the
work of an inferior race in comparatively recent times.

Nearly all the vessels are tripods, but a few have rounded or flat

bottoms and a, few arc sniqilii'd wifli annular stands. The walls are
thick anil llif slLipi's ,irc uiicuiitli (>i- cliinisy. The paste is coarse,

jDOorly liaki'd. and friaJilc; iic,-ii' tlii' sui-facc it is a warm reddish or
yellowish gray; within tlie mass it is a dark gray.

The makei's of this pottery, like their brother artificers, took especial

pleasure in the modeling of life forms. The work exliiliitiMl in these

specimens is, however, exceptionally rude. In some ( ,ims i;r(it('sque

heads are attached to the i-inis of bowls; in others the iiead. tail, and

pflsr
mif

•K^ScJ^ ^«8fc^

^^ {^
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feet of animals appear about the i)eriphery of the A^ase; and in a

number of cases the legs of the tripods are modeled to represent the

forms of living creatures. Generally the feet are clumsy in shape

and three tdcd. sul;i;( -sting the feet of the tapir.

These \essels aiv eiiihellished by painting, incising, or scarifying

and by intMleling in relief. Color was not employed in the produc-

tion of designs, but a dark Indian red pigment was daubed over that

part of the surface not occupied by incised ornament. Little or no
slip was used and the rude geometric patterns were executed witli

pointed tools in a very hap-hazard manner.
The bowls are more numerous than in any other group of the Chiri-

qixian ware, Imt, as in the other groups, they are supplied with sup-

FiG. 121. Large itli bandies imitating: animal heads— i.

ports, either tripods, shaped like the feet of quadrupeds, or rude annu-
lar bases. In most cases the rim expands gradually from below, as
seen in Fig. 118, or is recurved, as shown in Fig. 11!). In a few cases
the basin is oblong or boat shaped and the ends are pointed, as indi-

cated in Fig. I '<!().
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An intiTc^tiiiL;- specimenis illustrated in Fig. 121. At the opposite

ends of 1 1 n I n i\\ I
|
» irtions of the rim are carried upward and inward,

forming haiidk-like appendages, modeled to represent, rudely, the

heads of animals. Details of form and ornament are well brought
out in the cut.

In Fig. r?-3 wdiavcaliighcyliudri.'al sliajM- wilha flat l„.tt(nn. the
surface liciiig sc.-irilii'd in ntiI ic,-il l.,-iii(ls. A siiimII jK.t. Iia\iiig an
annular liasr and dccdvation similar to the pi'cccding. isgivi-iiin Fig.

133. In Fig. 124:, instead of the vertical lines, we have a series of

heavy ribs. Two strong vertically placed loops are fixed upon oppo-
site sides of the shoulder and the base is supplied with the usual

Fig. 122. Jar hi bands of incised ornament— J.

The tiip<)(U s]i()\s 11 in Figs. 13.) and 136 are somewhat mutilated, but
thej pKst'iit li iliiM-<i| iiiteiestinthe ii' .\ rl sli,i[ics mid the unique
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animal forms with wliicli the legs are embellished. Ear-li les< is rep-

resented as a complete animal, whose back or breast siip]ioits tlic ves-

^
-4«J

Fig. li"). Triporl witli owl-like heails at iuser

tion of legs j.

sel and whose cylindrical nether extremity rests upon the ground.

The head in the iirst example resembles an owl and in the second
reminds one of some crustacean form. An additional specimen of

,=.^

considerable interest is shown m Fig. 1-JT. It is a heavy tripod, hav-
ing four independent mouths, all opening into one c handier. The
shape is unsatisfactory, being heavy and unsymmetrical. The exte-

rior surface has the usual scarified figures and the interspaces and
the entire inner surface of the vessel are painted red and rather care-

fully polished.

The handled group.—The series of vessels to which this name is

given comprises a large number of pieces of unusually even characters.
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They are obtained from a pretty wide district to the north and west
of David and occur in connection witli other groups. They are nota-

ble for uniformity in size, shape, and finisli and for the unmistaka-
ble evidences of use over fire which at least three-fourths of them
show. With the exception of a few large caldrons, not yet assigned

to a particular group, the,f are more like ordinary cooking vessels

than any other group of Chiriquian ware. The size, however, is re-

markably small, the average capacity being about a pint. Larger
pieces contain a quart or three pints.

The body is usually much compressed vertically and is fiattish

above and more or less conical below, giving a very graceful contour.

The surface is rather rudely polished and the painting is done with
notable carelessness, as if the intended use were not favorable to the
preservation of the ornament. By means of a heavy brush, red

figures, consisting of splotches, stripes, arches, and encircling bands,
were applied to the yellowish gray surface and sometimes, as indi.

cated by a smeared appearance, were polished down with an imple-

ment. It does not seem that a slip of ordinary white clay was very
generally used. In a few cases a grayish blue tint appears upcjn

some of the wider spaces.

The handles are perhaps the most notable feature of this ware, and
usually occur two to a vessel; rarely there is biit one handle and in a

few cases there are four. This group may be separated into at least

fnur srctidiis b\ till ^1\1( s of handles Ve&selsof the two nini-i- impor-
tant srdi 11^ lii\t tw h mdles each, whuh aie placrd \otirally in

(lue varii t> lud lidU/dut dl> m the othei, leteience l)eing had in the

position oi the points ot attachment These differences of position

have given use to a maiked diffeience m the shape of the orifice and

^t^^J

Fin. 128. Vase with houz(jntall> pUml haiidksaiid nule designs in rod — J.

of the lip. The handle is a simple loop, which in the one variety is placed

as seen in Fig. 138 and in the other as in Fig. 132. In the latter

case one end of the loop is fixed to the shoulder and the other end
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to the lip, which is uniformly prolonged at the contact and is also

widened all arov^nd ; the result is the curious winged outline shown

in Fig. 133. .

A third variety of handle is a single arch, which spans the orifice

and is attached to opposite sides of the expanded lip. In a fourth

variety the looped handles are replaced l^y the heads of animals,

which are set upon the shoulder of the vase, as are similar features in

other groups of ware.

A type specimen with the horizontal loop is shown in Fig. 128.

Tlie lii) and a wide belt about the body are painted red and the

shoulder is occupied by rudely executed arched strokes of the same

bodied red vase with unique handles and incised ornament— J.

color. A much less usual shape is given in Fig. 129. which exhibits

some characters of contour that remind us of well known Grecian
forms. Another novel variation from the type is seen in Fig. 130.

in which the arch of each loop is divided by an i;pright piece. A
neat incised ornament occujiics tin' shoulder of this vessel and the

remainder of the body is tiuislu'd in pale i-ed.
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It will be observed that the liandles are rarely wholly plain. Each
loop is supplied with one or more rings or ring-like fillets, or with
small nodes, generally near the most prominent pai't of the curve or
arch. By the study of a large number of specimens I am able to

trace these puzzling features to their origin. They are the repre-

sentatives of life forms which were originally modeled in full detail

and which are still so modeled m many cases. The nodes and like

features are atrophied heads, hands, or feet, and in some cases are
marked with indentations that refer to the eyes or to the fingers or

toes, and the round fillets stand for the arms and legs of animals, or, if

notched in peculiar ways, may be referred to other originals, such as

the mouths of fishes or the .spines of crabs. Examples could be given
showing all stages of the progress of simplification.

In Fig. 131 I present a fine example of the horizontal loop, in

which the opposite ends are supported by grotesque animal figures,

applied, however, in a way not detrimental to the grace and simplic-
ity of the vessel.

An example shown in Fig. 132 is of especial interest in this con-
nection. The ornament upon the handle serves as a link between
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the re;ilistif life form ami the conventional nodes and fillets. In this

case the node is supplied with eyes and a mouth, and the double roll

of clay beneath is manifestly intended for the arms, the handle.itself
standing for the body. The loop is njjright and joins the shoulder

t(i tilt' i-iiii. The winged character produced by the expansion at the
contact of handle and lip is shown to advantage in the top view (Fig.

133.) In some cases this expansion is so great as completely to hide
the body of the vase when viewed from aliove.

Examples are outlined in Figs. 134 and 135 in whicli tlie life form

grotesque animal shaped handles-

is cleaidy defined. In the first we have a human-like figure, the face
of which is entirely hidden by the hands. In the second we observe
a. curious little animal figure, with a long curved proboscis and a body
covered with annular indentations. In general shape and in orna-
mentation these vases do not differ from the preceding. A remarka-
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ble piece, witli two pairs of handles, is preseuted in Fig. 130. Gro-
tesque figures are attaclied to the outer surface of the loops, one in

each pair being placed in an inverted position. The two figures seen

Fig. 1.35. Vase ivith handles representing strange animals--*.

in the cut are simple, but those on the opposite pair of handles are

compound, being double above the waist. The faces, hands, and
feet of these figures are touched with red, and the lip and body of

Fio. t3fi. Vase with two
j Hi jjrolesqiie figures--}.

the vase are decorated -\vitli taiele-^^Ix diawn stripes of red. Tu
another case four plain handles aie placed equidistantly about tlie

neck of the A'essel.

In a third variety the loop is omitted entirely, the animal figure
taking its place upon the shoulder of the vase. This feature appears
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in the specimen given in Fig. 137 and repressents tlie fi-ont part of a
reptile, tlie head being liollow and containing a large movable pellet.

This is a handsome piece, well finished, and decorated in the usual
br^ad way.

Fig. IST. Vase with liandlcs repix-s

II

ting animal heads, which ijielletsot elay- j.

A fourth variety is shown in Figs. 138 and 130, in which the handle
spans the orifice as in an ordinary basket. The lip is flaring and is

Fig. 13S. Vase with arched handles emljellished with Ufe tonus m high reUef—J.
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prolonged at the sides to mci-l I lie li,iii(lli\

face of the handle is embellislicil willi ligui

r case the outer sur-

fiogs and serpents,

Fi(i. ):W. Vase with arched handles embelUshed with hfe forms in hish rehef — ».

or what seem to l)e intended for serpents, modeled in the round and

rather iniptTlVdly ati^ichi'd. and in tln' ..tlier with a pair of gro-

tesque liuuiaii lii^iir.'s set a,i;aiiisl (lir l.as.' ..f each end of the handle.

Typical vessels (ifl his class arc in many cases moirnted upon tripods,

but, f(jr convenience of description, these are classed with the succeed-

ing group, which consists mainly, if not entirely, of the same variety

of ware.

To recapitulate, the striking characteristics of this group are the

uniformity of size, shape, and handles, the rude finish and ruder

ornamentation, and the very marked evidence of use over fire.

The tripod group.— Closely related in most respects to the group of

ware just described is the striking series of vessels here presented. At
first glance the resemblances are not apparent, but a careful study ren-

ders it clear that the vessels proper correspond closely in both groups.

The basins are for the most part made in the same heavy, rudely

finished style, the decoration is almost equally rude, and the size

and the evidence of use over fire are the same. The strong contrast

in appearance is due mainly to the presence of tripod supports in this

group. The legs, which constitute such a striking feature, are merely

appendages to the bodies of vases already perfect, and are evidently

an acquired feature suggested by some change in function or in the

habits of the people. In this way we are able to account for the

(i ETH 7
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rather uncouth look observed in so many casrs. the legs being too

long and too heavy to please the cultured tastr; y,t in many cases the

parts are so adjusted as to give an impression of tirmuess and strength,

united with a goodly share of grace of line.

The legs are very generally modeled to represent animal forms.

In a majority of cases the fish was chosen becausi'. ]itrliaps. its shape

was suitable or because the fish bore some nlalidii i>> the use to

which the vessel was to be devoted. Lizards and iiiammaJs are also

seen and the human form occasionally appears. In some cases the

animal figure is attached to the upper part of the leg or is perched

upon the hip, where that feature is pronounced. The body, or

shaft, is hollow and contains pellets of clay, sometimes one only and
again a dozen or more, and in order that these may be seen and heard

variously shaped slits are cut in the sides or front of the legs. If the

animal represented is a fish or lizard the entire body is modeled: the

head is placed at the top, the under jaw or neck uniting with the

body of the vessel; the tail rests tipouthe ground, and the fins or legs

appear along the sides of the shaft. It should be observed that, while

in Chiriqui the whole body of the creature is usually employed in

forming the support, in Central America and Mexico the head alone

is very generally used, the nose resting iipon the ground. In less

elaborate forms the legs are plain or have the merest hint of animal

form in a node, a notched ridge, or a slightly modified extremity.

Handles are present in a majority of cases and as in the preceding

group take the form of loops or represent the forms of animals. The
loops are generally attached in a vertical position, connecting the

shoulder with the lip of the vessel, and are plain round ropes of clay

or consist of two or three cords twisted or plaited together. A few
eccentric forms occiir and are illustrated early in this section.

The animal shapes are often quite elaborate and appear to bear no
relation to the creatures embodied in the legs of the vessel ; neither

does the position of the handles bear any uniform relation to the

positions of the legs— another indication that the latter features are

recent acquisitions, since features developed together are uniformly
well adjusted.

The rim or lip is generally heavy and flaring, and the neck, which
is short and pretty sharply constricted, is decorated with incised

patterns and with various applied ornaments in relief. The body is

graceful in outline and more or less conical below. As a rule the

siirface is uneven and but slightly polished and the figures in red are

rudely execiited, but in the more pretentious pieces much care has
been exercised in finishing and painting. Most of the vessels have
been used over the fire and still retain the sooty incrustations. This
ware comes from a wide range of territory to the north and west of

David.
The following illustrations represent some of the more important
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pieces and serve to give a partial idea of tlie range of form, size, and
decoration.

I prcsi'iit. Ilrst. tlir.'i' vases of railuT iM-ciMitric shapes, the hasins of
whicli ,nv shallow ail. I in Iw.i <-asrs arc Hat l".ttnmed. The handles
are of unusual shapes, cdnsistiiij; ni' luciilications of the lip, as .seen

in the illustrations (Figs. 140-1-iv!). Life elements are present in all

Tripod vases with shallow basins and eccentric handles— J.

cases in connection with the handles and legs where these are pre-

served, bnt they are vei'v Hieageraml so alilire\'iate(l as tuLe identiiied

with difficulty." Incised maikin-sat the cmls ..f tli.' liainllcs icprcsent

hands or feet and eyes are allixed to the upper part of the legs. The
ware is identical with that of the ijreceding group.

A representative specimen of the fish legged vessels is presented in

Fig. 14.3. It is one of the most graceful forms in the series and is

neatly finished and embellished, but is thoroughly blackened with
soot. The handles are formed of twisted fillets or ropes of clay and
a narrow, incised, rope-like band encircles the lower part of the neck.

Set upon the neck and alternating with the handles are two scrolls

neatly formed of small round ropes of clay. The fishes forming the

legs are very simply treated. The mouth at the apex is formed by
laying on an oblong loop of clay and the eyes are represented by two
round pellets set into the soft clay of the head and indented with a
slit that gives to them the exact effect of screwheads. A pair of

fins— small incised or channeled cones— is placed at the sides of the

head and another at the sides of the body. The cavity contains a
single ball of clay and the slit is long and wide.

In other examples the fish form is much more elaboi'ately modeled.
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The wide mouth e\]iiliits i low of teeth and tht lioih is well supiilied

with fins. The liea,d in Fi^ 144 leinmdfe oue Ihk il)h nl the catfish.

%

#

The snout is tuinisliMl willi tw > li. m lik, ii,iMiuh^(s i,„)tli-liki

features are foimed 1)\ si ttiu^

dicated liy a puuctuied e\cie>3ceuce at the side ut thi mouth. In

Fii;. 144. Heavy tripod vase with widely spreading feet— ;

other cases a high sharp cone is set upon the middh' of tlie liead

(Fig. 14.i). It is channeled down the sides, as if meant for a tin.
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The process of modeling tliese heads was about as follows: The
upi)er end of the leg—the head of the fish— was first rounded off, giv-

ing the general shai)e; then jjarallel incisions were made to represent
the teeth, and around these a fillet of clay was laid, forming the lips,

which were then channeled with a sharp tool. Nodes or flattened

pellets of clay, rein-esenting the gills, snout, and e\ps. were tli^a la

Fin. U.i. Neatl.v modeled vase embellished with hte forms and devices in red -
i.

on and finished with incision-like indentations. Tlie handles consi

of. bird-like heads, witli i)rotniiliiiL;' eyes and long bills that cm-
downward and connect with tlie slioulder of the vase. Tlie body
rudely spotted with red

A large, uncouth spec mien is show n in Fig lib The legs are pi i

Fig. 14b High tnpod

derous and are not neatlj adju
of incised lines encncles the ii

with broad reil sti hh s
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There is a general consistency in the use of lit\' foiiiiswliii li is wmtliy

of notice. The fish and other creatures used, nltlion^h vaiidiisly cim-

ceived and treated, are never confused. When the lisli is cniplnycd

no features suggesting other animals appear and when the heads of

other creatures occupy the upper extremity of the leg all the details

refer to these creatures with uniform consistency. In Fig. l-l? we

Fig. 147. Handsome tripod

have an unusiially graceful shape, decorated about the neck with
scrolls and indented fillets. The legs represent some reptilian form
resembling a lizard. The head projects from the hip and is conven-

tionally treated. A round fillet fixed at its middle point to the muzzle
of the creature is turned back at the sides of the head and coiled to

ith lizard shaped legs-

form the eyes. The forelegs are attaclied at the sides near the top

and the recurved terminal jjoint is encircled by rings that stand for

the coiled tail.
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There is little room for doiibt as to the kind of creature represented
1 the legs of the vase given in Fig. l-iS. The head, legs, and general

Fig. 14il. Vase with scroll o

eL._

Fig. 150. Lai-ge vast- with flai-iiiK I'ini aii<l wiile spreading legs-
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shape are characteristic of the lizard. The vessel is small, plain, and
neatly finished. In Fig. 149 the legs of the vessel, otherwise quite

jjlain. are surmounted by heads that seem to represent a dog or some
like animal. A series of neat vertically placed scrolls formed of

round fillets encircles the neck, and below these is a band in rt'lief

imitating a twisted curd.

A \as(' of unusually striking appearance is presented in Fig. 150.

It is oui' of the largest tripods in the collection and is characterized
by a high widely expanded lip and a long conical body and by legs

(if unusual size and conformation. Small animal figures are perched
11] II 111 the projecting hijis. The surface of the vessel is rudely finished

and is iiiiu-li lilackeiie<l by smoke about the upper part of tlie legs and
tlie lindy.

A unique use of the animal form is illustrated in Fig. l'>\. which
shows a large fragment of one of these tripods. The figure of an

a, embellished with the figure of an alliftatr

^Mt] I _,i eat deal of spirit, is attached to the side of

i| n the leg and extending uiiwaid (ibli(|uely

ic uj m the opposite side of ilie saini> vase

^ the f )rui of a man or boy in its Innnidabje

mj 1

I 1'

1 in this group
ibly a creature

f ware, is freely used
f inijiortance in the

ti \ SM i 1 1 1

t th hp \ 1

i lepKscnt 1

J

1 okiii^ la^\

The illigit 1 1 ueh
in otliei gi jup-, m 1 w i i i 1

mjth lo^\ )t ChiiKju
In one case only, so far as 1 have seen, is the human form employed

in the supports of these vessels, and in that case, as will be seen in
Fig. 15-i. the result is extremely grotesque. The shape of the basin
is good and the thick, rounded lip and most of the surface are care-
fully polished. A disconnected meander of incised lines encircles
the rather high neck, and jiarts of the l)ody and its attached features
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are painted red. As usual this rolor was applied along with the slip

and in polishino- has become much mixed up with it. giving a mottle<l

effect. The handles take the formof curious hum;in-appearing tigures

rir 1 \ a.
I
H luiiuan figures — f-.

which sit against the coustiittKl neck their heads supporting the

rim and theii feet lestmg upon the shcnilder of the vessel. In one

case the hands aie held tightlj agaiubt the lower part of the face and
in the other they are bound together against the chin by a serpent-

like cord of clay. The hollow figures forming the legs of the vase

are as grotesque as could well be imagined. There is no head what-

ever, and the outlandish features are placed upon the front of the

upper part of the body. The arms and hands take the conventional

position characteristic of the statuary of the isthmian states and the

only traces of costume are bands about the wrists and a girdle encir-

cling the lower part of the body.
I add, in Fig. 153, one more example, a large, full Ixxlied vase,

which, more decidedly perhaps than any of the foregoing, pro-

claims its relationship to the preceding group. If the three rather

clumsy legs were knocked off there would remain a large beautifiilly

shaped ,t]i(l fliiislird \ asf. with a constricted biit flaring rim not in any
way (li^t iii-iiisli,il)|i' iioiii those of the jjreceding group. The legs in

this case ai-i' Irss pcrfi.M-tly adapted to the vessel than in the other

examples, as if Ihe potter, skillful in modeling the vessel, had only
recently undertaken to add the tripod. The slit in the outer face of

the leg is unusually wide and the iTirloscd ball is three-fourths of an
inch in diameter. The most remarkalilc Icature of this vessel is the

pair of unique figures affixed to the ujipi r surface of the body near the

lijj, and which would seem to be intended to represent semihuman
monsters. The arms and legs are contorted and serpent-like in ap-

pearance and terminate in most cases in heads of serpents instead <jf
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in hands and feet. The attitude is expressive of agony or horror.

It seems to me probable that, contrary to the rule in primitive art,

these strange figures do not embody any well defined or serious con-

ception, but are rather exhibitions of the fancy of the potter. They
occupy small unjiainted panels, which are finished in neat incised pat-

terns. The remaining -luf m^ iv i liria:ht red.

Fig 1.t3. Romid bodied vase embellished with figures of monsters

It may be noted, in recapitulation, that these vases, although elabo-

rately modeled and often well finished, are rudely decorated and very
generally show use over fire ; that the legs, though often graceful

and well proportioned, are in many cases clumsily adjusted to the

body, giving a decidedly unsatisfactory result as a whole. This ware
was devoted to domestic uses, or, if otherwise, in all probability to

the burning of incense. Animal forms are freely employed, but in

a rather rude way. The fish form is more generally used than any
other, and is in all cases embodied in the legs of the vessel, the head
joining the body of the vessel and the tail resting upon the ground.
These representations exhibit all grades of elaboration from the fairly

well modeled to the merest suggestion of animal character— any one
feature, as the mouth, the eye, the fins, or the tail, being alone a suf-

ficient suggestion of the creature to satisfy the potter and keep alive

the idea of the fish. Other animal forms are employed in modeling
the legs, and exhibit equally varying degrees of elaboration, and it is
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worthy of esiiecial note that creatiires are not confused or confounded,
so far as I can discover, at any stage of the simplifying process—
that a fish is still purely a fish if nothing is left to represent it but a
node or an incision. There is no apparent relationship between the
animal forms forming the legs and those attached to the body or to

the rim of the vessel.

The pottery of the two groups already presented exhibits charac-
ters so uniform throughout that there need be no hesitation in plac-

ing them together as the work of one community and of one period
of practice of the art; but between these groups and those that
follow there is a wide gap. The differences are so marked that, if

they had come from widely separated localities, very intimate rela-

tionships would not have been siiggested.

The maroon group.—For the want of a better name I have called

the group first to be presented the maroon group, on account of its

color. Oiir collection comprises not more than a dozen pieces of
this ware. The locality from which they come is called Los Tena-
jos by Mr. McNeil, but he has not distingiiished them in any way
from the other varieties, and I am therefore imable to say whether
or not they occur together with others or under identical condi-
tions. In symmetry of outline, diversity of shape, and cli^iTncss of

modeling this ware takes a high rank, but there is n<i iininicd ,.rna-

ment. The surfaces are usually well polished, and all cxposi'd parts
have received a coat of purplish maroon colored paint. The paste
contains a great deal of fine sand, and is yellowish upon the surface

Fig. 1.1,5. Cup with mdely expanded rim and con.stricted neck— J.

and generally (|uitt' dai-k within the mass. ' Considering the small
niimber of piit i>. tli.' -calt* of form is remarkably varied. There are
plain bowls with in(in-vi>d rims and with flaring rims, vases with
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voimd bases, with annular stands, and Vv'ith tripods, and lil'e forms
wliolly unique. Perhaps the most iisiial form is that shown in Fig.

154, which represents a small cup with incurved rim and a narrow
annular base. The shoulder is embellished with three groups of

small nodes, of four each, which refer to some animal form. In other

suuiUtr vases the form of the creature is given in more realistic guise.

A larger vase, similar to this in most respects, has a rouniled contour
and incurved lip. The periphery is supplied with four plain nodes.
Another, shown in Fig. 155, has a wide recurved rim, a character
seen lo iMjaally g(_>od advantage in some of the following figures. In

Fro. Ku. Hiiiulsonie \ 1st sujiiku ted by three Kfotestjiie figures— ?.

vase rci)n'si'iit( d m Fig. 15fi the treatment of animal forms
tioii willi llic liody ot the vessel is shown to good advantage.
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Tlir lica<l, li-s. aii(l tail of what is prolialily iiiti'iidiMl to ropmseiiian
alli,-al.>r. in.Mlrlcl in the round, are attadir,! t.. the peripliery of the

liasin. and heads of some mammal are uscil for legs.

A most interesting tripod is sliown in Fig. 157. The bowl is beau-
tifully modeled, is symmetrical, and has a flaring rim, rounded and
polished on the upper surface and drooping slightly at the outer mar-
gin. The body is hemisph(?rical and is supported by three grotes(|U('

anthropomorphic figures that strongly remind us of the " mud head
""

masks used in one of the dances of the Zuiii Indians. The head is a
rounded ball, upon which pellets of clay are stuck to represent the

features. The arms are set against the sides of the body, as in other

isthmian specimens, the hips are excessively large, the legs straight,

and the feet small and united to form the foot of the vessel. Nearly
the entire surface is finished in a dark purplish red paint, which ap-

pears to have been polished down as a slij]. A companion piece is

considerably smaller and the supporting figures are very grotesiiue

and somewhat crouched, as if bearing a very heavy weight.

A number of large basins or caldrons, collected in Chiricpii, ami
fragments of vessels of extraordinary size resemble this ware in

material, color, and finish. The rims of the larger pieces are up-

wai-ds of an inch thick and the walls are in cases three-fourths of an
inch thick. A number of large vessels of similar ware now in the

National Museum were collected in Costa Rica and Nicaragua.
The red line group.—The group of vessels to which I have given

this name is represented by aboiit a dozen specimens, which indicate

a wide range of form and exhibit a number of unique characters.

The localities from which they are derived extend from 8° -^0' to
8" 40' north latitude and from 82° 40' to 82° 50' west longitude.

The paste is of about the usual compo.sition, but takes a variety of

tints on burning, a light gray orange prevailing. The finish of the

surface is about the same as in other groups. The decoration consists

of life forms and their conventional representatives in relief and
of carelessly executed geometric designs, the pigment used being a
bright, sienna-like red.

As will be seen by reference to the illustrations, the f<n'ms are

varied and pleasing, but for the most part repeat outlines common
to otlier groups. The handles, single or in twos, are upright loops,

and the tripods are in nearly all cases looped or annular, an unusual
feature in other groups.

I present three illustrations, two of which were given in outline in
the introductory pages. The fir.st (Fig. 158) has a well proportioned,
somewhat globular body, supported by three legs formed of looi:)ed

bands of clay. On the shoulder are two small animal forms, prol)-

aljly meant for frogs. The spaces between these are occupied by
panel-like arrangements of red lines. The surface is yellowish gray
in color, excepting where blackened in the baking. The paste has
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cracked in firing, a feature observed iu a number of pieces belonging

to this group.

A unique piece is represented in Fig. 159. The single handle is a

Fig. 1:W. Vase decorated with figures of frogs and dev

high projecting loop and connects with the margin of the orifice,

which rises to meet it, and with the lower part of the shoulder. An
animal form, apparently anthropomorphic, is embodied in this vessel.

The ujaper part of the vessel, separated by a slight constriction from
the body proper, represents the head of the creature, the nose, mouth,
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and eyes appearing on the front and the ears at the sides. A few
incised lines seen iipon the inner surface of the handle stand for the

hair. Upon the shoulder are two sharp nodes, standing for the
breasts, and between these are niarkings that represent a necklace.

A rude design in red lines covers the upper surface of the bodJ^
A graceful sliapc is illustrated in Fig. 160. The paste is a ,t;-rayish

orange on the surfai-r ami is I'atlier dark within llii- Thiclvcr jjorlions

of the walls. The under surface is miich blackeneil liy use over tire.

An interesting feature is seen upon the handles at the highest point

of the loop. Instead of the single indented transverse fillet observed
in similar forms in other groups, we have two such features, set

about an inch apart, and between them are two indented nodes which
stand for eyes, and a number of indentations within the space refer

to other features of the animal suggested. Upon the shoulder and
collar of the vessel are carelessly drawn geometric patterns in red
lines.

The ivhite line group.— One group of vases, of which we have but
four pieces, is characterized by the use of a whitish pigment in de-

coration. Not one of the collections that I have seen is well sup-
plied with this class of ware, and hence little can be said of its varie-

ties of form and ornament. All are tripods, but the shapes of the ves-

sels vary considerably. Twosmall pieces are from latitude 8° 40' north
and longitude 82° 33' west. One of these is shown in Fig. IGl. They
are small, rather carelessly finished tripods, with narrow necks and

Fig. 161. Small tripod vase with animal figures in whit« —

j

flattened bodies. The inner surface of the orifice and the under side of

the liody are jiaiiited a dull red. The remainder of the surface is a
warm re(l(Iisli ,i;ray, the color of the slip and the paste. The legs in

the piece tiguieil represent some small creature with a rabbit-like face

and a body which tapers gradually to the base. Two feet are placed
near the middle of the body, which is striped transversely with white
lines. A white collar crosses the neck and the eyes are white dots.

The upper surface of the vase is embellished with two animal figures,

executed in a white earthy pigment. They may refer to the alligator,
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liiit tho drawing is ti)o ooiiventioiial to admit of full identification.

The companion piece is a little larger, and the upper surface is deco-

rated with three groups of broad white stripes, bordered by rows of

dots, which extend from the base of the neck to the periphery of tlu^

body. The legs are similar to those of the other piece. The little

animal figure fixed to the ui)i)er end or hi]i is idcntK al with that seen

in the following illustration.

\
Fiu IfiJ Shaiith vasp with rlesign

The large tripod vase presented in Fig. 162 is distinct in many
ways from anything in the collection and is remarkable foi- sym-
metry of form and neatness of finish. The body is a long, symmet-
rical cone and the legs are long, straight cylinders, neatly rounded
off to a point below. A thick rim projects at a sharp angle and is

rounded up toward the margin. The legs are hollow, and through
two pairs of lateral slits a number of small pellets can be seen, which
rattle when the vase is moved. Rudely modeled little animals, with
erect ears, large feet, and conical tails, are fixed to the upper end of

the legs. The ground color, the slip, and the paste are of a reddish
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gray cast. The greater part oi the surface seems to have been painted
red, but the vase has been used over tire to such an extent that little

of the original color remains. The body and the legs have ))een deco-

rated with geometric 2)atterns in a whitish ^jigment that can be scraped
off like indurated clay. The little animal figures were also painted
white. A vase very similar to this, from which the legs have been
removed, aiid the surface smoothed down, has a longer and more
graceful body and a similar rim. Another piece, exhibiting simi-

lar yet even more strongly marked characteristics of shape, belongs
to the collection of Mr. J. B. Stearns.

The lost color group.—In number of specimens this group is second
to none, excepting perhaps that given under the head of terra cotta

ware. Nine-tenths of the pieces may be classed as bottles, which
have rather short, wide necks and gloliular Im idles, slightly conical

below and in cases flattened above. They raii^v in size from one inch

to nearly a foot in height, but the average cajiacity is not above a
pint. Aside from the bottles there is a wide range of shapes. There
are shallow bowls and various complex and compound forms. Ani-
mal forms are assm-iated wilh all classes of \'essels. Ti-i]i()il su])])<irts

arelimitedtoi-allier ih.mI.sI in'op. .li ions, and liaiidles. altli<Mi-li nften

present and greatly xaried in style, do iKil constitute an ini]i(»rta,nt

feature. These vessels are remarkably well preserved and exhibit

few traces of abrasion by use or of blackening over fire. The paste

is fine grained and usually of a light yellow gray tint throiighout.

The surface was finished either in a light colored slip or in a strong
red pigment. In some cases the light tint was used exclusively and
again the red covered the entire surface, ])ut more frequently the
two were used together, occupying distinct areas of the same vessel

and forming the groiindwork for decorative patterns in other colors.

They were usually polished down with very great care, giving a
glistening surface, upon which the markings of the tool can still be
seen.

I have already describi'd the methods of decoration, Init may review
them briefly here. The bright red color, which forms such a pi'omi-

nent and pleasing feature, is, as stated above, only a ground tint and is

not used in any case in the delineation of design. The actual pat-

terns, so varied and interesting, were worked out in a isigment or fluid

now totally lost, but which has left traces of its former existence

through its effect upon the ground colors. In beginning the decora-
tion, a thin black color, probably of vegetal character, was carried

over the area to be treated, and upon this the figures were traced in the
lost color. When this color (if it was Imleed a pigment, and not
merely an acid or "taking oufmediuni) ilisa|i|H aivd, it carried with
it the black tint beneath, exposing the Hylit gi'^i.v .md red tintsof the

ground and leaving the interstices in black. The interstitial figures

thus formed are often of such a character as to be taken for the true

6 ETH 8
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design. In oxainining the decoration of this ware it is essential that

this fac-t should l:)e kept in mind, as otherwise great confusion will

result.

The nature of the materials employed cnnnot !"• determined. Ap-
plied to the polished surface, tlir\ were easily removed. The black

ground tint is now easily rubhed nil' and in most cases is much in-

jured by handling oi- by cnntact with the soil. The lost color may
have been similar to tlie white, argillaceous pigment used by the

Aztecs, whicli lias in iiiaii>- cases partially or wholly disappeared,

leavin- iis mailcs \\\u>]\ the ;r(iunil either by deadening the polish or

by reniuN Dig in .rt ions of tliesli]iand tiie jiasteujjon which it was laid,

presenting the ornament in intaglio.

The designs are infinitely varied in appearance and arrangement,

yet are far from havjng a mixed or heterogeneous character. It is

probably our lack of knowledge of the origin and history of the ele-

ments and their derivations that causes confusion. Both geometric

and imitative elements abo\ind and are blended in perfectly graded
series. The treatment of geometric figures is peculiar to Chiriqui

and in many respects is peculiar to this group of ware. Classic

forms, such as the meander, the scroll, and the fret, rarely occur

and are barely recognizable. It appears from a close study of all the

work that motives cierived from natui-e liaAc greatly lea\-ened the

whole body of decoration. This mattei- «ill ieeei\c atteiitimi as the

examples are presented aiid will be treate<l with greater care in a

succeeding section.

Plastic decoration, aside from the life forms so commonly associated

with the body of the vase and with the handles and legs, is not of

importance. The high degree of iiulish rec|uired in this ware tended

to simplify all relieved features.

The presence of life forms in relief has produced important modifi-

cations in the appearance and the arrangement of the painted devices,

and in many cases there is a manifest correlation between the plastic

and the painted forms: as, for example, when the body of the vase was
thought of as the body of the animal, the extremities of which were
placed upon its sides, the colored figures carried out the idea of the

creature by imitating in a niore or less conventional way the mark-
ings of the body. This will be understood through reference to the

examples presented in the following pages.

I will present, first, a series of bottles, selecting at the beginning
those decorated in the nmre ])Ui'i'ly neometrie style and gradually
approaching those upon whieli animal Innns are ti-ealed in a literal

manner. The few pieces se]e<'teil for illustratiini are totally inade-

quate to the proper representation of the group and must be regarded
only as average specimens, more or less typical in character.

I give first a niimber of examples in which the decorative devices

are arranged in horizontal zones. In Fig. 1G3 broad bauds of orna-
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ment. consisting of scalloped and plain lines, encircle the neck and
the body of the vessel In finishmi? this piece the whole surface was
painted a rich red and hl^h^^ jjoIisIikI tin ii ililukioitw is ipplied.

covering the bod\ tioin tin lip to tin hi^i .| tin d.si^i, ,,1.1 linally

the delineating fluid w i^ iiiplnd n ih..\ m^ ihi li] u k as slmw n in the

narrow lines the shaiph I iM it
1 niN lud the bioad, plain band

Fig. 103. Small red bottle nitli of plain and scalloped

Fio. 104. Small ivil lintik- h:i:, : m trie devices— J-.

between. The second exani])li' (Kii;-. ]ii4) varies somewhat in shajie

and design, but is identical in color and manipulation. The dark
figures are merely the interspaces, although they appear at first

glance to have been intended for the design proper.

In a numerous series of vossols the decorafed bands are divided into

compartments or pant 'Is. oflin louriii iiuinbcr. which spaces are occu-

pied bylines and fimins of :;rfatly divi-rsified characters. In the

example shown in Fig. Ki.j the ground color of the inincipal zone is

in the light yellow gray tint of the slip, the remainder being red.

This lends brilliancy to "the effect.
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III till' vase sliDwii ill Fig. 100 the treatment is in a general way the

saiiii'. Iiiil tlic ((iiuiiartiiieuts are triangular and are separated bylines

(h.-il fonu a. disronnet-ted meander. An additional example is given

in Fig. 107. Here the principal zone is expanded to cover the whole

Fin. Kili. UuHl.- uilh 1.1. >ail -ajiic uunUiuiUK KWKiiiBti'i'^ figures— J.

upper surface of tlie vase, wliich was finished in the light colored slip

to receive it. T1h> inincipal liiirs are arranged to give the effect of

rays when viewed fi-oiii almxi'. hut as seen in the cut they give the

effect of a carelessly conncclcil nu'ander. The groups of lines are
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liordered by series ot dots. A ^n'.it muul)ei' of jsieces are painted in

this style. The effect is varied l)y<dteiiiig the shape of the inter-

sjiaces or by niodifyiii<^ the niunbei .iiid i ( Litionship of tlie lines, dots,

and tiu'ures.

Snmowhat siniihir also in general effect to the last example is tlie

work ui)on a m it lier important series of vases Insti ,id of tlu' sim-

ple meandcri'd or zigza.a: arran,2:ement of jiaits, two ot the di\iding

•

#

^-^

lim's (,( tl 11 laiigcnt to tlic neck of tlii' vasr on opposite

d panels and leaving npriglit panels between.
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Ill the examijle pi (Milled \u Vij, li.^tlii m liul an.I'^.ue tilled in with

lattice-like arranirenieiits ot Inu -- In (jlhtib N\e ha\t dots, checkerK.

Fir.. Ifiti. Bottlt'

and varied geometric coiiibinations, and in very many cases the fig-

ures are derived from life forms. The same may be said of the de-

vices that occupy the sjjaces between the arches. The piece shown in

Fig. Ki'J exhibits a somewhat more elaborate treatment, but the mo-
tives and arrangements are much the same. These vessels are pecu-

liar ill the treatment of the ground. The entire surface is red, with
the exception of narrow bands of light ground color, which outline

the arches and encircle the periphery. In other cases these bands are

red, the remainder of the ground being light. Series of lines are

drawn from the lower border of the zuiw to the center of tlie liase of

the body.
In a small group of vases we have a radiate ornament within the

arches and in a few cases the arched lines are continued down around

the base of the vessel, forming vertical circles in which rosette-like
designs are formed by repeating the radiate figures in an inverted
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position below the peripheral line. The elaboration in these circular

inclosures is very remarkable, as will be seen by reference to the three

examples given m Figs. ITd. Kl.and 17;! In the first case the pmph
eral line is a red band nearly one-halt an inch wide and the ia\s

appear in groups above and below it. Within the four broader black
rays (Fig. 170a), which are the interspaces or remnants of the ground,
groups of lines have been drawn, in u idst casi 's curved at the inner ends
like an opening frond and acconipaiiii'd in all lascs \>y scrii-.s of dots.

An examination of anumberof vessels sliuws various degreesof con-

vention. It is clear, however, that these devices, showing curves,

hooks, and dots, are not of technical or mechanical origin, but that

they refer to deliueative originals of which they are survivals; but we
must remain in the dark as to what the originals were or what was the

precise nature of the idea associated Avith them in the mind of the

decorator. Another question refers to the arrangement of the jjarts

of the design in the five preceding figures. The distribution of the

designs is a matter of great interest, and much may be learned from a
close study of these siaecimens.

Horizontal zones appear in the ceramic decoration of all countries,

and result, no doubt, from technical causes; but the division of zones

into compartments of peculiar shape is due to other influences. I be-

lieve the peculiar arched arrangement here seen results from the em-
ployment of plastic features, such as handles or life forms. The
ancient races wei'e accustomed to conceive of the vessel as the body of

an animal, an idea originating in the association of mythologit' con-

ceptions with art. The head and the tail of the particular creatun'

thought of were attached to opposite sides of the vase and conse(pient 1 y
interfered with the original zonal arrangement of the design wliere

it existed, or where it did not exist the sides were filled with devices

representing the markings of the creature's body. The decoi-ation

now consisted of four parts, two in the round or in relief and two in

color, tlie former occupying small areas and the latter wide areas, as
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seen in Fig. l?:!. The same ic

handles, siicli a conniioii fcati

reached from the jjeriphery t(

s];)ring from the use of two
ware. The lateral spaces
of tlie neck and were most

Theoretical origin ot tbe arched panels.

readily and naturally separated from the plastic features by lines ex-

tending across the shoulder tangent to the neck and forming arches

(Fig. 174). In time the jilastic features, being difficult to manage,
would gradually decrease in boldness of modeling and finally disap-

pear, leaving a space upon which the life form could be symbolized
in color (Fig 17.")) Now it happens that in this collection we have
a series of e\ami)les illusti.iting all stages of this thaiige, the first,

the middle, and tin liii.il ^tt ]i^ beniti sliown m tin- above figures.

Fig. 176. Va.se decorated with conventional figures of alligators— i.

In multiplying these vessels the original forms and associations of

decorative features are necessarily to some extent lost sight of ; the

panels change in shape, number, and relationships; and devices orig-

inally appropriate to particular spaces are employed indiscriminately.

so that the uninitiated see nothing but confusion. All devices are

delineations of or have more or less definite reference to the creature

or spirit associated with the vessel.
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1 will now pass over the many hundreds of pieces with designs too
conventional to furnish a clew to the original animal forms, yet
still suggesting their existence, to those in which the life forms can
be traced with ease or in which they are delineated with a much
nearer approach to nature. The manner of introducing life forms
into the panels of the encircling zones is illustrated in the following
figures. In the vase shown in Fig. 176 there are four panels, two

Portions of decorated zones illustrating treatment of life forms.

short and two long, separated by vertical bands. The short panels
are black, but the long ones are occupied by rudely drawn figures of
alligators, some of which are very curiously abbreviated. At the
right hand in the cut we have simply the head with its strong re-

curved jaws and notched crest. The principal figure at the left is a
two headed alligator, the body being straight and supplied with two
feet. The ground finish of the decorated band is in the light gray
tint and the alligator figures and vertical septa now appear in that

Fig. ira. Vase decorated with highly conventional life forms — .J.

color. The ground of the remainder of the surface is red. It will
be seen that in this case the panel outlines are rather elaborate and
that the neck and base are striped in a way to enhance considerably
the beauty of the vessel. Additional examples of animal devices are
given in Figs. 177 and 17S. The significance of the curious figure
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seen in the fii'st is not easily determined, although we do not hesitate

to assign to it an animal origin. There is a suggestion of two sitting

figures placed back to back between the ui)right serrate lines. In the

second piece,which is from another vessel, the space between the ser-

rate lines is occupied by a sketchy figure which, in the jahraseology

of heraldry, may be likened to n iiKinkey r;impant.

I

In Figs. 17!t and ISO I present very interesting examples in whicli

the arched panels are used. In the first the compartments are occu-
pied by a favorite Chiriquian motive, which consists of groups of

Fin. 180. Vase decorated with higlilj con\

lines curled up at one end like unfolding fronds. The whole group
represents a very highly conventionalized animal figure (Fig. 179a).
The devices occupying the upright iiaucls take the place of the ani-
mal heads shown in several precf(liiiL^ ti'^iin'.'^. In tlir arched jjanels

shown in Fig. 180 we have the trdiid-iikr nidtive treated in a man-
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nertomakeitiir.'ttycci'taiii lliat a ivptiliaii f.n-in is intciiiled. Tliese
figures are fully ami >\ sl.inai irall\ invvcnir.! in a siicciclingsectiMii.

Many of tlu-se gl,.l>ul,-ir vasrs aiv unusually liaii.lscine. ^The pol-

ished ground is red or is vaiied with stripes or jjanels of the whitish
slip. Over this ground the whole surface was painted black and then
the lost color was employed to work out the design. The coiled

figures were produced by drawing the lines in the lost color. The
interspaces were then roughly gone over with the same pigment in

such a way as to leave the figures inclosed within rather uneven black
borders. The presentation of these ornaments bringsjne naturally to

the consideration of a number of very puzzling forms which, if taken
alone, must inevitably be referred to vegetal originals. In Fig.

181 we have a handsomely shajied vessel, finished in a polished red
ground and decorated in the usual manner. In the main zone — here

Fig. 181. Vase decorated with highly couventional life forms — }.

rather high up on the vase— there is a series of upright figures re-

sembling stalks or stems with scroll-like branches spriunini; fn'iu the

sides. The stalks are probably the septa of the panels and the leaves

are the usual reptilian symbols. About the widest part of the body
of the vase is a band of ornament probal)ly representing an animal.

A still more remarkaldc ornaiiiciif is sliowu in Fig. is'i. The dec-

orated zone of the vcssrl tr"in wliicli this is la ken is divided into three

panels, each of which ccnitaiiis stciudike ligurrs tfnuinatingin flower

shaped heads and uniting in a most remarkable way animal deriva-

tives and vegetal forms. I am inclined to the view that here, as in
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the precediiit;; ciise. the rf.semljkiiicu tu a vegetal growtli is purely
adventitious.

Fig. 183. Decorated panel with devices resembling vegetal growths, but probably of animal origin— ^.

In striking contrast with the globular forms just given are the

angulai' outlines presented in the following illustrations. The first is

flattened above, the body being much expanded horizontally and

Fio, IM. Example of

having a sharp peripheral angle. Upon the shoulder, occupying the
places of and probably standing for animal heads, are two cruciform
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nodes, about which the scroll-like decorations of the upper surface are

coiled. We see by this that in the mind of the potter a correlation

existed between the plastic and the painted devices even in these con-
\entional decorations. The second illustration represents a neatly

iinished bottle, with upright sides and conical base, uj^on the shoulder
of which minute animal figvires are perched. The painted design is

nearly oliliterated. The third example is unique. The sides are iip-

right and the Tiottom is flat. The ornament occui)ies the entire sur-

lace and is ilividcd into twi) sections (ir zones by a red band about the

mi.ldle.

Complex and ci>iiii)nund foi'ms are comparatively rare. A double
vessel is shown in Fig. lS(j, and a secoiid, varying somewhat from the

first in simile ami ornamentation, is piesenttd m t lit mm ( ceding figure.

Vessels of tills formal ealwa>s small but an m ith ( instructe(l and
finished with much caie Tin sri lu h nidh ^ ii in i n- less arched
and connect the innei mai gins 1 tl t\ li] Ih 1 lii's nf the twin
cups are closely joined but tin t\\ uiiintmtuts m nut cuniiected.

It seems impossible to present a satisfactory series of the jilastic

features cliainiteristic of this group of products without extending
thispiipei- iiii.idinately. Handles, legs, and life forms are varied and
interesting: tliey are not so boldly treated, however, as in some of the
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other groups. This is a result porhajjs of the unusual degree of j)ol

ish given to all i^arts of the surface ^jreparatory to the aijjilication

of designs in color, the pnx^esses tending to subdue and simplify

the salient features.

With reference to life forms it has already been pointed out tliat

the painted figures generally imitate or typify animal forms, and it

is important to note that the.se figures are in very many cases used

as auxiliaries to plastic features in the development of particular

conceptions. This is shown to advantage in Fig. 188, which illus-

trates a small, well formed bottle, having two large human-like heads
attached to opposite sides <jf the body. There are no other plastic

features, but the heads are supplied with arms and legs, rudelj' ex-

pressed in black lines, which are really the interspaces of the lines

drawn in the Inst color. These painted parts occupy the zone usiially

(li'volcil to (||.i-. nation and, as will be seen by reference to the cut, re-

seinl)le closely the radiate or meandered figures seen in vases of the

class shown in Fig. 167. The arms are joined to the lower part of

the head and extend upward to the neck of the vessel, where they
terminate in rudely suggested fingers. Rising to the right and left

of the arms are legs terminating as do the arms. A double row of

dots is carried along each membei and thus ^\ e ha\ e a suggestion of

the relation of the dots and dotted lines, seen in more highly con-
ventional forms, to the markings of the creature represented or sym-
bolized. The grotesque faces are covered with lines which follow the
forms as if imitating markings upon the skin. Another example,
equally suggestive, also employing an animal form, is shown in Fig.
189. It is a cu]). niimnti'd upon three feet, which has attached to
one side the lira<l of a | cary, modeled with more than usual skill.

The ears of tlic animal appear at the sides of the vessel and the
tail is opposite the head. The lines and dots seen upon the head
are carried along the sides of the vessel as far as the ears and un-
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(ioubtedly represent the markiiii^s of the animars skiii. Behind tlie

ears the markings are different in character and purely geometric.

A view of the under side of tlie ve.'^sfl is shown in Fig. I!i0 and iUus-

FiG, IWl. Under surface of shown in FIr. 189.

ti-ates a treatment characteristic of the tripod vases of this class. In

other ca.ses. instead of fixint;- the liead of tlie animal upon one side

Fig. 191. Small vessel with human flKuri-s in liisrb relief ami peometrio color decoration-
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and other nienilters of the hody upon otlier sides, two lieads, or two
complete creatures, are placed opposite each other.

I present next (Fig. 191) a piece in which there is no recognizable

relationship between the painted and the plastic features. It is a

small tripod cup with upright walls, upon which two characteristic

Chiriquian human figures, male and female, are fixed. The painted

figures upon the sides of the vessel are geometric, but refer possibly

to some character or attribute of the modeled figures or are the sur-

vivals iif fiiiiu-fs bi'longiiii;- lo vessels of this shape or style before the

life forms wi'ic .issocia.ti-d with them. The legs, however, so far as

can be ilctiTiiiiiicd. art^ not ri'la-ted to the human motive, as tliey are

modeled and painted to imitate the heads of alligators.

I shall now present a few shallow bowls or pans uKtunted ujjon

tripods. They vary in dimensions from a few inches in iliameter to

a foot or more and are strongly made, symmetiically formed, and
neatly finished. The polished surfaces are mainly red. The designs

were executed in the usual way in the lost color, upon a black ground,
and are confined chiefly to the exterior surface. The alligator is the

favorite motive, and in a number of cases is qiiite graphically, al-

though still conventionally, rendered. As in the preceding examples,
the animal heads represented in the legs do not always correspond
to the creatures eml)n'lii d in the jiaintcd decoration.

In Fig. 192 we lia\ t i k pH st nl iti\c cKamjileof moderate size and
ordinary finish. Thi di i <ii i+i d b md is di\ ided into panels, three of

which are long and i cntain h<;uus,il thi a!lii;ator. The other three

of thealliBator— J.

are short and ai-e fillc(| with rcjin-ciitional devices, related perhaps to

that animal. The Ic-s aiv a]iiiaiviiily intended to resemble the heads
of alligators. A large i)ieci'. nearly t welve inches in diameter, is very
similar in shape and decoration, but tlie legs resemble puma heads.
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The specimen shown in Fig. 10:5 is extremely well made and differs

decidedly from the preceding. The sides are upright and the lip is

recurved and thick. The legs represent some animal form with

thick body, eyes at the top, and a tail-like appendage below that

turns up and connects with the side of the body. The form of the

bowl is symmetrical and the surface carefully finished and polished.

The exterior design is divided into panels, as in the preceding case;

the figures are simple and geometric. The inside of the upright por-

tion of the wall is decorated with vertical lines and bands and the

bottom is covered with an octo])us-like figure, now partially obliter-

^

' decoration —

;

Fia. in3- Large shallow tripnr

Tlie remarkable example shown in Fig. 19-i illustrates a number
of the points suggested in the preceding pages. It is a large bottle

of the usual contour and color, mounted upon three high legs,

wliich are slit on the inner surface and contain movable balls of

clay. Two handles, placed at opposite sides of the neck, represent

human or anthropomorphic figures. These figures and the neck and
base of the vessel were finished in the red slip. The broad zone ex-

tending from the neck to some distance below the periphery was fin-

ished in the gray slip, with the exception of the frames of two panels

beneath the handles and the foundation lines of two large figures of

alligators, which are in red. The surface, when thus treated, was
well polished and then a coat of black was laid upon it, and iipon this

details of the designs were drawn in the lost color. The figures of

the alligators exhibit some striking jieculiarities. The hooked snoiit,

the hanging jaw. the row of dotted notches extending along the back,

and especially the general curve of the body are worthy of atten-

ETH 9
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tioii. These features are seen to better advantage in the series of

vases presented m the f(jllowing section.

Belonging to tlub grt)U]) .u e ni.ui\ w Instlcs, needlecases, and rattles,

all of wfiic-h aie de^i nbcd midei m p.u.iti licidiiig-^ upon subsequent

pages.

Fig. 194. Lars>» bottle shaped vase, with high tripod and alligator designs— t,

The alligator group.—The group of ware to which I give the above
name is perhaps the most interesting in the collection, although
numerically inferior to some of those already presented. Its deco-

ration is of a very striking character and may serve to throw ruuch
light upon the origin and evolution of certain linear devices, as it il-

lustrates with more than usual clearness the processes of modification.

I will first present a representative series of the vessels, in order that

they may in a measure tell their own story
;
yet it is not possible with-
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out the direct aid of a full series of the objects themselves to convey
a clear and comprehensive notion of the metamorphoses through
which the forms and decorations i^ass.

This group, like that last described, is composed chiefly of bottle

shai^ed vases with globular bodies and short, wide necks; but there is

no danger of confusion. By placing a series from each group side by
side a number of marked differences may be noted. In the lost color

group the neck is decided in form, the body is usually somewhat flat-

tened above and is distinctly conical below, and the prevailing color

is a rich dark red. In the alligator group the body is more nearly
globular and the curves of the whole outline are more gentle ; the
prevaiUng color is a light yellowish gray. The reds and the blacks,

which are iised chiefly in the figures, are confined to rather limited
areas.

Besides the bottle shaped vases, there is a limited series of the
usual forms, and a few pieces exhibit uniqiie features. The manage-
ment of life forms is especially instructive. Handles are rare and
legs are usually not of especial interest, as they are plain cones or at

most but rude imitations of the legs of animals. Shallow vessels

are invariably mounted upon tripods and a few of the deeper forms
are so equipped. Usually the sizes are rather small; but we occasion-

ally observe a bottle having the capacity of a gallon or more. The
ma.terials do not differ greatly from those employed in other groups
of ware. The paste is fine grained and light in color, sometimes
reddish near the surface, and where quite thick is darker within the

mass. A slip of light yellowish hue was in most cases applied to tlu^

entire surface. A red ochery pigment was in some instances used in

finishing the lip and the base of the body, and occasionally the red
pigment was applied as a base, a kind of sketch foiindation for the
decoration proper. For example, when the alligator was to appear
upon the side of the vessel, the principal forms were traced in broad
lines of the red color, and these were polished down with the slips

When the polishing process was complete, the details of the figure,

were drawn in black and in cases partially in red. Black was the

chief delineating color, the red having been confined to broad areas,

to outlines, and to the enframing of panels. In execution, therefore,

there is a decided contrast with the preceding group, and it may be
added that there is an equally strong contrast in both treatment and
subject matter of the ornament. The motives are derived almost
wholly from life forms and retain for the most part features that sug-

gest their origin. The subjects are chiefly reptilian, the alligator

appearing in a majority of casfs, and liciicc the ii:iini' nf tln' yroup.

I present first a fewe.\ain]>lfsi>f |)l,-iiii Imttlcs whicli lia.\c ihn'xtrane-

ous plastic features. The dcrnratinus are arrangi.'d in twi.i ways, in

zones about the upper part of the body or in circular ai'eas, generally

four in ]iumber, equidistantly placed about the shoulder of the vessel.
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An example of the tir.st style is g-iv(!ii in Fig. l!)o, wliieh represents the

largest pieee in this group of ware. The form is symmetrical and
very pleasing to the eye. The surface is not very highly polished an<l

shows the marks of the polishing implement distinctly over the entire

surface. Two black lines encircle the flat ujiper surface of tlie rim
and the outer margin is red. The neck and a narrow zone at the up-

per part of the body are finished in a cream colored slip and the body
below this is red. The narrow band of ornament occupies the lower
marein of the liaht colored zone and consists of five encircling lines

in black, three ot which aie <ib(i\ e and t\\o below a band one-half an
ini h \\ide. m \\ln(hfi\e mncli sim])liHed figuies ot alligators are

di.nMi B(M(levllu.M li^iii th I II f \.il iK
I

n n-likebands.

FTfi. 1!)5. Large bottle of the alligator— J,

Kaclinf I hese consists of three lines bordered by dots, which ])rnba,-

l)Iy have some relationship with the alligator. The decorated zone of
these vessels is divided in various ways into panels, some of which are
triangular, while others are rectangular or arched. The latter form
is seen in Fig. liHi. Five arches, having no border line above, are
(iceupied by abbreviated alligator devices. The number of comi)art-
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nu'uts rang-es in otlier specimens from two to a dozen or more. Tlic

arc Hlleil in with various devices, to be described in detail furtlier oi

, ^-^

A vel^ petuliii toim ot dicoi itmn consists ot ciiculii oi losettc-

li]<e ornaments sudi xs xie shown in Fi^ 1)7 Foiii sh^hth n lie\ ul
ni)(les an iiitli oi moie mdi inutu in pi u ed ii])ontlu slumldi i ot tlie

vessel. These ait encin hd In u d liiu s winch inclose two bl ick lines

Fio. 197. Va.se with four i
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each, and within these are peculiar di-viccs in black. Other
furnish figures of greatly diversilicil cliaractcrs, most of which evi-

dently refer to life forms. A full scries uf these is given in a subse-

quent section of this paper, where the origin of the nodes and the

manner in which the painted figures probably became associated with
them will be fully set forth.

In the series of outlines presented in Fig. 198, we have some of the

varieties of form and decoration of both the ordinary bottles and the
plainer tripod cups. Each example presents certain features of par-

ticular interest. The handsome little bottle (d) with the plastic orna-

ment about the neck and the zone of geometric ornament in black and
red lines is unique. The double necked bottle is an unusual form and

its decoration consists of a strangely (•(mcciviMl rcin'cscntation of the

alligator. The tripod vases are wmtliy "f ddsc attt-ntiini: the piece

illustrated in b has a zone of ornament separated intii three parts by
vertical spaces, each part being enframed in black. The sections are

divided by red lines into three panels, each of which contains a con-

ventional figure of an alligator in black. The piece shown in a is

unique in its decoration. Four angular fret links in black are in-

closed in as many panels, bordered by red and sepai'ated by blank
spaces. These fret links, as I shall show further on, probably refer

to or symbolize the alligator. The legs of the cups are all conical

and are marked with short transverse lines in black, which have a

direct reference to the markings of the animal to which the vase was
consecrated. A careful study of the preceding illustrations leads to
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tlie eouclusidii tliat in tln' mind ni' tln' iioltcrs there was a close and
inip(.irt:iiit ri'l.itidiisliiii hd wcni tlir \cssfl ami the reptilian forms
emlx 1(1 It'll in Ixitli jihistic- ami snrfacc cmln-llishnient. The series of

examples which follow have a beai-ing upon this point. I shall begin
^N'ith that in which the creature is most literally rendered.

• In Fig. 199 the whole conformation of the vessel is considerably
modified through the attempt to perfect the likeness of the alligator,

whose head, tail, and legs are graphically rendered. The body, head,
and tail are covered with nodes, each of which is encircled by a black
ring and has a black dot upon the apex. Dotted rings and short strokes

of black occupy the interspaces. These devices represent the spines

Fir. 200. Alligator vase h ith tfiiu. iitiimal hgiires of the alligator paintt'il on tbe sides— {.

and scales of the creature's skin. The legs are marked with horizontal

stripes and oval spaces at the top inclose three dots each. The gen-
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eral color of tlie vessel is a dark brown. Tliis X'it>ce shoiild !)(> mni-
pared with the alligator whistle shown in Fig. 250.

A somewhat different treatment is shown in Fig. ','(10. lijTc thf

animal form has undergone considerable modificatii m. 'I'licic aii but

three legs— a concession to the conventional triiMid — .-ind tlic body
exhibits, instead of the nodes and the markings of the creature's skin,

two conventional drawings of the whole animal. Now, by higher and
higher degrees of convention, we come to a long series of modified

results which must be omitted for want of room. We find that the

plastic features are gradually redixced until mere nodes appear whei'e

the head and the tail should be, and finally in the lower forms there

remains but a blank panel or a painted device, as already shown in a

preceding section. The i^ainted devices are also reduced by degrees

until all resemblance to naiure is lust and geometric devices alone

remain. I observe in this association of plastic and painted features

a lack of the perfect consistency I had learned to expect in the woi'k

of lu'imitive peoples. It is easy to see how, from i^ainting the mark-
ings of the creature's skin upon the body of the vessel, the painter

should come gradually to delineate parts of the creature or even the

whole creature, but we should not expect him to paint a creature

distinct in kind from that modeled, thus confusing or entirely sepa-

rating the conceptions; this has been done, apparently, in the vase
illustrated in Fig. 202, whei-e the plastic form represents a puma and
the painting upon the sides seems intended for an alligator. It will

be seen from the figures given that the devices of the jjanels or sides

do not necessarily represent the markings of the animal's body, as in

Fig. 201. but that they may refer to the entire creature (Fig. 200) or

even to what appear.s to be a totally distinct creature (Fig. 202).

If rcalistir (ir scinirealistic delineations arc ronfused in this way
it is to In. .x|M.rt.Ml tliat hi-'ldy rDuvcnt iciial derivative figures, so

nunici-niis ;iih1 \;u-it'd. should be mucli k-ss clearly distinguished; that
indeed lliere slionld be no certainty whatever in the reference to orig-

inals. It is ditTicult to say of any particular conventional device
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that it oi'iginated in the tigure of the animal as a whole rather than
ill some part or character of that animal or of some other animal.

A very insti'uctive example bearing ii]3on this siibject is shown in

Fig. "Jito. Atttiched to one side of the hasjn is a pendent lieail rcseni-

FiG. -AW. Vase repreB.iii; i i :
.

, ,ii..i- painted upon the sules -!.

Tiling th it of a serpent or a tartle. A kmd of hood overhangs the

la-ad and extends ma iidt;( aiound tin ^idi s of the vessel, connect-

Fifi. a03. Shallow vase with reptilian featu

the markings of the creature's body — ;.

ing with the tail of the creature, wliicli is also ])endent and hooded.

Four legs support the vessel and are marked with transverse stripes

of red and black paint. The upper surface of the head is covered

witli reticulated lines in black, and bands of conventional ornament
in the same color extend around the sides of the vessel, uniting the

head with the tail of the animal. A single band of ornament passes

beneath the body, also connecting those members. It is plain tliat

these painted bamls serve to eonipli'ie tlie representation of the reptile.
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But, as I have just shown, they are as likely to stand for the whole
creatiire or to be the abbreviated representative of the whole creature

as to represent merely the markings of the body. These devices, as

arranged in the zone, reseml)le in a remarkable degree the conven-
tional I'unning scroll.

I have but one more example of the alligator vases to present, but
it is perliaps the most remarkable piece in the collection (Fig. 204).

It illustrates to good advantage both the skill and 1he strange fancy
of these archaic potters. A large vase, having a high flaring rim and
a subcubical body, is supported by two grotesque human appearing
figures, whose backs are set against opposite ends of the vessel. The
legs are i)Lirr(l widr apart, thus affording a finii suppdrt. The heads
of the tun H,-mvs |.rnj,.,-t forward from thr slmuld.T nf tlir vasr and
are flattened in suciia, wayas to give long oval uut lines to tluMTowns
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wliich are truncated and fnrnislied with long slit-like openings

that connect through the head with the main chamber of the vessel.

The o])ciiiugs arc about two and a half inches long and (Hie-cighth

of an iiicli wiilc and are surrounded by a shallow cliaiinrl in the

flat, well pcilislifd upper surface. The extraordinary <Miutnrniation

of this part of the vessel recalls the well known whistling vases of

South America: but this piece is too badly broken to admit of ex-

periment to test its iMiwtTs. Tt is generally likened to a money box.

In order to ci.n\i'>- a clrai- ((.nci^iilicn of the shape of the upper .sur-

face, I present a t..p view of tln' vessel (Fig. 205).

A front view of one of the supporting tigures is shown in Fig. 2()(J.

Although certainly not intended to represent a human figure with

accuracy, it is furnished with a crown, as are the figures in gold and
stone, and is covered with devices that seem to refer to costume. The
features are extremely grotesque, the nose resembling the beak of a

Fig. SOS. Top view of vase in Fig. 204, Fio. 206. End view of vase in Fig. 204. show-

showing the main orifice and the ob- ing front view of grotesque figure. The red

long openings. portions of the painted figures are outUned
with dots.

bird and the mouth being a mere ridge, without indications of the

lips. The face and the chest are painted with curious devices in red.

The funnel and body of the vase are decorated with subjects that seem
to have no connection with the plastic features and no relation to one

another in subject matter. The upper panel, surrounded by a frame-

work of black and red lines, contains the figure of an alligator much
simplified and taking a peculiar position on account of the shape of

the space into which it is crowded. The figure occupying the body
panel is that of a very strangely conventionalized two tailed monkey
and is enframed by a wide red line. On the shoulder of the vessel

is an ornament consisting of a number of angular hooks attached

to a straight line. The effect is like that of fretwork, but the figure

is probably derived from a modified animal form. The paste of this
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vase is sandy and is reddish gray near tlie surface and quite dark
witliin the mass. The modeling is thoroughly well done, and the sur-

face, which is of a somber, yellowish gray tint, is highly polished.

The figures are drawn chiefly in black, red being confined to broad
lines and areas. De Zeltner published photographic ilhistrations of

a similar va.se with his pamphlet on the graves of Chiriqui. That
specimen is now, I believe, in the hands of Prof. (). C. Marsh, of

New Haven. It corresponds very closely in nearly every lespect

with the example here described

Thepolydi tome gronp —The N ihou il "\[usf um t ollcction contains
butthiM ( \ iiiiiTl.s, f tliismc st nti^ti. . f tlu n\ ii > -^ uf Chiriqui. Its

clami t u| M ii1\ 1 ts u] n i( it iii ]< bin s uid refinement of

exetnti ii nilim H\ itli m bli u( ss ot outliiu u id a type of design
nuK li HI I h mce ot olhei ibthmian decoiatiou It is probablj' most
111 iil\ illii d to the ware of thealligatoi gioup and it possesses some
(>r tilt diiiaitensti t fl ' t ( nli il \iii n in work. Unlike

Fin. 3i)r, Large vase with decorations in red and black-

-

the ntll T waros I

d 111.' slip

11 rasfs ui

jiii. this pottery has a bright salmon red
is ,-1 delicate shade of the .same color. In
(<1 portions of the surface are finished in
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red. wliicli appears to have been polished (h)\vn as a slij). The desit^iis

a re i n three colors— black, a strong red, and a fine gray jairple—whicl i •

in combination with the bright reddisli ground, give a very ricli

effect. The first example, shown in Fig. 207, is a large, nearly
symmetrical bottle with a short neck and a thick, flaring lip. The
inner siirface of the orifice and the lower half of the body are finished

in red and the neck and shoulder in the salmon colored slip. A wide
zone of ornament encircles the upper surface of the body. The de-

signs are executed with great skill in red and black colors and include
two highly conventional figures, probably of reptilian origin. Tlie

manner of their introduction into the zone is shown in Fig. 2US. The

•,W. Devices of the decorated zone of vase shown in Fig. iO;.

oval faces are i)laced on opposite sides, taking the positions usually
occupicil by niddeled heads. Each face is supplemented by a pair of

arms wliii-li tcnniuate in curiously ci.iivcnt jdual Imnds, and the two
caudal appcmlagcs are placed midway between the faces, filling tri-

angular areas. The body of the vase serves as a body for both
creatures. In the illustration, the red of the design, which is carried
over all of om- face save the ryes and iimiitli and serves tn emiiliasize

the features..!' Ilie,, the, -face, is in.lirate,] ,,, ve,-ii,-al tint lines and the
black is given in solid c,,l,,r. 'J'his vase is twelve incla's in height.
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A second excuiiple, lUustidtid m Fig H)'). is a fine piece of some-

what unusual sliape The oiihte is inimpet shaped and rather too

wide for good ])ro])orti()n The hndv is flattened above and conical

below and is Mijipditi d 1 \ i
i^i i .innul.ii foot The paste

^

FiCJ. 209. Hands 1 black, red, and pnrple— J.

is of a light brick red color, and the slip, as seen in the ground of

the decorated belt, is a pale gray orange. Uiideeorated portions of

the surface are painted red. Tlie ornamented zone is interrupted by
two pairs of handle-like ajipendages set upon the outer part of the
shoulder. These projections may possibly have served as handles, as

they are perforated both horizontally and vertically, but they are

at the same time undoubtedly conventionalized animal forms, the
creature being represented by the four flattened, transversely marked
arms or rays and an eye-like device ])ainted upon the top of each figure.

The painted devices are seen in plan in Fig. 310, where the relations of

the relieved features to the zone of painted decoration are clearly

shown. This zone is divided into panels of unequal dimensions, and
within these a number of extraordinary devices are drawn in three
colors, red, black, and purple. These are distinguished in the plan by
]MM-uliartin1]inrs. Tli.Ml,.siu-,,s .-uv . .f such a rliaVac-t.-r as tnh,iv.. little

.l..u1.t tlial thrv aiv idcm-apliir.allli.Mmhal |.ivscnl it is i iii ]
i. .ssil ilc to

guess the iiatuiv of the ass..ciat.-d i.lras. The aiiiiulai- f. mt ..l.sci'ved

in this specimen illustrates tlu- first step in tin- development of a
feature the final stage of which is shown in Fig. 211. The latter
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shape is such as would result from inverting the preceding form, re-

moving the conical base of the body, and using the funnel shaped

orifice as a stand. This highly developed shape implies a long prac-

FiG. 210. The painted designs of vase in Fig. 309 viewed from above.

tice of the art. The form is a usual one in Mexico and in Central

America. The bowl is shallow and is set gracefully upon the .stand,

the whole shape closely resembling simple conditions of the classic

kylix. The color of the paste is a pale brick red and that of the slip

approaches orange. The walls are thick and even and the surface is

very carefully polished.

The painted decoration is of unusual interest. The colors are so

rich, the execution is so superior, and the concei^tion so strange that

we dwell upon it with surprise and wonder. The central portion of

the bowl is occupied by what would seem to represent a fish painted

in strong, firm, marvelously turned lines, and in a style of convention

wholly unique. Thi' outlines are in black and the spaces are filled in

with red and puriilc > >r ,nv left in the orange hue of the groimd. An
idea of the superior .style of execution can be gained from Fig. 215.

It will lie impossible to characterize the details of the drawing
in words. The strange position and shape of the head, the oddly

placed eyes and nioutli. ami the totally incomprehensible treatment

of the body can be ajipivci.iied. however, by referring to the illustra-

tion. A careful study leads inevitably to the conclusion that this
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WHS no ordinary (Iccoration. im jil.n iiu "'tli liin'-. imt a sc

working out of ii concfptioii every jiait ot w liu h luid its sinnihc

or its raisnii irrire.

Fic. 212. Orna

Tlio fii;-ures occupying tlie border zone of the bowl are worthy of

careful inspection. It will be seen that the potter, even in this
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highly specialized condition of the uteiasil, has not lost sight of the
conception that the vessel is the body of an animal, as we have seen
so often in simpler forms, and that the symbols of the creature should
appear upon it and encircle it. The zone is divided into two ef^ual

sections by small knobs, painted, as are the handle-like appendages
in the preceding specimen, to represent some animal feature. The
lateral sections are occupied by eye-like figures that stand for the
markings of the body of the creature symbolized. They really oc-

cupy the spaces left by a continuous waved body or life line, whicli

they serve to define. Devices of this class are most frequently met
with in connection with representations of the alligator. They may,
however, symbolize the serpent, as occasionally seen in the alligator

group. Decorative concej^tions so remarkable as these could arise

only through one channel: the channel of mythology. The super-
stitions of men have imposed upon the art a series of conceptions
fixed in character and limited to especial positions, relations, and
forms of expression. It is useless to speculate upon the nature of

the mythologic conceptions with an idea of ari'iving at any iinder-

standing of the religion of the people ; but we do learn something
of the stage of development, something of the condition of philos-

ophy.
I miist not close this section without referring to some fine

vases that belong apparently to this group and which were collected

Fit!. iVi. IjarjfH vase

li ETH 1(1
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by De Zeltner and illustrated by pliotograjilis accdinjiaiiying his

pamphlet. They are now, I believe, in the ]in--, ,-,si.iii of Prof. 0. C.

Marsh. The sketches given herewith are copii^d tVdiii De Zeltner's

photographs and are probably somewhat defective in details of draw-
ing. The piece illustrated in Fig. 213 is not described by the author,

but is evidently a handsome vessel and is decorated in a very simple

manner. A band of devices symbolizing the body of an animal en-

circles the middle portion of the vase. The height is about a foot.

Fig. 214. Va.'Je with pxti-aordinary decorative designs. From Dp Zeltner— about }.

A second piece (Fig. 314), of which two views are given by the

same author, corresponds closely in many respects with the vase illus-

trated in Fig. 311 and is described in the following language:

My collection includes a cup (or chalice) of baked clay 35 centimeters in diameter,

mounted on a hollow stand wh'ch gives it a height of 18 centimeters, and the de-

signs of which are very rich and in perfect taste. The base is hollow and colored

red, white, black, and purple ; it has fom- narrow openings or slits, and the design
represents plaits spirally arranged. The under side of tlie cup is divided into four

compartments, each of which incloses a dragon painted in black and red on a white
ground ; the borders are sometimes red, sometimes puri^le. The body of the dragon
might have been painted in China, so neat and intricate is the drawing.
The design upon the inside of the cup seems to resemble Egyptian art. The body

of a man is seen, painted in red, the arms and legs separated, and the shoulders

bearing the head of the dragon with teeth and crest. The color is similar to the

rest of the piece — purple, white, and black. The intermediate spaces are filled

with very int' icate designs.

This extraordinary design is shown in Fig. 215, and it will be seen
that it agrees in many respects with figures presented in the lost

color and alligator groups. It is compound in character, however.
the head referring to the alligator, the body and extremities perhaps
to a man or to a monkey. The suggestion of the oriental dragon in
this, as in other examples, is at once ajiparent, and the resemblance
to certain conventional forms that come down to us from the earliest
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known period of Chinese art is truly remarkable. . We cannot, of
course, predicate identity of origin even upon absolute identity of
appearances, but such correspondences are worthy of note, as they
may in time accumi^late to such an extent that the belief in a com-
mon origin will force itself upon us.

Fig. 315. Painted design of vase in Fig. 314, viewed from above, thought to represent a dragon by
De Zeltuer; probably a composite of the alhgator and the niuuliey or man.

Unclassified.—A small number of vases do not admit of classifi-

cation under any of the preceding heads. In most cases, however,
they are not of especial interest and may be ]),issi'il over. They rep-

resent a number of varieties of ware ami :\yr pussilily not all C'liiri-

quian, their affinities being rather with the pottrry (it Costa Rica
and Nicaragua. One remarkable piece, of which a sketch is given
in Fig. .50. c. is of large size and is shaped somewhat like an hour
glass, and (ui ai-rciuiit uf its jicculiar form and iuai'kiii,t;s maybe said

tore.seinl.lr a ..,rs..t. Thr u|,|MM- oil,! is >oincwliat the sina'll.T. and
the septum, wliich forms the lioltoiii of the vessel, is jilared about
an inch above the base of the foot. The interior surface is smoothly
polished and painted a dark dull red. The exterior is uncolored and
neatly fluted. The t;eries of vertical ribs of the u])per end is sepa-
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rated from those of the l)ase by a belt of horizontal flutings, and a
wide smooth space extends from the toi) to the base, the lower sec-

tion of which is occupied by a row of button-like, indented knobs.
The use of this utensil may not have been peciiliar, but its shape is

wholly unique. It resembles most nearly the ware of the maroon
group. Its height is twelve inches.

Perhaps the most interesting of these unclassified vases is a some-
what fragmentary piece, of which an outline is. given in Fig. ^n;.

The ware closely resembles that of the alligator group in color of tJie

paste and

Fig. 216. Vase of unique form and decoration — 4.

lip. but the base has been supplied with an annular stand.

11 tliat grniip, and the colors of the design,not ol>st

n>ti are unlike those used in Chiriquian

^I
Li-Ma^iaa'feMo^bMfl ^;lj^^'^5iE^

Fig. 217. Painted design of vase in Fig. 216 in black, red, and gray.

It will be seen by reference to Fig. 217 that the painted figures arc

jiartially pictorial, the conventional scenes including the sun, the

mo(m. and stars. The more conventional parts of the design are very

curious and without doubt are symbolic. The border of fret work
is Mexican in style. The sini. which is only partially exposed above
the horizon, is outlined in i-ed and is sui'rounded by red rays. The
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ti.t^ures su{)])08e(l to ivprt'seiit the mooii and the stars are in black. In
tlie illustratidu the reds of the original are represented by vertical

tint lines and the brownish grays by liorizontal tint lines. The black
is in solid color.

MISCELLANEOUS OB.JECTS OF CLAY.

As primitive peoples advance in culture and the various branches
of art ai'e dift'erentiated, each of the materials employed is made to

till a wider and wider sjihere of usefulness. Clay, applied at first to

vessel making and used j)erhai)s as an auxiliary in a nunil)er of avts

in which it took no definite or individual shapes, gradually extended
its dominion until almost every art was in a measure dependent upon
it or in some way utilized it. The extent of this expansion of avail-

ability is in a general way a measure of the advancement of the races

concerned. The Chiriquians employed clay in the construction of

textile machinery, as shown by the occurrence of spindle whorls, and
a number of small receptacles, probably needlecases, are constructed
of that material. It was employed in the manufacture of stools,

statuettes, drums, rattles, and whistles. With less cultured races,

such as the Pueblo and mound builders of the nortli. siicli articles

were rarely manufactured, while with the more cultured nations of

Mexico and Peru a wider field was covered and tlie work was con-

siderably suiJerior.

SPINDLE WHORLS.

The art of weaving was carried to a high degree of perfection by
many of tlie American races, but the i)rocesses employed were of the
simplest kind. The threads were spun upcni wooden spindles weighted
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with whorls of baked clay. These whorls are not jjlentiful in the

graves of Chiriqui, but such as have been collected are quite sim-

ilar in style to those of Mexico and Peru. In Figs. 218, 219, and
220 we have three examples modeled with considerable attention to

detail but comparatively rude in finish. They are in the natural

color of the baked clay and are but rudely polisho<l. The first is en-

circled by a line of rough, indented nodrs. tlii> second is iMiibcllisiied

with homely little animal figures, and tlir thin 1 with iucist'd patterns

and rude incisions.

NEEDLEUASESC:').

I have given this name to a rather large class of small oblong or

oval receptacles that could have served to contain needles or any
other small articles of domestic use or of the toilet. They consist of

two parts, a vessel or body and a lid. The former takes a variety of

cylindrical, subcylindrical, and doubly conical shapes, and the latter

is conical and is in many cases fvtrnished with a knob at the top for

grasping with the fingers. The lid is attached or held in place by
means of strings passed through small holes made for the purpose in

corresponding margins of the two parts. These objects were in pretty

general use in the province, as they are found to belong to a number
of the groups of ware, being finisln-d and drcuratcil as aiv the ordi-

nary Vessels of these classes. A IVw I)!"' s|ii'iiiii(iis aic -i\cii in the

following cuts. A fine example [)clnngiiig to the uiipainted waiv is

Fig. 291. Needlecasi

ical lid — }.

R

Fig. 339. Needlecase. lost color group of

shown in outline in Fig. 221. It is five inches in height and three in
diameter and is pleasing in shape. The specimen outlined in Fig.
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•4-i2 is of the lost color group, but has lost uearly all traces of the

decorative design.

A fine example, with high polish and elaborate decoration, is pre-

sented in Fig. 22.3. The lid is raised to show the position of tlie \wv-

forations. Two interesting examples belonging to tlie dark incised

e i Eeometric
oloi gioup of

ware are shown in Figs. 224 and 225. The deeply incised design of
the first is purely geometric, but is probably of grajjhic parentage,
while that of the second, rather rudely scratched through the dark
surface into the gray paste, is apparently a less highly conventional-
ized treatment of the same motive.

FIGURINES

I have already called attention to the fact that there is no such thing
in Chiriquian ceramic art as a well modeled human figure and appar-
ently no indication of an attempt to render the human physiognomy
with accuracy. It is higlily iirobablt' that the prrsoiia^cs embodied
in the mythology of thepcnpl,. t.n.k the Iniinscjf animals nr were an-
thropomorpliic and gave rise tu the peculiar cunceptiijiis embodied in
their arts. The strange objects herewith presented are rendered in
a measure intelligible by the adoption of this hypothesis. These
figurines are cnnrnnMl t., the alligator -r.uip uf ware and are quite
numerous. They aiv small, raivfnlly liiiishcil. and [.aintcd with care
in red and black liiifs and ligmvs. Tln^y aiv semihuman and appear
to be arrayed in costume. The head of each is triangular in shape,
having a sharp, projecting profile, with the moiith set back beneath
the chin, reminding one of the face of a squirrel or some such rodent.
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Tlie figures occupy a sitting postuit Tlie kgs a'c si)i-c;ul cmt hori-

zontally, giving a firm support, and terminate m blunt cones, which
are in some cases slightly bent up to represent feet. The hands rest

ui.on the sides or thighs or (1 i^p i^iii ill lunit ijip iivutly intended for

an infant, which, however dx^n,,!'^ i in l .lii\( my liuni.'iii tV-aturi's.

In one case this figure is jil u < d n]Min tin li u k nf tlie figurine and
appears to hold its place by meau'5 of tour teet armed with claws (Fig.

220); in another it is held in front (Fig. 227) The neck is usually

pierced to facilitate sus]iensii,n md the under side of the body—the

sitting surface— is lii|)l\ (m il n tied or punctured if solid, as if

for the purpose I if tixing tin Ii^uk in an upright position to some

movable support. The central perforation is round and the lateral

ones, on the under side of the legs, are oblong. The largest specimen
is six inches in height and the smallest about one and a half inches.

They are rather elaborately painted with black and red devices

which, by their peculiar geometric character, are undoubtedly in-

tended to indicate the costume. The hair is represented by black
stripes, which descend upon the neck, and the face is striped with red.

They are found associated with other relics in the graves and were
])()ssibly only toys, but nioic proliably were tutelary images or
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Fia, 227. Statuette, alligator group - {.

served some unknown religious purpose. The sex is usually femi-
nine. Two additional examples showing side and back views are
outlined in Figs. -^^S and 229.

FiQ. 228. Statuette of .small Fkj. 221), Statuette of largest size
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1 have given this name to a class of stone carvings presented in a

previous section, ami. fni- want of abetter name, give it also to a

series of similar objicts modi'li'd in clay. These are among the most
elaborate products of Chiriquian art. In all cases they are of the

yellowish unpainted pottery and indicate much freedom and skill in

the handling of clay. They do not show any well defined evidences

of use, and as they are too slight and fragile to be used as ordinary

seats we are left to surmise that they may have served some purpose
in the religious rites of the ancient races. They are uniform in con-

struction and general conformation and consist of a circular tablet

supported by upright circular walls or by figures which rest upon a

strong, ring shaped base. The tablet or plate is somewhat concave
above, is less than an inch in thickness, and has a diameter of ten

and one-fourth inches in the largest piece, descending to seven and
one-half in the smallest. The margin is rounded and usually em-
bellished with a beaded ornament consisting of grotesque heads, gen-

erally reptilian. The variations exhibited in details of modeling are

well shown by the illustrations. In the example given in Fig. -i'M

Fig. 830. Stool of plain terra cotta. decorated with grote.sque heads and incised figures— ;.

the upright portion is a hollow cylinder, having four vertical slits,

alternating with which are oblique bands of ornament in incised lines

and punctures. The projecting margin of the tablet is encircled by
a row of grotesque, monkcy-liko licads, facing downward.

Fig. 331 illustrates a siii'iiiiun in which three grotesque figures,

with forbidding faces, altiMii,iti> with as many fiat columns embel-
lished with rude figures of alligators. Eighteen grotesque, monkey-
like heads occupy the lower margin of the seat plate in the spaces
between the heads of the supporting figures. This specimen illus-

trates the favorite Chiriquian method of construction. The various
parts were modeled separately in a rough way and then set into place
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in the order of their importance. When this was done and the in-

sertions were neatly worked together with the fingers, a number of
small instruments were employed in finishing: a sharp styhis for indi-

cating parts of the costume, and blunt points and small tubular dies

^'">

Fig. 231. Stool of plain clay, with grotesque fiKiufs - ;.

for adding intaglio details of anatomy, such as the navel, the pupils

of the eyes, and the partings of the fingers and toes.

The discoidal plate of another specimen is supported by four ab-

stirdly grotesque monkeys, giving a general effect miich like that of

the last.

A xvvv iviii.-irkalil.' nirr,. is sli.Avn in Fi-. •.':;•.• The tablet is sup-

/f

ported by six grotesque figures, somewhat human in appearance,
whose limbs are intertwined with serpents, suggesting the famous
group of the Laocoon. The work is roughly done and the details
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tire not carried out in a very consistent manner, as the ai'ms and legs

of the figures become confiised with the rei)tiles and are as likely to

terminate in a snake's head as in a hand or foot. The rudely shaped
bodies are covered with indented circlets or with short incised lines.

The material, color, and finish are as usual. The height is four and
one-half inches and 1hc -lianichM- ..f tin- tablet tm inches.

There are a.lililiMnnl speciiiiens in tlie National Museiini. In one
case, the lai'yest specimen of tlie series, tiie tablet is su2)ported by
five upright female human figures and the margin is encircled by a
cornice of forty-si.x neatly modeled reptilian heads. A small example
differs considi-rably in eeneral shape from those illustrated, the base
being much smaller than the eirci;lar tablet. The suppoi't in,i;- tii^-iires

are two rudely modeleil ocelots and two monkey-like ti,e-uivs. all of

which are placed in an inverted position. Similar objects are ob-

tained from the neighboring states of Central and South America.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

Something is already known of the musical instruments of the
ancient Chiriquians through fugitive specimens that have found their

way into collections in all parts of Et;rope and America. The testi-

mony of the earthen relics—for no others are preserved to us—goes
to show that the art of music was, in its rude way, very assiduously
pi'acticed, and that it probably constituted with these, as with most
primitive communities, a serious and important feature in the various
ceremonial exercises. Clay is naturally limited to the production of

a small percentage of the musical insti'uments of any people, the
various forms of woody growths being better adapted to their manu-
facti;re. We have examples of both instruments of percussion and
Avind iiist)-uments, the former class embracing drums and rattles and
the latter w histles and clarionette-like pipes.

Baffles.— Besides the ordinary rattles attached to and forming
parts of vessels, as already described, there are a number of small
pieces that seem to have served exclusively as rattles, while some
are rattle and whistle combined in one piece. In no case, however,
would they seem to the unscientific observer to be more than mere
toys, as they are of small size and the sounds emitted are too weak
to be percejatible at any considerable distance. At the same time it

is true that they may have had ceremonial offices of no little conse-

quence to the primitive priesthood. The simple rattles are shaped
like gourds, the liody being globular and the neck or handle long and
straight. Like the wares already described, they are ."mished and
decorated, the majority belonging to the lost color group. The length
varies from three to six or seven inches. A number of minute slit-

like orifices or perforations for the emission of the sound occur about
the upper part of the body (Fig. 23-3). A septum is placed in the lower
part of the neck, so that the handle, which is hollow and open at the
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upper end, may serve as a whistle. In some cases the lower part of

the neck is perforated for suspension at the point occupied by tlu^

septum, as imperfectly shown in the section (Fig. -iM). The most in-

teresting specimen in the collection is shown in Fig. 235; it is espe-

cially notable on account of its construction, which points clearly to

the gourd as a prototype. The body is of the usual globular shape,

slightly elongated above. The neck is represented as a separate piece

Fig. 2*4. Section of rattle
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use of clay was probably exceptional, as there are but three specimens

in our Chiriquian collection. The shape is somewhat like that of an

hour glass, the upper part, however, being considerably larger than

the base or stand. In all cases the principal rim is finished with

especial reference to the attachment of the vibrating head. The ex-

ample presented in Fig. 33(J has a deeply scarified belt an inch wide

encircling the rim, and below it is a narrow ridge, intended perhaps to

facilitate the lashing or cementing on of the head. Two raised bands,

intended to imitate twisted cords, encircle the most constricted part

of the body, a single band similarly marked encircling the base.

The surface is gray in color and but rudely polished. The walls are

al)out three-eighths of an inch thick, the height sixteen and one-half

inches, and the greatest diameter seven and one-half inches.

Till' dcc(u;i((Ml siiiM'iiH.'ii lUusli it( (1 in Fig. 237 is imperfect, a few
inelics ..r til.' I.,is(. li,i\ iii_ 1), ( II |,ivt The shape is rather more ele-

gant than that of the otln i sp( i iiii. ii and the surface is neatly finished

and polished. The ground coloi or slip is a warm yellow gray and
the decoration is in red and black. The rim or upper margin is
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rather rudely finished and is painted red and on the exterior is made
slightly concave and furnished with a raised band to facilitate the

attacliment of the head. The painted ornament encircles the body
in four zones, two upon the upper portion and two upon the base.

Fig. 238. Conventional design on drum shown in Fig. 2.37. composed of alligator derivatives.

The designs occupying the body zones are unique and viewed in the

light of their probable origin are extremely interesting. In another
place further on in this paper I shall show that they are probably
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very highly coiivciitioiializi'il di'rivative.s of the alligator radical, the

meandered line rt'iiicsciilin-- the liixlyof the creature and the scal-

loped hooks the ext ii-iuit ics ( Ki^-. ^js). The two bands upon the base

consist of geometric figures, the origin of which cannot be definitely

determined, although they also probably refer to the alligator.

In the collection there is a minute toy drum of the same general

shape, and the same form reappears in some of the whistles, in one
of which (Fig. 347) the skin head and its fastenings are all carefully

rr-]iroilu('i'd in miniature. The immediate original of this particular

form of ili-um was prolialily made of wood. A drum recently brought
from Costa Rica was made by hollowing out a cylindrical ])iece of

wood and stretching a piece of snakeskin across the top. The shajH'

is nearly identical with that of these earthen specimens.

Wind instruments.—Earthenware wind instruiiniits are found in

considerable numbers and are associated with otiici' I'elics in the
tombs. Nearly all are very simj)le in construction and are limited

in musical power, receiving and perhaps generally deserving no bet-

ter name than whistles or toys. A few jjieces are more pretentious

and yield a number of notes, and if operated by skilled ])erfoi-mersoi-

projierly concerted are capable of producing pliNisin-;- melodies. It is

not diflicult to determine the powers of individual i nsi ni ments. but we
cannot say to what extent these powers were understood by the origi-

nal owners, nor can we say whether or not they vvere intended to be
played in unison in such a way as ta give a certain desired succes-

sion of intervals. There are, however, in a large number of these in-

struments a uniformity in construction and a certain close corre-

spondence in the number and degree of the soiin<ls that indicate the
e.xistence of well established standards. Itdors nol apiicai-aliscjlutely

certain to me that the system of intervals was made tu coufurui to that

of any known scale; but a difficulty arises in attempting to determine
this point, as most of the pieces are more or less mutilated. We find

also that the note proilucible by any ,<;iveu std]) is not fixed in pitch,

but varies, wilji the foive of Ihe Incalli, 1 wo or e\-en three full inter-

vals. As a result of this a gliilc is jiossihh.' to the skilled performer
from note to note and any desired pitch can be taken.

In material, finish, and decoration these objects do not differ from
the ordinary pottery. A majority l)elong to the alligator group. The
size is generally small, the largest specimen being about eight inches
in length. The shapes are wonderfully varied and indicate a lively

imagination on the part of the potter. Animal forms prevail very
decidedly, that of the bird being a great favorite. In many cases the
animals copied can be identified, but in others they cannot—perhaps
from our lack of knowledge of the fauna of the jjrovince, perhaps from
carelessness on the part of the artist or from the tendency to model gro-
tesque and complicated shapes. The following creatures can be rec-

ognized: men, pumas, ocelots, armadillos, eagles, owls, ducks, parrots,
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several varieties of small birds, alligators, crabs, and scorpions.

Vegetal forms, excepting where in use as instruments or utensils,

as reeds and gourds, were not copied. In the National Museum col-

lection there are two tubular pipes, probably modeled after reeds,

and another resembles a gourd in shape. The construction of the
whistliiii; apparatus is identical in all cases and corresjjonds to that
of imv ll.ii;v(i|i.|s (see sections. Figs. 240 and 243). Plain tubes Avere

(loul)tless also used as whistles, and all iitensils of small size, such as

needlecases and toy vases, can be made to give forth a note more or

less shrill, according to the size of the chamber. The simplest form
of whistle ])r()dnres two shrill notes identical in pitch. The shape is

double, suggesting a primitive condition of the tibite jiares of the

Romans. The parts are pear or gourd shaped, are joined above and
below, and have an opening between the necks. The two mouth-
pieces are so close together that both ai'e necessarily blown at once.

The note produced is pitched very high and is extremely penetrating.

f

not to say ear splitting, making an excellent call For the jungles and
forests of the tropics. A small specimen is presented full size in Fig.

239, and the section in Fig. 240 shows the relative positions of the

mouthpieces, air passages, vent holes, and chambers.
Reed shaped instruments are furnished with passages and orifices

corresponding to the other forms. The chamber is tubular and the

lower end is open, and the finger holes, when present, are on the upjxM-

side of the cylinder. One exami)le without finger holes has two notes

nearly an octave apart, which are produced, the higher with the tube

open and the lower with it closed. Perhaps the most satisfactory

instrument in the whole collection, so far as range is ctjncerned, is

shown in Fig. 241. and a section is given in Fig. 242. It is capable

(jf yielding the notes indicated in tlie accompanying scale: First, a
Mornial series of eight sounds, produced as shown in the diagram, and,

(; KTH 1

1
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second, a .seller l)H»lii( I <l l)\ hlnw my w ith yi( atei lout, one Jiote two

octa\es al)o\e its i.Klual aii<l tlie otheis tlnee o< taM-s alio\e These

notes are lUttirult

liy the native pert'

; 1 1 It s I ;

^ III ll^ =

Two little instruments of remarkable form and unusual powers
stand quite alone among their fellows. One only is entire. It is

made of dark clay and represents a creatiire not referaVjle to any
known form, so completely is it conventionalized. A fair idea of its

appearance can be gained from Figs. 34:3 and 244. The lirst gives the

V^,

, withfoui tinsel hole.

—

side view and the second the top view. The mouthpiece is in what
appears to he the forehead of the creature. The ^ent hole is beneath
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the neck and there are four minute finger hole^!. one in tlie middle
of each of four fiattisli nodes, which have tlie appearance of larj^e

protruding eyes. A suspension hole passes thrijugh a node upon the
top of the head. The capacity of this instrument is five notes, clear
in tone and high in pitch. It is notable that the pitch of each stop,
when open alone, is identical, the holes being of exactly the same size.

In playing it does not matter in what order the fingers are moved.
The lower note is made with all the holes closed and the ascending
scale is produced by opening successively one, two, three, and four
holes. The fragmentary piece is much smaller and the holes are ex-
tremely small.

Of a distinct type of form, although involving no new principle of
construction, are two top-like or turnip shaped instruments, one of
which is shown in Fig. 245. The form is symmetrical, the ornamen-
tation tasteful, and the surface highly jjolished. The ware is of the
alligator group and is decorated in rf^.c] a.nrl i-.]ack figures. A section
is given in Fig. 346, a. and top and bottom Me^s in h and r. By
reference to these a clear r once ])ti()ii of tlie oT)]ect can be formed.

^ " ""-^^^

Fir.. -24.^. Tny, shajiefl

The companion piece is identical in size, shape, and conformation,
and. strange to say, in musical notes also. The tones are not 'fixed.
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;is each can be made to vary two or tliree degrees by changing the force

uf the breath. The tones produced by a breath of average force are

indicated as nearly as may be in the accompanying scale. They
will be found to occur nearer the lower than the upper limit of their

ranges. It should be observed that the capacity for variation jjos-

sessed by each of these notes enables the skilled performer to glide

from one to the other without interruption. This instrument is,

therefore, within its limited range, as capable of adjusting itself to afty

succession of inter\als as is tlic troinlmni' i>v the violin. I do not im-
agine, ]i(jwc\-rr. tliat till' alMiii^;iiial ]iri-|i )i-iiici- niadi' any systematic

use of tills 2)o\vi_'r or that tlie instrument was jmrposdy so const nu'ted.

It will be seen by reference to the scale that stopping the oritice in

the end opposite the mouthpiece changes the notes half a tone, or

perhaps, if accurately measuivd. a little less than that.

Our collecti(.in contains sr'\('i'al clozon lliioo note whistles oi' pijies.

Most of these represent animal forms, wlilch are treated in a more or
le.ss realistic way, but with a decided tendency toward the grotesqiie.

Nearly all are of small size, the largest, an alligator form, having a
length of about eight inches. In the animal figures the air chamber
is within tlie body, but does not conform closely to the exterior shape.
The mouthpieces and the orifices are variously placed, to suit the fancy
of the modeler, but the construction and the powers are jjretty uniform
throughout. There are two finger holes, placed in some cases at

equal and in others at unequal distances from the mouthpiece, but
they are always of equal size and produce identical notes. The
capacity is therefore three notes. The lower is produced when all the
oi-ifices are open, the higher when all are closed, and the middle when
one hole—no matter which—is closed.

Besides the animal forms there are a number of shapes copied from
other musical instruments (jr from objects of art, such as vases. A
very interesting specimen, illustrated in Fig. 247, modeled in imita-
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tion of a drum, lias not only the general shape of that instrument,

but the skin head, with its bands and cords of attaclimeut. is trutli-

fuUy represented. A curious conceit is here observed in the asso-

ciation of thehird—a favorite form for the whistles— with the drum.

A small figure of a bird extends transversely across the body of the

drum chamber, the back being turned from the observer in the cut.

The tad ser\es for a mouthpiece, while the finger holes are placed in

Fig 847 Drum shaped whistle of ]

\ ith bn d fiprure attached— }

Fig. 348. Va.se shaped whistle, lost color

the breast of the bird, the position usually assigned to them in simple

bird whistles : itb three notes are indicated in the accompanying scale:

8va

One specimen is vase or pitcher shaped, with base prolonged for a

mouthpiece and with a neat handle (Fig. 348). The ground color is

a dull red. upon which are traces of painted figures. Its notes are

as follows;

8va

S,
A novel conceit is exhibited in the crab shaped instrument pre-

sented in Fig. 249, which gives a back view of the animal. On the

opposite side are four small conical legs, upon which the object rests

as does a vase upon its tripod. The mouthpiece is in the right arm,
beneath which is the sound hole. TIh> two finger holes are in the
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Fig. 249. Crab shaped whistle, alligator ware— i.

back Ijehiiid the eyes of the creature and a suspeusiou liole is seen in

the left arm. The painted designs are in red and black lines upon a

yellowish gray ground. The following scale indicates its capacity:

,
Sva-

The largest specimen in the collection, shown in Fig. 350, repre-

sents an alligator and is finished in the usual conventional style of

the alligator group. The air chamber is large and the sounds emitted

Fig. -Zm. Alligator shaped whistle, alligator w

are full and melodious and are lower in pitch than those of any other
instrument in the collection. The cavity in the mouth and head is

separated from the body chamber, and, with the addi-

tion of earthern pellets, probably served as a rattle.

The m<)utli]iiece is in the tail and the finger holes are

in the sides of the body.
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Mammals are very often rei^roduced in these instruments. Wliat
appears to be the ocelot or jaguar is the favorite subject. A rep-

resentative specimen is shown in Fig. 251. The mouthpiece is in

8va the tail and one of the sound holes is in the left shoulder

: and the other beneath the body. The head is turned to

)ne side and the face is decidedly cat-like in expression.

Fifi lai. Cat shaiwil whistle, alligatm wait- |

The decoration is in black and red and may be taken as a typical

ex.iiniilc ipf Ihe conventional treatment of the markings of the bodies
ot such animals. The tips of the ears, feet, and tail are red. Rows of

red stnikcs. alternating with black, extend in a broad stripe from the

point of the nose to the base of the neck. Red panels, inclosing rows
of red dots and enframed by black lines, cross the back. On the sides

we have oblong spaces filled in with the conventional devices so com-
mon in other animal representations. The legs are striped and dotted

after the usual manner.
A unique form, and one that will be looked at with interest by com-

parative ethnologists on account of the treatment of the tongues, is

given in Fig. 2b2. The instrument consists of an oblong body to

which four ocelot heads are fixed, one at each end and the otheis at

the sides. It rests upon four feet, in one of which the mouthpiece is

placed. The finger holes are in the side of the body near the legs, as

seen in the cut. The decoration which consists of more or less con-
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ventional representations of the skin

black and red. Its notes are tliree, as

the animal

The prevalence of bird forms is due no doiibt to the resemblance of

the notes of primiti ve whistles to the notes of birds. The shape of

the bird is also exceptionally convenient, as the body accommodates
the air chamber, the tail serves as a mouthpiece, and the head is con-

venient for the attachment of a cord of suspension. A great variety

of forms were modeled and range from the minute proportions of the

smallest humming bird to those of a robin. The larger pieces repre-

sent birds of prey, such as hawks, eagles, and vultures, and the smaller

are intended for parrots and song birds. The treatment is always
highly conventional, yet in many cases the characteristic features of

the sj^ecies are forcibly presented. The painted devices have reference

in most cases to the markings of the plumage, yet they partake of the
geometric character of the designs iisrd in Didiuary vase painting.

The ground is the usual yellowish gray «>! tlic -^li]i. and nearly all the
pieces belong to the lost color and allig.-itor gnnqis.

A characteristic example is illustrated in Fig, "^oS. The head is large

and flat and the painted devices are in the red and black of the lost

color group. The three notes are as follows :
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The piece given in Fig. 354 has the sliape and markings of a hawk or

igle. It belongs to the alligator ware and is elaborately finished

Fig. 354. Bird shaped whistle. 1 and hhielc. :ilIig:ator ware — \.
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ill semigeometric devices in red and black. All of these devices re-

fer more or less definitely to the markings of the plumage.

The example shown in Fig 2j5 repiesents a bird with two heads,

the sliape and markings of whuh suggest one of the smaller song

birds.

Fig. 265. Two headed, bird shapei

I cann®t say that the whistles were modeled and pitched with the

idea of imitating the notes of particular birds, but it is possible for

the practiced performer to reproduce the simpler songs and cries of

birds with a good deal of accuracy.

The human figure was occasionally utilized. The treatment, how-
ever, is extremely rude and conventional, the features having the

Fro aifi. WliistV i ith rl,H'nrntio„s in hlaok nn.l red.
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peculiar s(|uii'ivl-lil<c cliai'a.cter sliown in the figurines ali-cady i;'i\fn.

The uiii(|ih' liii^cc >;i\fii in Kin'. .'•M; i-epresents a short, cIiimi^n Icinale

figure witli a si;uii'i'<'l fai'f, carrv iiig a vessel upon her back li}' uiuaus

of a head strap, which is held in place by the hands. The mouth-
piece of the whistle is in the right elbow and one sound hole is in

the middle of the breast and the other in the left side. The eostunii'

and some of the details of anatomy are indicated by red and blaek
lines in the original. Its notes are the same as those presented Avitli

Fig. -,'49.

LIFE FORMS IN VASE PAINTING.

This section is t<j be devoted to a short study of the decorative sys-

tem of the ancient Chiriquians, and more especially to a considera-

tion of the treatment of life forms in vase painting. Many of the

finest examples of these designs, so far as execution and effect in em-
liellishment are conccnit'd. have already been given ; but it is desir-

able now t(i select and aiaange a series to illustrate origins and pro-

cesses of growth nr lundilication.

Elements of ornament flow into the ceramic art from a number of

sources, but chiefly in two great currents : the one from art, and con-

sisting chiefly of technical or mechanically produced phenomena, and
hence geometric, and the other from nature, and carrying elements
primarily delineative, and hence non-geometric. When once within
the realm of decoration the various motives or elements are subject

to modification by two classes of influences or conditioning forces :

the technical restraints of the art and the esthetic forces of the hu-
man mind. Mechanical and geometric elements, although born
within the art or its associated arts, are modified in the processes of

adaptation to the changing requirements and conditions of the art

and through the tendency towards elaboration under the guidance
of the esthetic forces ; left by themselves they remain, throughout
all changes of use and modification of form, purely geometric. Imi-
tative elements tend, under the same influences, to move in the di-

rection of the unreal or geometric. In this way the realistic forms
undergo marked changes, gradually assuming a geometric character
and finally losing all semblance of natiire.

Now it must be noted that the decorations of any group of art

products may embody both classes of elements or they may be re-

stricted rather closely to either. This fact enables us to account for

many of the strongly marked distinctions observed in the decorative
systems of different communities, races, and times. In a recent study
of ancient Pueblo art I traced the decoration to a mechanical origin,

mainly in the art of basketry, and thus accounted for its highly geo-

metric character. Chiriquian art presents a strong contrast to this,

as the great body of elements are manifestly derived from nature by
delineative imitation. It was further observed in Pueblo art that as
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time went ou life forms were little by little iutroduced int<j its decora-

tion and that in recent times they shared the honors equally with the

primitive geometric forms. In Chiriqnian art we find but meager
traces of a primitive geometric system, and conclude that either the

earliest art of the people did not 'give rise to such a system or that

the graphic motives, entering gradually and steadily multiplying,

supplanted the archaic forms, finally usurping nearly the entire field.

As noticed in the preceding sections, there is always a certain amount
of geometricity in the arrangenifiit ;iiid the ciifnuiiiiiK ol' thcdesigns,

as well as a certain degree of ciuiMMitinii in the tic-itiiicnt of cN-enthe

most graphic motives; but thesi'cluirartprs iikiv ImmIuc to the restrain-

ing conditions of the art, rather than to the survival of original or

ancestral features or characters.

In beginning the study of Chiriquian decorative art I found it

impossible to apjiroach the subject advantageously from the geo-

metric side, as was done in the Pueblo study, since life elements so

thoroughly permeate every part of it. I have, therefore, turned

about, and in the following study present first the more realistic

delineations of nature, arranging long series of derivative shapes

which descend through increasing degrees of convention to purely

geometric forms. These remarks relate wholly to the plan or linear

arrangement of the motives.

As to method of realization, ceramic ornament may be arranged

in two classes: the plastic or relieved and the non-plastic or flat.

Life forms are freely rendered by both plastic and non-plastic

methods, and in either style may range from the highly realistic to

the purely geometric. As shown in a preceding section, jjlastic life

forms in Chiriquian art appear to have been subject to two (lixeigeiit

lines of thought, the one trivial and the other serious. Through the

one we have grotesqvie and perhaps even humorous representations

of men and of animals. The figures are attached to the vessels for the

imrpose— perhaps for the exclusive purpose—of embellishment, and
(jfteu with excellent success, as judged by our own standards of taste.

The other deals with plastic representations apparently of a serious

nature, although utilized also for embellishment. The animal forms

employed are treated in a way to suggest that in the mind of the

artist the creature bore a definite relation to the vessel or its use, a

relationship originating in superstition and preserved throughout all

changes of form. Their office was symbolic, and this office was prob-

ably not always lost sight of by the potter, even though, through the

forces of convention, the animal shapes were reduced to mere knobs,

ridges, or even to painted devices.

In color delineations, although the same subjects are to a great ex-

tent employed, there is necessai'ily greater constraint—there is less

freedom as well as less vigor in the presentation of natural forms.

There is apparently no attempt at the grotesque or amusing. The
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variants are i)ractically iuliuitc. Tlie work is uiore purelj- (lecoi'rttive

and is perhaps less suljject to the i-estraiiits of associated ideas and of

use with partieuhir vessels or in definite relations to other features of

the vessel. At the same time it is manifest that these painted figures

are not all merely meaningless decorations, but that many, through-
nut all degrees of modilicalii m, I'efer with greater or less clearness

to natural originals, t.. i.li%-is assMci.itr.l witli these ..ri-mals. or to

the relationship of these originals tn the vessel and its uses.

It is clear, however, that a considerable body of nature-derived

elements, plastic and painted, are employed as simple embellishments,
having no otlier function. This suggests the separation of all decoi-a-

tions into two grand divisions, based upon the kind of thoughts asso-

ciated with them. These divisions may be designated as significant

and non-significant, the term significant referring not to the mere
identification of a device with an original form or to its office as an
ornament, but to its symbolism, to its mystic relation with the vessel

and its uses. But I have to do here with the forms taken by motives,

with their niorjjhology rather than with their signification, as the

latter must, with reference to arclueologic material, i-eniain greatly

speculative.

In the application of life forms in vase painting several classes of

modifying and constraining agencies of a technical nature are pres-

ent, and the following examples are grouped with the idea of defining

these classes of forces and keeping them in a measure distinct.

Of all the animal forms utilized by the Chiriquians the alligator

is the best suited to the purpose of this study, as it is presented most
frequently and in the most varied forms. In Figs. 'JoT and 2.iS I re-

froin a vase of the lost color trroup.

produce drawings from tht

color group. Simple and
luter surface of a tripod bowl of the lost

irmal as these figures are, the character-
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istiit foatures of the creature—the siiiiiDU.s ImxI}', the strong jaws, the

upturned snout, the feet, and the scales— are forcibly expressed. It

is not to be assumed that these examples represent the best delineati ve

skill of the Chiriquian artist. The native painter must have exe-

cuted very mi;ch suiaerior work ui^ou the more usual delineating sur-

faces, such as bark and skins. The examples here shown have already

experienced decided changes through the constraints of the ceramic
art, but are the most graphic delineations preserved to us. They
are free hand products, executed by mere decorators, perhaps by
women, who were servile copyists of the forms employed by those

skilled in sacred art.

A third illustration from the same group of ware, gi^'en in Fig. :4olt,

shows, in some respects, a higher degree of convention. The scales

are here represented by triangular dentals, which occupy the entire

Fig. 261. Style of convention in tlie alligator group of ware.

length of the back. These dentals are filled with the round
that stand singly in the yn-eceding cases.

dots
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lu auother class of ware— the alligator group— the treatment is

(juite different, being decidedly more clumsy and realized by distinct

processes ; but prominence is given to a number of corresponding
features. The strong curve of the back, the dentals and dots, and
the muzzle and mouth refer apparently to the same creature. The
curiously marked panel in the body of the last example is a uiiicjue

feature, which ajjpears, however, in a few other cases.

These drawings occur upon the sides of vases, alternating with the

plastic features, and are perhaps generally associated with such
features in the expression of some mythical idea.

The uinilclc'il crcaturi' is ol'tcn i-c|iri'S(.Mit<Hl with two heads instead

of with a licail aii'l a tail, aii'l llir iiaiiitci] fi.i'ms, in many cases, ex-

hibit the .same peculiarity as sliowii in Fig. -'rrl. I .surmise that the

employment of two heads arises from the need of securing perfect

V)alance of parts rather than as an original product of the imagination.

It will be inten-stiii-. a.s additi.uial r.xaniplcs are ])Veseiite(l. tu nnte

the effect of nai.lilicatii.n U|.<iii pai-l iciil.n iVat iii-.-s -f llieaninial. t(j

observe how some rome inlu pnimiiieiLce. i-i'presi-nting the creattire

and the idea, while others fall into disuse and disappear. In nature
the line of the body is perhaps the most strongly characteristic feature,

Fig 362 Two heailed foi m of the alligati ir.

and it is iu art the most persistent. It survives in the stems nC many
conventional devices from which all other suggestions of the animal
have vanished.

The following examples dei)art still further from nature, approach-
ing the border line between the distinctly imitative and the purely
conventional or geometric phases. In the first (Fig. •HV.i) all the lead-

ing features are recognizalile, but are very much simplified. The

Fig. -im. ng\)
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jaws are without t( etli tin lit id i^ w

indication of scales Tin uiln i i \ i

different type and nia\ p<issilil\ n t

( V^K.

iiiKivur.

nd the body without
4) is of a somewhat
her reptilian form.

I rbe aUif,ator much mixlified

hut many links connecting the two are foiiud. The shape is more
angular and is a step further removed from nature. From shapes as

ciiuvcntional as this we drop readily into purrly ,:;f(iiiLfti'ic forms, as

will he seen further on. These and the i)reci-iliiii;- drawings are all

executed on broad surfaces, where fancy coidil li,-i\-i' tree play. The
modifying or conventionalizing forces are, therefore, quite vague.

Variation from natural forms is due partly to a lack of skill on the

part of the painter, partly to the peculiar demands of ceramic em-
bellishment, and partly to the traditional style of treatment acquired
in still more primitive stages of culture and in other and unidentified

branches of art.

I shall now call attention tu some important individualized or well

defined agencies of convention. First, and most potent, may be men-
tioned the enforced limits of the spaces to be decorated, which spaces

take .shape independently of the subject to be inserted. When the

figures must occupy a narrow zone they are elongated, when they
must occupy a square they are restricted longitudinally, and when
tiiey must occupy a circle they are of necessity coiled up. Fig. 365
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illustrates the effect pnidurni liy c Tdwdini;' tlie oblong figure into a
short rectangular space Tlie head is tinned back over the body and
the tail is thrown down along the side of the space. In Fig. •iW) the
figure occupies a circle, and is in consequence closely coiled up, giv-

ing the effect of a serpent rather than an alligator. In Fig. 367 the
sjjace is semicircular, and we observe peculiar conventional condi-

tions, some of which :

such spaces may origii

figures, which tended t<

that supplanted them.

be due \" other causes. Fur example,
have been filleil witli pTirely geometric
)art their own characters to the life forms

Fici. ar,!). Deline;

Now, it oftei

mal form, litei-.tlly rend

The head and the' tail d.

at, as in the last t

does not fill the p
)t correspond and th

ance. In such cases two heads have been preferretl. The body is

given a uniform double curve and the heads are turned down, as

shown in Figs. 268 and 269, or one may turn up and the other down,
as seen in Fig. 270. The two heade<l form may also arise from inii-

The example given
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ill Fig. 368 is extremely interesting on account of its complexity and
the novel treatment of the various features. The two feet are placed

close together near the middle of the curved body, and on i-itlierside

of these are the under jaws tinned hack and armed witli dental pro-

jections for teeth. The cliararteristic scale symbols occur at inter-

vals along the back; and very curiously at one place, where there is

scant room, simple dots are employed, showing the identity of these

two characters. Some curious auxiliary devices, the origin of which
is obscure, are used to fill in marginal spaces. The shape given in Fig.

269 is so highly modified that it is not recognizable as an animal form,

excepting through a series of links connecting it with more realistic

delineations. It is perfectly symmetrical and consists of a compound
curve for the body, with hooks at the extremities and two appended
hooks for legs. The spots symbolizing the scales are here placed

within the body, showing another step toward complete annihilation

of the natural forms and relations. Three additional examples, show-
ing still higher degrees of convention, are presented in Figs. 271, 272,

and 27o. The series could be filled up and continued indefinitely,

Fig. S73. Highly m
gator derivative.

connecting the whole family of devices in which dentals, hooks, spots.

and circles occur with the alligator radical or with other reptilian

forms confused with the alligator through the carelessness or igno-

rance of the decorator.

In looking over a large series of the vases it will be seen that the
tendency of decoration is toward the zonal arrangement, the spaces
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being narrow and long, even when divided into the usual numljer of
panels. As a consequence the motives tend to take linear forms.
Parts are repeated or greatly drawn out to fill the spaces. This
phase of conventional evolution may be illustrated by a multitude of
examples.

^^^
^^^ ^ ^,^2^

Fig. 274. Series of foi-ms showing modiflcaf ion through use in narrow zones.

Beginning with an ordinary form in Fig. 274, a. we advance under
the restraint of jiarallel Ixii-dcr lines through the serirs. ending in a
simple meandei-. /. the spaci's alicait which arc Ih.win .-i'. tilled out

with the conventiiiiial srair symbols, the triangles inelosing dots.

Thus we witness the transformation of the life form into a linear

device, in winch the flexures of the body are emphasized and mul-
tiplied without reference to nature, and there is little doubt that the
series continues further, ending with simple curved lines and even
with straight lines unaccompanied by auxiliary devices.

Next to the body line the most important of the alligator deriva-

tives is the notched or dotted hook, which in the lost color group
stands sometimes for the whole creature, but more frequently for

one or more of the members of its body, the snout, the tail, or

the feet. It is employed singly or in various arrangements suited to

the shape of the spaces to l)e tilled or occurs in connection with
the body line or stem, where, by systematic repetition, it serves to

fill the triangular interspaces. Take, for example, an ornament
(Fig. 275) which encircles the shoulder of a handsome vase of the
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lost color group. Tlie space is neatly filled with groupings in

which the siniplp life coil elements are joined one to another in

such a way as to giv.e somewhat tiic cft'ect of an ordinary running
ornament. The same motive takes a different form in Fig. 270,

which is part of the decorated zone of an earthen drum (see Fig.

a;55). Here the hody of the creature is represented by a wide me-
ajidercd line, and t., this tlu- ii,,t,diedor s<-alloped li.xiks arc attached

with prllV.-t iv-ldalitN. .„u- tn .•a,-li an-h' ..f tllr mrau.lriv.l body.

In other cxaniiilfs Ihr angular gvdini'tric- cliai'artri- cxti'iids to every

part of the detail and tlie curved hooks lose their last suggestion (jf

nature and are entirely dropped or used separately.

The rings, sti'ukes. spots, and dentate figures that serve to repre-

sent till' iiiarkiii,i;s ami scales of the reptile are among the most im-
portant of the derivative devices and occur in varied relations to

other classes of derivatives. They also occur independently, either

singly or in groiipings. Thus we see that the alligator, in Chiriquian
vase painting, is represented by an endless list of devices, and it is

interesting to note that among these are several figures familiar to

the civilized world in both symbolism and ornament.

I present five series of figures designed to illustrate the stages

through which life forms pass in descending from the realistic to

highly specialized conventional shapes. In the first series (Fig. 277),

we begin with a meager but graphic sketch of the alligator: the

>/":;y£;<^ fy^ QjQ cvyp
FiQ. 277. Series ot derivatives of tlie alligator showing stages of simplification.

second figure is hardly less characteristic, but is niuch simplified: in

the third we have still three leading features of the creature: tlie

body line, the spots, and the stroke at the back of the head; and in

the foiirth nothing remains bvit a compound, yoke-like curve, stand-

ing for the body of the creature, and a single dot.

The figures of the second series (Fig. 278) are nearly all ])ainted

upon low round nodes placed about the body of the alligator vases

and hence are inclosed in circles (see Fig. 197). The animal figure
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in the first example is coiled up like a serpent, but still preserves

some of the well known characters of the alligator. In the sec-

ond example we have a double hook near the center of the space

which takes the place of the body, but the dotted triangles are

])laced separately against the encircling line. In he next figure

the body symbol is omitted and the three triangles remain to reji-

resent the animal. In the fovirth there are four triangles, and the

bodv device, being restoi-ed in i-od. takes the form of a cross. In tlie

278. Series Showing: .stages plification of animal characters.

fiftll two of the inclosing tr-iangles are omitted and the idea is pre-

.served by the simple dots. In the sixth tlie duts are placi-d within

the bars of the cross, the triangles becoming nific iiitiTs|.ares : and

in the seventh the dots form a line between the twn ,'iicircling lines.

This series could be filled up by other examples, thus showing by
what infinitesimal steps the transformations take place. The round
nodes upon which these iiicdallii Hi-like figures are diMwn are survivals

(.f the heads or other parts Mf animals wii-inally ni. "leled ill the round.

Imt in tlie processes of manufacture partially nr wholly atrophied. It

was sought to preserve the idea of the creature by the use of painted

details, but these, as we have seen, were also in time reduced to formal

marks, symbols doubtless in many cases of the conception to which
the original plastic form referred.

The derivation of the fret and scroll —most admired of the decora-

tive motives of numerous races—has been a fruitful source of dis-

cussion. The vase painting of Chiriqui serves to throw new light

upon the subject. We learn by the series of steps illustrated in the

annexed cuts that the alligator radical, \mder peculiar restraints and
influences, assumes conventional forms that merge imperceptibly

into these classic devices. In the third series given (Fig. 279) the first

figure is far removed from the realistic stage of representation, but it

is one of the ordinary conventional guises of the alligator. Other

still more conventional forms are seen in the three succeeding figures,

the last of which is a typical rectangular fret link known and used

bs- most nations of modcn-ate culture. Tlie derivatives in nearly all
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the jjrecediiig figures can be traced back to tlie body of the creature

as a root, but there are many examples which seem to have come from
the delineation of a ])art of the CT'eaturn, as the head. font. eye. or

>ter<J5!^

^s^^^ /siM
Fig. ^Tfl. The scroll ami' fret derived from ! of the alligator.

scales—abbreviated representatives of the whole creature. Such
parts, assuming the role of radicals, pass also throiigh a series of mod-
ifications, ending in purely geniiietric devices in the manner indi-

cated in the following or (< .uit li sciies . .f examples (Fig. 280). In the

first cut we have what appears tn l»e 1he leg and foot of the favorite

reptile, and followino- this are nther forms that seem to refer to the

LT.LT<1 l=l|=3r=l
o d

Fig. 280. Devices derived from drawings of parts of the life form.

same feature. Additional examples are shown in Figs. 381 and 28-^,

which, while they doiibtless arose more or less directly from the life

form, are not so readily traceable through less conventional antece-

dents. The first forms part of the incised ornament of a small vase
or needlecase and the second is a section of the zonal ornament of

the tripod cup illustrated in Fig. 20:5, by reference to which it will be

Fig. 282. Devices representing

the markings of a reptile'.s body.

;epn that the zone of devices serves to connect the head and the tail

if the reptile, wliieh ;ii-e modeled as a i)art of the vase ; the devices
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therefore reiireseiit the markings of the creatui'e's l)ody, altliough they
may originally have been derived from the iigaire of the whole or a
part of the animal rather than from the markings of the skin. In
other examples still more highly conventional figures are found to

hold the same relation to the plastic representation of the extremities

of tlie creature. They include the meander, the scroll, the fret, and
the guilloche. We find that in the stone metates of many parts of

Central America, nearly all of which are carved to imitate the pvima,

the head and tail of the creature are connected by bands of similar

devices that encircle the margin of the mealing plate (see Fig. !»).

The alligator form is therefore not necessarily the originator of all such
devices. It is probable that any animal form extensively used by such
lovers of decoration as the ancient inhabitants of Central America
would be found thus interwoven with decoration. These considera-

tions will serve to widen our views upon the origin and development
of especial devices. As it now stands we are absolutely certain that

no race, no art, no motive or element in nature or in art can claim the

exclusive origination of any one of the well known or standard con-

ventional devices, and that any race, art, or individual uk it i \-e is cjqiable

of giving rise to any and to all such devices. Nothini^- i-.in In- more
absurd than to suppose that the signification or symbolism attaching

to a given form is uniform the world over, as the ideas associated with
each must vary with the channels through which they were developed.

Other classes of geometric figures, derived chiefly from scale or skin

markings, are given in the fifth series. In more realistic phases of rep-

31^ ^ITJi
y<\ /^^

Fig. 283. Conventional figiu-es derived from the markings of the bodies of animals.

resentatiou the dentate and dotted devices are ranged along the body
of the creature, as in nature, but as convention progresses they are

used independently to fill up spaces, to form the septa of panels, &c.
Many illustrations appear in the preceding pages and additional ex-

amples are given in Fig. 38.3. It is possible that these devices come
fi'om delineations of a number of distinct animal forms ; but in the

higher stages of convention confusion cannot be avoided, and must
have existed to some extent in the mind of the decorator ; they serve,

however, to illustrate the stages of simplification throiigh which all

forms extensively used for a long period must pass. The laws of

derivation, modification, and ai)plication in art are the same in all.
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It has HOW been shown that lilV I'ornis and tlieir varied derivatives

constitute the great body of Chiriquian decorative motives; that

when first introduced the delineations are more or less realistic, ac-

cording to the skill of the artist or the dciiiaiuls uf iln- ai-t; but that

in time, by a long series of abbreviatillll^ and alii-iati'uis. they de-

scend to simple geometric forms in which all xisihlc r(jn]ii'ction with
the originals is lost. The agencies through which this result is accom-
plished are chiefly the mechanical restraints of the art acting inde-

l^endently of voluntary modification and without direct exercise of

esthetic desire.

There may be forces at work of which we find no clear indications.

Some of the conventional forms into which life forms are found to

grade may be survivals of forms originating in other regions and
belonging to other cultiires which have through accidents of contact

imposed themselves upon Chiriquian art ; such are the scroll, the

fret, and the guilloclie ; but the thorough manner in which such forms
are interwoven with purely Chiriquian cdiu ri)ticins makes it impos-
sible to substantiate such a theory. Thr cciirlusion most easily and
most naturally reached is that all are pn il)al ily indigenous to Chiriqui,

and hence the striking dedurtion that the processes of modification
inherent in the art are of such a nature that any animal form ex-

tensively used in decoration, may give rise to (ihij or all of the

highly conventional forms of ornament.

During the progress of this study a question has frequently been
raised as to the extent to which the memory of the creature original

or of its symbolism in first use was kept alive in the mind of the
decorator. It is a well cstablishi'd fact that ]irimitive peoples habit-

ually invest inanimate nlijiMts wiih I licait ril)utcs<if living ci-i'atures.

Thus the vessel, from tlic time it assuiiics individual shape and is

fitted to perform a function, is thought of as a living being, and by
the addition of plastic or painted details it becomes a particular

creature, an alligator, a fish, or a jmina. each df which is in most
cases the symbol of some myth(d(i;;ic CLiicciit. Wlicn. tlirough the
changes of convention in infinite ri'petiliim, all resemblance to indi-

vidual creatures was lost and mere knobs or simple geometric figures

occupied the surface of the vessel, there is little doubt that many of
these features still recalled to the mind of the potter the ultimate
originals and the conceptions of which they wei-e the representatives,
and that others represented ideas, the outgrowth of or a development
from primary ideas, while still others had acquired entirely new ideas
from without. It cannot be denied, however, that there does come a
time in the history of vase painting at which such associated ideas
become vague and are lost and elements formerly significant are added
and combinations of them are made for embellishment alone, without
reference to meaning or appropriateness; but I am inclined to place
this period a very long way from the initiatory stages of the art. It
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may not lie possible to find evidence of tlie arrival of this period,

as it is not necessarily marked by any loss of nnity or consistency —
striking characteristics of ancient American art; for such is the con-

servatism of indigenous methods that, unless there be forcible in-

trusion of exotic art, original forms and groupings may be perpetu-

ated indefinitely and remain much the same in appearance after the

associated ideas are modified or lost.

In our study of the forms and meanings of these devices it should

not be forgotten that collateral branches of art are also simultaneously

employing the same motives and reducing them through other sim-

ilar classes of conventionalizing forces to corresponding forms. Re-
cording arts—pictography, hieroglyphic and phonetic writing—carry
life forms through all degrees of abbreviation and change, and all

ceremonial and all domestic arts with which such forms are associated

do the same; and it is not impossible that many conventional forms
found iipon pottery are borrowed outright from the other arts. It

will be impossible to detect these borrowed elements unless very liter-

ally transferred from some art the style of which is well knoAvn. It

would be comparatively easy to identify literal borrowiiiys frdiii pho-

netic art or even from hieroglyphic art, as the form and anan^innMit

of the devices are quite unlike those observed in pure decoration.

We do not know that Chiriquian culture had achieved a hieroglyphic

( )r a phonetic system of writing, but it is worth while to call atten-

tion to the form and the maimer of employment of some of the de-

'Kaole devices—

J

<^^<^'^<^<^<^<^^ <P<^ (^

vices found upon the pottery. In Fig. 28-1 1 present an outline draw-
ing of a vase, the shoulder of which is encircled by a broad zone of

decoration. This zone is divided into jjanels by oblique lines. A
row of rectangular compartments extends along the middle of the
band and rows of triangular spaces occur at the sides. Each sjiace is
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occupied by a device liaviiig one or more features suggesting a pictorial

original and doubtless derived from one. In the main row there are

twelve figures, no two of which are identical. Although we are unable

to show that any of these characters had other than a purely decora-

tive use, we see how richly the ancient peoples were supplied, through
the conventionalizing agencies of the art, with devices that could

have been employed as ideograms and letters where such were needed,

and devices, too, that, from their derivation and use in the art, must
in most cases have had ideas associated with them.

A brief summary of the more salient points of interest ilwelt upon
in this paper may very appropriately be given in this place. We
find that a limited area— a small and obscure province of the isth-

mian regirm— possesses a wonderful wealth of art prodiicts the char-

acter of which indicates a long period of occupation by peoples of

considerable culture. The art remains are perhaps as a whole infe-

I'ior to those of the districts to the north and south, but they possess

many features in common with the art of neighboring provinces.

There is, however, at the same time, a well marked individuality.

In conception and execution these works ai-c jjiirel y aboriginal, and, so

far as can be determined by the data at liainl.ari' |nf-('i>luniliian, and
po.ssibly to a great extent remotely pre-Culunibian. The discovery

of articles of bronze, which metal we cannot prove to be of indige-

nous production, is the only internal evidence pointing toward the

continuance of the a nrit'ut iqxich of culture into post-Columbian times.

The relics are ol)taiiicd Irdin tombs from which nearly all traces

of human remains liavi' <lisappcared.

Art in stone covers the ground usually occupied by works in this

material in other Central American countries, save in the matter of •

architecture, of whirli art there are but niea-er traces. There are

rock iiiscriplioiis. statuettes and statues cjI latlier iinle character,

shapely nieaiiiig stones, elaborately carved seats or stools, many celts

oi extremely neat workmanship, spear and arrow points of unique
shape, and a very few beads and pendent ornaments. There are ap-

parently no traces of implements of war.
In metal there are numerous and somewhat remarkable works.

They are of gold, gold-copper alloy, copper, and bronze. The objects

are of small size, rarely reaching a pound in weight, and they are

almost exclusively pendent ornaments. They were, for the most
part, cast in molds, and in nine cases out of ten represent animal forms.

A few bells are found, all of which are of bronze. Pieces formed of

alloyed metal are usually washed or plated with pure gold.

The great body of relics are in clay, and the workmanshij) dis-

played is often admirable. Vases are found in great numbers, uiul
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as a rule are small and shapely, and are so carefully and elaborately
decorated as to lead to the inference that their office was in a great
measure ceremonial. They take a high place among American fictile

products for grace of form and beauty of decoration. There is neither
glaze nor evidence of the use of a wheel. Besides vases we have sev-

eral other classes of objects, which include grotesque, toy-like statu-

ettes, small, covered receptacles resembling needlecases, seat-like ob-
jects elaborately modeled, spindle whorls, and musical instruments.
The occurrence of numerous specimens of the two latter classes in-

dicates that the arts of weaving and music were assiduously practiced.

An examination of the esthetic features of the ceramic art has
proved exceptionally instructive. We find miich that is worthy of
attention in the forms of vases as well as in the plastic or relieved
features of embellishment, and a still richer field is opened by the
.study of the incised and painted— the flat— decorations.

I have shown that the elements of decoration flow into the ceramic
art chiefly through two channels, the one from art and the other from
nature. Elements from art are mainly of mechanical origin, and
are, therefore, non-imitative and geometric. Elements from nature
imitate natural forms, and hence are primarily non-geometric. Ele-
ments from art, being mechanical, are meaningless or non-ideograpliic

:

those from nature are in early stages of art usually associated witli

mythologic conceptions, and hence are ideographic. All decorations
may therefore have four dual classifications, as follows: First, with
reference to method of realization, as plastic and flat; second, with
reference to derivation, as nii'i-luiiiical and imitative; third, with
reference to plan of manifestation, as ,i;iMin nitric and non-geometric;
and, fourth, with reference to the association of ideas, as significant

and non-significant.

I have found that the ceramic art, having acquired the various ele-

ments of ornament, carries them by methods of its own through
many sti'ange mutations of form. The effect upon life forms is of para-

mount importance, as is indicated by the following broad and striking

generalization : The agencies of modification inherent in the art in

its practice are such that any particular animal form extensively em-
ployed in decoration is capable nf clianging into or giving rise to any
or to allot the highly conventional ileeorative devices upon which our
leading ornaments, such as tlie meander, the scroll, the fret, the chev-

ron, and the guilloche, are based. It is further seen, however, that

ideographic elements are not necessarily restricted to decorative or

symbolic runctions, for tlie p]-(,resses ,,f siinplincation rediuv tlieni to

forms well snite,lt,.enii,lovnient inliier,,-ly|.liiean.levenin pli-metic

systems of expivssion. Such systenisare proKaMy made uji t.. a ,t;i-eat

extentof characters the conformation of wliirb is due to the unthink-

ing—the mechanical — agencies of (lie various arts.


